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This PhD dissertation presents an experimental study on 
Vertical-Cavity Surface-Emitting Lasers (VCSELs) for Optical 
Frequency Comb (OFC) generation. 

OFC systems are typically based on bench top lasers sources, 
often built with tailored components which make them robust and 

compact systems are needed for applications aiming for size, cost 

by using Off the Shelf components to obtain suitable combs for 
applications like THz generation or spectroscopy. 

market, which is actually increasing. Their key factors are the 
circular beam, low threshold current and low energy consumption. 
VCSELs improve the competence in terms of integrability, compact-
ness, low cost and the possibility of mass production. 

VCSEL’s evaluation for OFC generation, the expansion of the 
generated combs and their optimization are the three experimental 
pillars of this work devoted to research results. For this, tech-
niques like Gain Switching (GS), Electro-Optical (EO) modulation 
or Optical Injection Locking (OIL) have been implemented as well 
as components like Highly Nonlinear Fibers (HNLF) or Nonlinear 
Optical Loop Mirrors (NOLM) or Dispersion Compensation Fibers 
(DCFs).

In this Thesis, VCSELs under GS have been demonstrated as 
-

tween comb lines is in the few GHz range. The resulting systems 
are straight-forward, compact and cost effective if we put the 
VCSEL low size and energy consumption together with the GS tech-
nique, which provides high phase coherence and tunability without 
component count increment. Besides, subsequent comb expansion 
and optimization has been proved obtaining up to 1THz broad 
combs. 
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Resumen 
Las fuentes ópticas multimodo o peines en frecuencia (Optical 
Frequency Comb o OFC) han sido y son objeto de investigación 
en los últimos años dado que ofrecen numerosas posibilidades 
en diferentes campos como espectroscopía, comunicaciones 
ópticas, generación de terahercios, generación de señales 
arbitrarias ópticas, metrología o generación óptica de señales 
de radiofrecuencia. Los OFC son sistemas típicamente basados 
en equipos de sobremesa y componentes a medida, obteniendo 
sistemas robustos y señales de alta calidad pero difíciles de 
implementar y reproducir al mismo tiempo. Algunas de las 
aplicaciones de los OFCs tienen como elementos clave la 
eficiencia en tamaño, coste y consumo, de manera que es 
importante obtener combs con capacidades más moderadas 
pero que, a su vez, sean sistemas más flexibles, compactos y 
fáciles de implementar. Para ello, centramos nuestra atención 
en sistemas OFCs realizados con componentes comerciales que 
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sean útiles para aplicaciones como generación de THz o 
espectroscopía. 

Para mantener estos objetivos, hemos elegido la generación de 
combs directa en diodos láser (laser diodes o LDs), dado que el 
OFC es creado en el interior de la cavidad láser sin necesidad de 
añadir componentes extra ni aumentar excesivamente la 
potencia necesaria por el sistema. Entre los diodos láser, los 
láseres de emisión superficial y cavidad vertical (Vertical-Cavity 
Surface-Emitting Lasers o VCSELs) son un tipo de láseres de 
diodo que han experimentado una gran evolución en los últimos 
años debido a las características que presentan: los VCSELs son 
dispositivos de bajo coste y pequeño tamaño, por lo que ofrecen 
la posibilidad de ser modulados a altas frecuencias con muy 
poco consumo de potencia.  

En este trabajo se estudiará el uso de láseres VCSEL (1550nm 
10Gbps VCSELs fabricados por Vertilas GmbH) como elemento 
base de los OFCs utilizando una técnica de modulación no lineal 
conocida como Gain Switching (GS). Gracias a la modulación GS, 
el comb generado hereda el ruido del equipo usado para la 
modulación, obteniendo así alta correlación de fase entre sus 
modos. Con el dispositivo VCSEL bajo GS se ha obtenido un 
comb de hasta 135GHz de ancho en los 20dB superiores del 
espectro, llamado VCSEL-OFC. Los resultados presentados en 
esta Tesis demuestran que el uso de VCSELs permite la 
generación de combs más anchos y planos que con otras 
tecnologías y record en bajo consumo de energía. El 
comportamiento del VCSEL bajo GS se comparará con un 
sistema similar usando otro tipo de fuente láser que ha sido 
usado con buenos resultados anteriormente, un láser Discrete 
Mode, también bajo régimen GS. 
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Sin embargo, el VCSEL-OFC sigue limitando su aplicación en 
algunos campos de nuestro interés como síntesis de THz o 
espectroscopía dado que necesitan combs más anchos. Esto 
fundamentó otro de los aspectos clave de este trabajo: la 
expansión de los combs, usando el VCSEL-OFC como semilla. 
Tres técnicas para expandir el VCSEL-OFC han sido 
implementadas, basándonos en fibras altamente no lineales 
(Highly Nonlinear Fibers, HNLF), lazos ópticos no lineales 
(Nonlinear Optical Loop Mirrors, NOLM) y moduladores Electro-
Ópticos (EO). Con estos sistemas hemos expandido el comb 
resultante un factor 3, obteniendo combs de alrededor de 
450GHz y manteniendo alta correlación entre modos. 
Posteriormente, dos de estas etapas de expansión, EO y HNLF, 
han sido implementadas en cascada para aunar sus efectos y se 
ha conseguido un comb de 1THz de ancho a 20dB, según nuestro 
conocimiento, el comb más ancho conseguido usando fuentes 
VCSELs y tecnologías disponibles comercialmente. Este comb es 
extraordinariamente ancho pero, sin embargo, necesita ser 
estudiado con más detalle para mejorar otras de sus 
características como la igualdad de potencia entre los modos 
considerados (flatness) o el rango dinámico. 

Por ello, para profundizar en el conocimiento del VCSEL como 
fuente para generar combs y así optimizar el VCSEL-OFC y todas 
sus expansiones implementadas, se ha realizado un estudio más 
profundo de dicho comb en relación a sus componentes de 
polarización. Los VCSELs típicamente se consideran fuentes 
monomodo pero tienen un segundo modo con polarización 
linear y ortogonal. Este modo es residual y se reduce su efecto 
durante la fabricación de la cavidad pero hemos comprobado 
que genera un comb residual, con menor potencia y este comb 
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juega un papel fundamental si se equilibraran las potencias de 
ambos modos de polarización. Además, el uso de GS para la 
generación del comb hace que tanto los modos del comb 
principal como de este comb residual tienen alta correlación de 
fase. Para equilibrar las potencias de ambos modos de 
polarización, hemos incluido en nuestros experimentos la 
técnica de inyección (Optical Injection Locking, OIL) en la que 
una luz externa se inyecta en el láser para mejorar la señal a la 
salida. Jugando con la polarización de la señal inyectada, hemos 
conseguido equilibrar los combs correspondientes a ambos 
estados de polarización y también suprimir uno de ellos 
manteniendo únicamente el otro. 

En conclusión, un tipo de diodo laser de emisión vertical, VCSEL, 
ha sido evaluado para generación de peines ópticos 
multifrecuenciales. Para ello, se ha estudiado su 
comportamiento bajo GS, optimizando el ancho del comb 
generado. Posteriormente, se han implementado distintas 
técnicas para expandir y optimizar dichos combs. Los resultados 
han sido significativos, teniendo en cuenta el ancho del comb 
con respecto a la potencia necesaria y el coste y complejidad de 
los sistemas. Los combs basados en VCSELs prometen ser 
dispositivos a tener en cuenta para implementaciones de combs 
versátiles y compactos de bajo coste y bajo consumo de energía. 
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Abstract 
Optical Frequency Combs (OFCs) are versatile systems and 
therefore many researchers have been interested in them 
during the last years as they open possibilities in a large variety 
of fields like spectroscopy, optical communications, THz 
generation, optical arbitrary waveform generation, metrology, 
or microwave photonic. OFCs systems are typically based on 
bench top lasers sources, often built with tailored components 
which make them robust and powerful but complex and difficult 
to reproduce at the same time. Some of the fields of application 
of OFCs do not need that bespoke systems but, on the contrary, 
more straightforward, flexible and compact systems are needed 
for applications aiming for size, cost and energy efficient set-
ups. These features can be further enhanced by using only Off 
the Shelf components obtaining suitable combs for applications 
like THz generation or spectroscopy. This is the approach in 
which our attention is centered. 
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Trying to maintain this idea as the horizon of this work, direct 
OFC generation in laser diodes (LDs), in which the comb is 
generated inside the LD cavity, has been the focus of the present 
work. With such an approach, the component count is not 
increased and the energy consumption remains low. Among the 
numerous laser diode technologies available, Vertical-Cavity 
Surface-Emitting Lasers (VCSELs) are cost effective devices with 
small size. On top of this, they offer high speed capabilities with 
a very small amount of injected power. These special features 
are the reason why, in this work, VCSELs (1550nm 10Gbps 
VCSELs from Vertilas GmbH) are analyzed as the main source to 
be used for comb generation based on a well stablished 
nonlinear radio-frequency modulation technique: Gain 
Switching (GS). Thanks to the GS regime, an optical comb is 
generated with a very special feature: its modes inherit the 
stability of the radio-frequency source used for the laser 
modulation. Hence, the resulting comb exhibits a very high 
correlation between its modes. With this, a comb of 135GHz in 
the 20dB span is generated (VCSEL-OFC). The results presented 
in this Thesis demonstrate that the use of high performance 
VCSELs permits the generation of very flat optical combs with 
enhanced optical span and record energy efficiency. The VCSEL 
performance to generate OFCs is compared in this study to a 
different type of LD source: Discrete Mode (DM) laser under GS. 
The results showed that VCSEL-OFC is significantly broader than 
the comb obtained with other LD technologies under GS.  

However, the overall optical span that VCSEL based combs 
provide still needs to be increased to match the majority of the 
applications targeted. Especially for THz generation or dual-
comb spectroscopy, two of the applications that launched our 
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interest in LD combs, this is an important issue. Finding a way to 
overcome this limitation was the beginning of another of the 
key studies presented here. The expansion of the VCSEL-OFC, 
the seed comb. For this purpose, three different expansion 
techniques were implemented to increment the total span: 
Highly Nonlinear Fibers (HNLF), Nonlinear Optical Loop Mirrors 
(NOLM) and Electro-Optic (EO) Modulators. The resulting combs 
are 3 times broader than the seed VCSEL-OFC, thus combs 
around 450GHz in the 20dB span have been achieved 
maintaining high correlation between the comb lines. 
Subsequently, two of these expansion techniques, the EO and 
HNLF, have been cascaded to join their expansion effects and a 
comb of 1THz in the 20dB span has been generated, which is, to 
our knowledge, the broadest comb achieved using LDs and off 
the Shelf components. Even when this comb is remarkably 
broad some other features should be improved: the flatness and 
the dynamic range. Then, more efforts should be done to study 
the nature of the VCSEL-OFC. 

In order to deepen into the VCSEL knowledge for comb 
generation, to optimize both the VCSEL-OFC and the expansion 
stages implemented, polarization dynamics studies on the 
VCSEL in CW emission and the VCSEL under GS were performed. 
VCSELs are considered monomode laser sources but they 
present a residual orthogonally polarized mode whose emission 
is suppressed during fabrication. However, we observed that 
this residual mode also generates a comb that could play an 
important role. Using GS for the generation provides high phase 
correlation among the teeth in the main comb and also in this 
orthogonally-polarized residual comb. Trying to achieve a 
balance between both polarization components, Optical 
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Injection Locking (OIL) was implemented. Playing with the 
injected state of polarization, the combs correspondent to the 
two states of polarization in VSCELs were balanced and the 
resulting comb was slightly broader and flatter. Also, one of the 
optical combs could be enhanced suppressing the other state of 
polarization with OIL. 

To conclude, Vertical-Cavity Surface-Emitting Lasers (VCSELs) 
have been evaluated for optical frequency comb generation. For 
this, their behavior under GS has been studied, focusing on the 
optimization of the optical span. Subsequently, different 
techniques for comb expansion and optimization have been 
implemented obtaining remarkable results, taking into account 
the optical span, the energy needs and the complexity of the 
set-ups. For all this, VCSELs are devices to be used to build 
versatile, compact, low cost and low energy consumption comb 
generation systems. 

 

Keywords: Optical Frequency Comb, Vertical-Cavity Surface-
Emitting Laser, Discrete Mode Laser, Gain Switching, Phase 

Modulator, Electro-Optics, Highly Nonlinear Fiber, Nonlinear 
Optical Loop Mirror, Optical Injection Locking, Polarization 
Dynamics, Cost Off the Shelf component, Energy efficiency 
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The present document details the research developed within the scope 
of this PhD Thesis. The content is divided in five main blocks called 
sections, each one composed by several chapters. These sections are: 
Introduction, VCSEL Laser Diodes under Gain Switching for OFC 
generation, VCSEL-based OFC expansion, VCSEL-based OFC 
optimization and Conclusions. After these sections, several articles 
already published (or recently submitted) are shown, covering most of 
the results presented here. The document is closed with some 
appendixes and the references used. 
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Introduction 
This section frames the new results on Optical Frequency Comb (OFC) 
generation based on Vertical Cavity Surface Emitting diode lasers 
(VCSELs), which constitute the core of the present doctoral Thesis. In 
order to do so, this introduction section consists of four chapters: in 
Chapter 1 we present the Motivation, explaining the interest that the 
present study has for the scientific community. Then, a brief 
Background and state of the art is described in Chapter 2, where we 
define the main concepts that are relevant for the present research, 
along with a description of the principal applications and a review of 
current breakthrough results related to OFC up to our days. In Methods 
(Chapter 3), we describe the main techniques used for the experiments 
and the measurement approach that we have fulfilled. Lastly, the 
Methodology that has guided the scientific work presented in this 
document is depicted in Chapter 4. 
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1. Motivation  
Optical Frequency Combs (OFCs) are versatile optical systems 
that have recently been given special attention by the scientific 
and the engineering community as they have opened new 
possibilities in a large variety of fields. Though the exploration 
of these fields of study began in the seventies, one of the 
breakthrough events in the history of OFC happened in 2005, 
when the Nobel Prize in physics was jointly awarded to John L. 
Hall and Theodor W. Hänsch "for their contributions to the 
development of laser-based precision spectroscopy, including 
the optical frequency comb technique" [1]. Ever since that 
moment, OFC systems have gained significant interest in 
numerous areas: Spectroscopy [2], optical communications [3], 
THz generation [4], optical arbitrary waveform generation [5], 
metrology [6], or microwave photonic devices [7] are some 
examples of entire disciplines enjoying the benefits that the use 
of OFC can provide. OFCs have increased their optical spectra 
and they can be found nowadays covering the range from the 
ultraviolet to the mid-infrared[8]. 

OFCs systems are typically based on bench top lasers sources, 
often built with tailored components which make them robust 
and powerful but complex and difficult to reproduce at the 
same time [8], [9]. Some of the fields of application of OFCs do 
not need that bespoke systems but, on the contrary, more 
straightforward, flexible and compact systems are needed for 
applications aiming for size, cost and energy efficient set-ups 
[10], [11]. These features can be further enhanced by using only 
Off the Shelf components obtaining suitable combs for 
applications like THz generation or spectroscopy [12]–[14]. This 
is the approach in which our attention is centered. 
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Different methods are currently employed and being studied for 
optical comb generation, also depending of the targeted 
application. Femtosecond Ti:Sa lasers [15], Mode-Locked (ML) 
lasers [16], microresonators [17] or fiber lasers emitting a 
continuous wave followed by electro-optical modulators [18] 
are only a few examples of them [19]. They can be divided in 
two main groups: direct or indirect. The first one includes those 
where the optical comb generation happens within the laser 
source itself while the indirect techniques generate the comb 
including elements that process the light after its emission from 
the initial optical source, typically a laser device working in 
continuous wave regime [20]. Direct techniques are considered 
in the present work as they rely on the use of pulsed laser 
sources with no extra components needed for the generation. 
The indirect technique will only be addressed in a specific 
section (Chapter 8, page 104) for a comparison with the selected 
direct approach. 

In the direct category, we can find high quality OFC, as 
femtosecond Ti:Sa lasers or Mode-Locking (ML) fiber lasers [9]. 
However, those applications aiming for compactness and 
energy and cost efficiency need systems built starting from an 
optical source that holds these virtues itself: laser diodes (LD) 
that are commercially available, compact, and have low cost and 
low energy consumption [21]. Direct generation of optical 
combs using LDs can be achieved using Mode-Locking LDs 
(MLLD) devices that offer wide optical combs with high phase 
relation between modes [22] but they are tailor-made and have 
limited control of the frequency spacing [23]. Microresonators 
are another monolithic technology that is coming up as very 
promising and hot topic [24] as they are really compact and 
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produce high quality combs [25] but the repetition rate is also 
fixed during fabrication, typically with values in the hundreds of 
GHz [19]. However, there is another direct technique that can 
be applied to any LD, even Commercial Off-The-Shelf (COTS) 
called Gain Switching (GS) [26]. GS is a straightforward and 
versatile technique that allows a comb to be generated in most 
LD devices by only adding a large and fast signal modulation to 
the laser bias current. Therefore no extra components are 
needed. It only needs a few miliwatts of power supply to create 
an optical comb and it will present moderate optical span and 
high coherence among the comb lines. This technique also 
offers tunability of the frequency spacing of the OFC [27], a 
feature that is very limited or not possible in ML diode lasers.  

Given the advantages of commercial components and LD 
devices in terms of cost, size and energy efficiency and the 
interesting features that GS offers, such as high phase 
coherence with no need of component count increase, the 
present thesis has oriented its scientific efforts towards the 
experimental study and optimization of OFC sources based on 
these two pillars. This work regarding OFCs comes from our 
former (and still present) interest in THz generation and it 
determines the features that will prevail in our focus. Then, the 
optimization is intended to increase the maximum optical span 
achieved as main aspect as well as some others (phase noise, 
flatness, tunability, straight forward set-up, energy 
consumption...) that are also considered and evaluated, and will 
be introduced in subsequent chapters. 

One kind of LDs, Vertical-Cavity Surface-Emitting Lasers (VCSELs) 
are firmly established in the market, which is actually increasing: 
they are the second type of laser in terms of production volume 
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after Fabry-Perot (FP) LDs [28]. Their key factors are the circular 
beam, low threshold current and low energy consumption [29]. 
VCSELs improve the competence in terms of integrability, 
compactness, low cost and the possibility of mass production 
[30]. On the contrary, main limits are found in the modulation 
bandwidth and the emitted power, which are slightly lower 
compared to other LDs. Some of the VCSELs’ fields of application 
are green photonics [31], [32], spectroscopy [33], optical 
communications with WDM [34], [35], Optical Coherence 
Tomography (OCT) imaging [36] and, as described in this Thesis, 
Optical Frequency Comb generation [20], [27]. All these 
features, which characterize VCSELs, forecast them to be one of 
the most appealing LD technologies for compact and efficient 
comb generation, when the distance between comb lines, 
limited by the modulation bandwidth, is in the few GHz range. 
It is important to note that VCSELs under GS have previously 
been used for short pulse generation [37]. However, our 
approach is different and we have experimentally evaluated the 
use of VCSELs as optical sources to generate frequency combs 
and optimize the optical spectra created in terms of span, 
flatness and energy consumption. 

This is the main objective of the experimental research, 
performed and detailed along this Thesis: first of all, an 
evaluation on VCSELs under GS to generate OFCs was done; on 
the other hand, we deepened our study with the expansion and 
optimization of these VCSEL-based OFCs to build more powerful 
systems that are easy to get Out of the Lab and remain compact 
and efficient. VCSEL’s evaluation for OFC generation, the 
expansion of the generated combs and their optimization are 
the three experimental pillars of this work devoted to research 
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results, in correspondence with the three sections included in 
this Thesis. 

As mentioned, our interest in OFCs optimization is a 
consequence to our previous studies on THz generation as well 
as current research on spectroscopy and sensing. Moreover, the 
work presented in this document was supported by a Spanish 
collaboration program (Retos-Colaboración RTC-2014-2661-7) 
with the main objective of developing new OFCs to improve the 
usability and the maximum frequency range of novel THz 
generators based on photonic techniques. This program 
encourages the collaboration between academy and the 
productive sector. For this reason the present research work has 
been conducted at University Carlos III of Madrid in partnership 
with the spin-off company Luz Wavelabs S.L. [38] , which focuses 
on “State-of-the-art THz and photonics products and solutions”. 
Therefore, some of the experiments detailed here have been 
implemented and launched together with this company. 
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2. Background and State of the art 
In this section, the main concepts are defined. We present OFCs 
and VCSELs’ current state and the applications in which they are 
useful. A brief explanation on the components and techniques 
that we have used for the comb expansion and optimization is 
also included. With this section we remark the interest on OFC 
systems based on LDs and, more specifically, on VCSELs as they 
can provide suitable combs for many applications aiming for 
versatility and higher efficiency in terms of energy consumption 
and costs. 

 

I. Optical Frequency Combs (OFC) 
Optical frequency combs (OFCs) are optical multi-wavelength 
signals ideally composed by a train of delta functions in both 
temporal and frequency domains. In Fig 1, we observe an 
illustration of it: in the optical spectrum (right part of the 
picture), we observe that a comb spectrum is, in reality, 
composed by an definite number of equally spaced and sharp 
lines, called comb teeth. These frequency (or wavelength) lines, 
back into the time domain, correspond to a train of short pulses 
if the frequencies are phase correlated, as shown in the left part 
of Fig 1. 

 

Fig 1. Optical Frequency Comb. Comb’s Time and optical illustrations. Extracted from 
[39] 
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The Full Width Half Maximum (FWHM) of both the pulse and the 
comb are related to each other. The temporal duration of the 
pulse (∆τFWHM) and the optical span (∆fFWHM) are related in the 
time bandwidth product (TBP) that has a minimum value that 
depends on the temporal shape of the generated pulses, named 
K [40]: 

FWHM FWHMTBP f K    (1) 

On the other hand, the repetition rate (TREP) in time and the 
repetition frequency (fREP) in the spectra (distance between 
comb lines) are also related to each other.  

 . =
1
푓 	 (2)

Therefore, in a real OFC implementation, the width of the time 
pulse is inversely proportional to the width of the comb and the 
repetition rate of these pulses is related to the spacing in the 
comb lines [9]. General information on OFCs is found in books 
like [9], [41]. These two temporal-frequency relations are shown 
in Fig 2: 
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Fig 2. a) Individual temporal pulse and frequency domain representation. b) Temporal 
pulse train and frequency domain representation. Both the temporal and the frequency 
signal width and repetition frequency are related to each other. Picture extracted from 

[42] 

 

As we have already mentioned, OFCs have boosted several 
fields of application over the last few years, an even more since 
2005 [1]. Some of these fields are metrology, spectroscopy, 
communications, biomedical engineering or microwave 
photonics. Regarding metrology and optical clocks, they provide 
a link between the optical and the radiofrequency domain, 
simplifying enormously the systems needed to count the time 
cycles. [6], [39], [41], [43]. Powerful OFCs have been generated, 
even one octave broad allowing self-referencing [44]. This self-
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referencing is also useful for other comb applications like low-
noise microwave generation. After metrology, other 
applications benefited rapidly from the OFC technique, like 
biomedical applications [45] or spectroscopy [46]. This latest 
field, is currently devoted to dual-comb spectroscopy [2], [47], 
where the use of combs plunges the measurement time needs 
obtaining the whole spectra at once and then transferring the 
information to the RF frequencies by building an interferometer 
to map the modes of two phase coherent OFCs with close 
repetition frequencies. Systems including only commercial 
components have been designed and implemented encouraging 
the versatility and cost efficiency of dual-comb spectroscopy 
[13], [48].Recently, a new area of interest has arrived with the 
demonstration of OFCs in the Mid-infrared area , where gas 
sensing finds important applications [49]–[52]. 

Optical Frequency Combs are also of enormous utility for the 
communications and radiofrequency community. Combs, which 
might have hundreds of wavelengths using a huge bandwidth of 
several THz [18], are used for analog or digital wavelength 
division multiplexing (WDM) [3], [53], [54] and other 
multiplexing systems with the aim of increasing the capacity of 
fiber links. Combs are also shaped line-by-line to obtain tailored 
optical signals [5], [55] (optical arbitrary waveform generation 
or OAWG)or detect it and generate customized microwave 
photonic filters [7]. These fields are currently devoted to high 
repetition-rate optical frequency combs mainly in the range 10-
40GHz and will most probably focus their attention on more 
compact, cheaper and more efficient systems [19]. 

Microwave photonics include also frequency synthesis in the 
sub-THZ and THz range where OFCs are an important tool when 
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using optical downconversion [27], [56]. Combs are multimode 
sources where the phase coherence among the comb lines 
(teeth) improves drastically the quality of the generated THz 
signal. Two of this comb teeth inside certain span can be 
selected and generate the THz signal using difference frequency 
generation (DFG). This is one of our expertises and we have 
published detailed work on the technique improving the state 
of the art with ultra-narrow linewidth performance, tunability 
and long term frequency and power stability [4], [12], [23], [57].  

The important features to be enhanced in OFCs and their 
implementation set-ups depend on each application. OFCs 
systems are typically based on fiber lasers, line-by-line 
processing and tailored components which make them robust 
and powerful. With this kind of systems, ultra-broad optical 
spectra have been achieved in works like [18], where an 
extremely flat comb of 3.64THz (28nm or 365 teeth) in the 3.5dB 
optical span was generated. However, these set-ups are 
complex and difficult to reproduce and some of the fields of 
application of OFCs do not need that bespoke components. On 
the contrary, simpler but still useful systems are obtained with 
Off the Shelf components and LD sources, which are suitable for 
applications promoting them to be available Out of the Lab and 
to be manipulated by people not familiar to OFC techniques. 
These systems are more competitive in cost and versatility but 
find main constraints in the frequency span, the correlation 
between modes and the tunability [17], [23]. Set-ups like this 
have been already implemented in fields like THz generation or 
spectroscopy [12], [13]. More information on LD-based OFCs 
using GS will be given later in this chapter. 
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Direct OFC generation, indirect OFC generation and 
OFC expansion  
Direct and indirect methods for comb generation have already 
been mentioned: the first one include those where the optical 
comb generation happens within the laser cavity itself while the 
indirect techniques generate the comb including elements that 
process the light after its emission from the initial optical source, 
typically a laser device working in continuous wave regime [20]. 
On the other hand, a comb is broadened if we include nonlinear 
elements that expand the optical spectra. In the following 
picture we observe the difference in the scheme for the 
different approaches: 

 

Fig 3. Schemes comparison. Direct generation, indirect generation with phase 
modulators and comb expansion with modulators. See text for more details 

 

Direct comb generation takes place inside the laser resonator 
and it is based on the use of pulsed laser sources, like monolithic 
ML lasers [23], micro-ring resonators [19], or using large signal 
modulation techniques, GS among them. GS is the modulation 
technique that has been used to achieve pulse operation and 
will be explained afterwards, where we see how the pulse is 
generated by playing with the bias and RF signals injected into 
the cavity. On the other hand, indirect OFC generation is the 
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most common approach for OFC generation, leading the laser to 
emit a continuous signal and modulating the light afterwards 
using nonlinear elements. Different nonlinear components are 
used for this, but EO modulators are the most widely used, as 
shown in the previous figure. The indirect generation using EO 
modulators will be addressed in this Thesis, in a specific section 
(Chapter 8, page 104) for a comparison with the GS direct 
approach. Lastly, once the comb is generated, the nonlinear 
elements used for indirect generation might also be included for 
OFC expansion, potentially increasing the optical span is the set-
up is properly configured. Different techniques to obtain this 
expansion will be used in this work, like including EO 
modulators, Highly Nonlinear Fibers (HNLF) or Nonlinear Optical 
Loop Mirrors (NOLM). They are explained shortly in this 
introduction and the work developed is explained in Chapters 8-
12. 

 

II. Laser Diodes (LDs) 
A laser (from light amplification by stimulated emission of 
radiation) is a device that emits coherent light thanks to the 
enhancement of stimulated emission. This phenomenon 
describes a specific type of light-matter interaction: an incoming 
photon of light stimulates the decay of an electron that is in an 
excited state and, under some specific conditions called 
“population inversion”, it might jump to a lower energy level 
generating a new photon with the same frequency, phase and 
polarization state as the incoming one who triggered the event. 
This similarity between photons is the key to some of the main 
features of the laser light, its extreme spatial and temporal 
coherence. Then, a laser is a device than boosts this stimulated 
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emission formed by two main elements: an optical gain medium 
working under those population inversion conditions (excess of 
excited electrons), and an optical resonator. Then, the gain 
medium is enclosed by optical mirrors to build that resonant 
cavity to make the light travel back and forth inducing this 
stimulated emission to happen. One specific kind of laser is a 
laser diode (LD) in which the active medium within the resonant 
cavity is a PN junction created with semiconductor materials 
and the electrons are in excited levels thanks to the injection of 
electrical current. More information on LDs is found in [21], [58], 
[59]. 

There exist different types of laser diodes. Regarding the 
direction of the emission of the light we can classify lasers in two 
main groups: edge-emitting lasers (EELs) and surface-emitting 
lasers (SELs). In the first ones the light travels parallel to the PN 
junction surface while in the latter it propagates perpendicularly 
[60]. EELs have historically been more popular and for instance, 
nowadays Fabry-Perot (FP) lasers are widely used for many 
applications, thanks to their simplicity and low-cost 
[28].Another approach to the classification of LD is to consider 
the number of discrete optical modes that constitute its optical 
emission. In this sense, FP is typically a longitudinal multimode 
LD technology. However, lasers emitting a single mode are 
desirable. In this sense, Distributed Feedback Lasers (DFB) is one 
of the most widespread EELs solutions to provide edge emitted 
light with a single longitudinal mode.  
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Fig 4. Comparison of semiconductor laser structures. SELs vs. EELs. Extracted from [61] 

In our case we will compare a type of SEL called VCSEL to a 
specific kind of EEL called DM as explained forthwith. Both 
VCSELs and DMs are longitudinal single-mode devices [62], [63]. 

 

Laser Rate Equations 
Understanding the dynamics of diode lasers has been a subject 
of study ever since the first diode laser began to emit. It was a 
GaAs device that Robert Hall and his team at General Electric 
made "lase” in 1962 [64]. Among the several approximations to 
model the behaviour of LDs, the so called Laser Rate Equations 
are one the simplest yet more accurate and functional models 
available. A brief description of this formalism is detailed here. 
This equations offer a means to evaluate the interaction 
between light (photons, S) and matter (electronic carriers, N) 
inside a diode laser. In a very basic form, this equations take the 
form detailed in (3) and (4) [21], [37]: 
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    (4) 

 

The first equation (3) refers to the variation of the carrier 
density, that depends on the balance between the rate at what 
carriers are generated due to the current injection (Ggen) and the 
rate at what they recombine, due to spontaneous and 
stimulated emission mechanisms to produce photons (Rspont and 
Rstim respectively). For a given lasing mode, the evolution in time 
of its photon emission is described in (4). It depends on the rate 
of stimulated photons Rspont_mode and the rate of spontaneous 
photons Rstim_mode coupled to that lasing mode balanced against 
the “dead ones” (i.e., the rate ones that leave the cavity through 
the mirrors or the ones scattered or absorbed), Pdeads. For more 
information read [21], [58], [59], [65]. 

 

Discrete Mode Laser Diode (DM) 
DM lasers are a specific and new kind of monomode EELs 
fabricated and patented by Eblana Photonics [63]. They are 
known to be high quality ultra-narrow optical linewidth devices. 
They have also been successfully tested as a cost-efficient 
source for comb generation, particularly compared to DFB lasers 
[66]. In DM LDs, single wavelength emission is achieved with the 
inclusion of index perturbations distributed along the ridge 
waveguide in the FP cavity enhancing one mode and 
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suppressing the others as shown in Fig 5 [67]. We have selected 
LD technology as it presents great characteristics with respect 
to other horizontal lasers like single wavelength operation 
(higher SMSR), narrower linewidth and it allows working at 
higher modulation rates [63]. Some results obtained with GS-
DMs to generate OFCs will be shown in this document. 

 

Fig 5. Schematic 1550nm DMLD. Extracted from [68] 

 

Vertical-Cavity Surface-Emitting Laser (VCSEL) 
This kind of laser emits perpendicularly to its semiconductor 
layers. These layers are basically two dielectric mirrors and an 
active region in between [28]. VERTILAS GmbH is a leader 
company in the production and distribution of long-wavelength 
VCSELs. In the following picture we can see a basic scheme of 
their devices, where we see the different layers and the 
direction of the emitting light. The VCSELs emitting at 1.5µm 
from VERTILAS are based in a Buried Tunnel Junction (BJT) to 
confine the current and waveguide the photons achieving lower 
threshold currents [69]. 
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Fig 6. Basic layers of VCSELs and their fabrication in wafers. Extracted from [69] 

 

Horizontal and vertical lasers (and in consequence VCSELs and 
DMs) have quite different characteristics. VCSELs have a smaller 
size, a lower threshold current, a circular beam and an easier 
fabrication process (including on-wafer test) and therefore 
lower cost in comparison to DMs. On the other hand, their 
disadvantages are the lower output power and temperature 
dissipation as it is a small device. VCSEL and DM lasers have also 
very different physical parameters related to the fabrication 
process. For more information on VCSELs and their comparison 
with EELs see [28], [66], [70], [71]. 

VCSELs are powerful devices that initially found applications in 
multimode optical networks [72] and optical mice [73] due to 
their circular beam, low threshold current and low energy 
consumption. VCSELs improve the competence in terms of 
integrability, compactness, low cost and the possibility of 
building arrays, features that boost the possibility of mass 
production [30]. Actually, they are becoming essential for 
society as they are the second type of laser in terms of 
production volume after Fabry-Perot (FP) LDs [28]. Because of 
their features their market is increasing and new applications 
will potentially come up besides the current ones. Moreover, 
variations in the cavity length of VCSELs can be mechanically 
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performed giving birth to a broadly tunable VCSEL [74] that has 
increment the possibilities that VCSELs provide to our daily lives: 
green photonics or spectroscopy [33], optical communications 
and WDM [34], [35], miniature atomic clocks [75] or Optical 
Coherence Tomography (OCT) imaging [36]are some of these 
applications. 

The present work is centred on the possibilities that VCSELs 
offer to generate Optical Frequency Comb [20], [27]. This 
interest was born in a research environment where VCSELs have 
successfully been considered for numerous applications. THz 
generation [57], spectroscopy [76], [77] or Fiber Bragg Grating 
(FBG) interrogation [78] are some examples. Regarding OFC 
generation, the results obtained in the frame of this Thesis 
demonstrate VCSELs to be an important technology to be used 
in applications that do not need bespoke and expensive set-ups 
but can afford cost-effective and straightforward schemes using 
off the Shelf components. 

Special attention has been given to the polarization dynamics in 
VCSELs and how they affect the comb generation. VCSELs are 
typically considered to be single-longitudinal-mode devices. 
However, their emission consists of two linearly polarized 
modes with orthogonal polarizations that, due to the 
birrefringence in the material, emit at different wavelengths 
[28], [79], as shown in Fig 7. Manufacturers have developed 
effective techniques to minimize this duality with polarization 
pinning processes and present devices that exhibit a side mode 
suppression ratio above 30dB [80], what makes this device 
purely monomode for many applications. Our efforts have been 
made to check if polarization dynamics in VCSELs play an 
important role in the OFC generation. 
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Fig 7. VCSEL CW emission spectra. The dominant main/parallel mode in P at 1537.95nm 
is more than 40dB above the residual/orthogonal mode shown at 1538.20nm. The 

birefringence of this VCSEL is 31.21GHz 

 

III. VCSEL Laser Diodes under Gain Switching (GS) for 
direct OFC generation: VCSEL-OFC 

Gain Switching is a straightforward technique to produce optical 
pulses (i.e., OFCs) that requires “no external cavity and no 
sophisticated fabrication technology” [58]. It is well known for 
generating pulses in the picosecond range [81]. GS consists on 
the radio frequency (RF) nonlinear modulation of the current 
injected to the diode under certain frequency and power 
conditions. GS forces the laser to work in nonlinear regime 
generating short pulses in time and therefore, optical combs in 
the frequency domain. In GS an RF signal is injected in the laser 
cavity forcing it to switch quickly from below to above threshold. 
This fast gain switch makes the light emitted to present 
relaxation oscillations as it is faster than the time required to 
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establish a continuous emission of light [82]. The characteristics 
of this short pulse are related to the physical properties of the 
laser device as it corresponds to the first spike of the relaxation 
oscillation. 

Therefore GS is a direct technique (the comb is created inside 
the LD cavity) and can be easily applied to any type of diode 
lasers, even commercial devices with no extra components. 
Besides, the distance between modes is set by the RF frequency 
and therefore the tunability of this technique is continuous and 
directly achieved, which is the main advantage compared to 
other direct techniques as it provides a flexibility useful for 
certain applications . By contrast, main constraints are found in 
the bandwidth of the laser cavity and the package bandwidth 
that will limit the comb spacing and the optical span.  

In Fig 8 we observe the GS phenomenon related to the PI curve 
of a laser diode: the LD is biased and modulated with a large 
signal, which forces it to be switched on and off in each 
modulation period. If the RF signal is switched off fast enough, 
then the device is still in the transient response and the first 
spike of the relaxation oscillation will be the only one excited. 
Therefore a short pulse is generated, shorter than the half-
period of the RF electrical signal injected, due to underdamping 
[16]. 
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Fig 8. a) Transient response of a LD when switch on. b) Gain switching operation: the 
current injected in the laser is rapidly switched off so the first spike of the relaxation 
oscillations of the laser is the only one excited. This is the short pulse emitted by the 

laser, and this corresponds to a frequency comb when the fast operation is periodically 
forced. Picture adapted and extracted from [42], [65] 

 

GS for comb generation allows continuous tuning of both the 
spacing (with the RF frequency) and the central frequency of the 
comb (with the bias current or temperature), which is important 
in applications like communication systems to control the 
channel spacing [83]. Other OFC techniques for comb 
generation based on LD pulse operation find their main 
restriction in the channel spacing, which is fixed during the 
fabrication. On the contrary, GS-LDs for OFC generation find 
limitations in the maximum spacing limited by the modulation 
bandwidth allowed by the laser cavity and its RF coupling. 

GS has previously been applied to different LD technologies like 
DFBs [84], [85], DM [66]or FPs [83] to generate combs. With 
these sources, combs of 60-80GHz in the 3dB bandwidth have 
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been achieved [12], [83], [84]. They are typically expanded with 
different techniques as explained subsequently. Also, detailed 
work has already been done in our group on OFC generation 
using DM LDs: they show great performance for OFC generation 
when working under GS regime [4], [12], typically with 
repetition rates around 10GHz. As mentioned, key factors like 
high SMSR, narrow linewidth and high modulation bandwidth 
make this technology appropriate for OFC generation. Actually, 
in Chapter 5 DMs are modulated to force the GS regime and we 
will use the resulting combs as a reference to be compared to 
VCSELs’. 

As mentioned, VCSELs enhance the advantages that LDs provide 
to our OFC GS systems as compared to other LD technologies. 
They are smaller, more efficient with lower threshold current 
and available for bulk fabrication, thus cheaper [30]. All these 
features, which characterize VCSELs, forecast them to be one of 
the most appealing LD technologies for compact and efficient 
comb generation, when the distance between comb lines, 
limited by the modulation bandwidth, is in the few GHz range. 
Besides, preliminary results have already shown an increase in 
this bandwidth limit by playing with the birefringence of the 
material [86].  

To our knowledge, VCSELs under GS have previously been used 
for short pulse generation [37] but have never been used in 
order to evaluate the optical spectra created. Connecting the 
growing market of both VCSELs and OFCs, studying VCSEL-based 
OFCs is the aim of the experimental research detailed along this 
Thesis. In our opinion, OFCs generated using VCSELs under GS 
will imply a huge plunge in the system prices and complexity, 
especially once the VCSEL technology improves its modulation 
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bandwidth. VCSEL’s evaluation for OFC generation, their 
expansion and their optimization are the objectives of the 
performed experiments. 

VCSEL Rate Equations 
The interactions between light and matter in a VCSEL under GS 
can also be modelled with the Laser Rate Equations introduced 
in (3)-(4). Different versions of these equations for VCSELs and 
GS appear in bibliography, but in our work we will use the set of 
equations (5)-(7), that are extracted from [37]: 
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In the previous expressions, I is the injected current, N and S are 
the density of carriers and photons respectively, ϕ is the optical 
phase, G the gain in the active area, No the carrier density in 
transparency (gain equals the losses). τP and τN are the photon 
and carrier lifetime, ε the nonlinear gain coefficient, β the 
spontaneous emission coefficient in the lasing mode (part of the 
total spontaneous emission that is in the lasing mode), Γ the 
confinement factor (part of the total energy that is in the active 
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area) and α the linewidth enhancement factor. For more 
information read [21], [58], [59], [65].  

These rate equations have been implemented for VCSELs under 
GS to get an idea of the correspondence between the 
simulations and the experiments performed. The results 
obtained with this numerical study are shown in Appendix 5. 

 

IV. VCSEL-OFC expansion: EO-PM, HNLF and NOLM 
The optical span of an OFC is one of the main limiting factors in 
some applications like THz generation where a comb broad 
enough to cover the range of frequencies that are to be 
synthesized is needed [12]. Also, for DWDM enough lines to 
cover the standards must be generated [87]. To solve this, the 
OFC research community has made some efforts in the design 
and implementation of different techniques for optical span 
expansion [65], [88]. The importance of this expansion is even 
higher in our case as we are using LDs for comb generation that 
offer moderate optical span and this comb expansion becomes 
essential in many applications aiming for combs broader than 
100GHz. 

The techniques for OFC expansion are based on the generation 
of new modes in the optical spectra due to different nonlinear 
effects by including nonlinear elements in the set-up after the 
generation. They exploit different effects to broaden the initial 
comb as we saw in Eq.1 (page 37). Most of these nonlinear 
effects are related to second or third order susceptibilities (χ(2) 
and χ(3)) [89]. Three of these expansion techniques have been 
used in this Thesis to expand the VCSEL-OFC and they are 
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introduced here: Electro-Optic Phase Modulation, Highly 
Nonlinear Fibers and Nonlinear Optical Loop Mirrors. 

Electro-Optic Phase Modulation (EO-PM) 
An Electro-Optic (EO) modulator is an element that can 
modulate either amplitude, phase or polarization [90]. These 
devices have an electro-optic crystal inside called Pockels cell, 
similar to the one in Fig 9, which changes the phase delay of the 
incident optical signal depending on an injected electric field. 
The relation of this change is directly proportional to the 
amplitude of the fields interacting, so it is related to second 
order susceptibility (χ(2)).  

 

Fig 9. Pockels cell similar to the ones inside the Phase Modulators. Extracted from [91] 

 

In Phase Modulators (PM), when the RF injected field changes 
in time, a phase modulation is produced in the optical incoming 
signal and therefore new frequency components appear 
expanding the incoming optical frequency comb. The equation 
that describes the phase shift suffered by the signal is the 
following (8), extracted from [92], where Δϕ is the induced 
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phase shift, r the electro-optic coefficient of the Pockels cell, L 
the length of the modulator and d the width. 

3 ( ) m
m

VLn rV
d V

 


    (8) 

Two important parameters define the phase shift, Vm and Vπ, 
which are the modulation voltage applied to the modulator and 
the voltage needed to induce a π phase change, which can be 
expressed as in (9). As can be observed, Vπ depends on the 
physical parameters of the modulator and will determine its 
quality. 

3

dV
n r L
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The most common indirect technique for comb generation is 
based on the use of these Electro Optical (EO) modulators. In 
particular, the technique is specially suitable to generate OFC 
with repetition rates above the modulation bandwidth of the 
laser source under use, and has been deeply studied in previous 
works, using different amount of Phase Modulators (PM) [93]. 
EO-PMs allow comb generation with tunable teeth spacing 
below 100GHz [90] independently of the laser source used, 
typically narrow linewidth bench-top laser sources. Several of 
these modulators can be cascaded to broaden the comb about 
two times per modulator, using a common RF signal for their 
modulation and carefully managing the impedance matching of 
this RF applied to the different EO elements and the electronic 
phase [94]. These cascaded schemes generate very flat and 
tunable combs but, at the same time, the set-up is relatively 
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complex to adjust especially the RF part. This fact together with 
the high cost and the energy consumption of the modulators are 
the main drawbacks of this approximation. With this technique, 
combs broader than a THz have been obtained in works like [95]. 
More information can be also found in [96]. 

Highly Nonlinear Fiber (HNLF) 
Typically, optical fibers based on silica, exhibit nonlinear optical 
behaviour described by a relatively significant third-order 
nonlinear-optical susceptibility χ(3), also knows as Kerr-type 
susceptibility. This means that the refractive index of the 
material changes with variations in the optical intensity [97], 
and, when the input power is high enough, the subsequent 
variation of the nonlinear refractive index leads a modulation in 
the phase of the incoming signal called Self-Phase Modulation 
(SPM). This effect can be exploited to increase the optical 
spectrum of an incoming comb.  

HNLFs are specialty fibers that have become essential elements 
in many set-ups as they exhibit an enhanced nonlinear 
response, reducing the optical power needed to trigger the 
nonlinearities. This enhancement is accomplished by the 
inclusion of micro-structural modifications in the cladding of 
these fibers [98].[99]. Some examples of these modifications are 
shown in Fig 10. 

The pulse propagation in a passive media, like HNLFs, is 
described by the Nonlinear Schrodinger Equation (NLSE), 
derived from the Maxwell Equations [97]. In the following 
equation (10),extracted from [100], A is the envelope of the 
field, under the slowly varying envelope approximation, αloss are 
the losses along the fiber, β2 is the group velocity dispersion 
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(GVD) and T is the time referenced to a retarded frame. More 
information on this equation is found in [65], [99], [100]. 

 
2
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Lastly, γ is the nonlinear coefficient in the fiber determined with 
the following equation (11), where Aeff is the effective area in 
the fiber and n2 the nonlinear refractive index. This parameter 
in (W∙km)-1 together with the fiber length define the HNLFs used 
in the experiments. 
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Fig 10. Examples of microstructured fibers. Picture extracted from [99] 

 

HNLFs have been commonly used for comb expansion and 
broadband signal generation [18], [88], [101]. Some works also 
refer to this comb expansion technique using HNLFs and 
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compression elements as parametric mixing [89], [102], [103]. 
In this work, they are used for comb expansion once comb is 
generated inside the VCSEL cavity. Prior to this HNLF, the optical 
pulses should be compressed closer to the TBP limit and then 
optically amplified to enhance the nonlinear effects into the 
HNLF. 

Nonlinear Optical Loop Mirrors (NOLM) 
Nonlinear Optical Loop Mirrors (NOLM) are nonlinear fiber 
Sagnac interferometers [100]. NOLMs are commonly used for 
pulse compression and reshaping, comb filtering, and switching 
or multiplexing optical signals in communication [104]–[106]. 
Nonlinearities are also related to third order susceptibility 
effects, χ(3), and both SPM and Four Wave Mixing (FWM) might 
be induced. 

A loop is implemented with an optical coupler, that can be 
symmetric (50-50) or asymmetric. Inside the loop, its 
architecture should include elements that break the nonlinear 
symmetry of the loop. Then, the optical signals travelling 
clockwise and counter-clockwise suffer the nonlinear effects 
differently and both signals interfere with different phases 
[107]. A typical scheme of an NOLM is shown in Fig 11. 

The most basic loop configuration includes only one optical fiber 
inside [108] with an asymmetric optical coupler, but more 
complex set-ups include nonlinear elements and dispersion 
compensation fibers (both DCFs and/or SMFs). In other cases, 
the nonlinear symmetry breaking element might be an 
amplifier, i.e. a Semiconductor Optical Amplifier (SOA) [100]. 
These systems are also called Nonlinear Amplifier Loop Mirror 
(NALM) [109]. 
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Fig 11. Scheme of an NOLM. A loop is implemented with an optical coupler (symmetric 
or not) and different elements are placed inside. Typically, there are nonlinear 

asymmetric elements so that the the pulses travelling clockwise and counter-clockwise 
suffer differently. See text for more details. Picture extracted from [110] 

 

Passive elements inside the NOLM configuration can also be 
described with the Non Linear Schrodinger Equation already 
shown in (11) for the HNLF. Both HNLF and NOLM are often used 
as building blocks of larger comb generation schemes known as 
parametric mixers. Parametric mixers have demonstrated ultra-
wide and flat optical combs, above 10THz [102]. They are based 
on the concatenation of numerous nonlinear optical stages to 
optimize the generation of new frequencies typically based on 
an initial dual optical source.  

In this work, we propose this technique also for comb 
expansion, focusing therefore in the optical spectra broadening 
achieved like previously done in [87], [111]. For this, several set-
ups have been tested and our final loop will include a SOA as 
nonlinear element inserted into the loop and a DCF. SOAs 
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devices are interesting here due to their strong nonlinear 
operation, low power consumption and small size [112]–[114]. 

 

V. VCSEL-OFC optimization: Optical Injection 
Locking (OIL) 

Optical Injection Locking (OIL) in Laser Diodes (LDs) has been 
extensively used to improve the performance of the emitting 
light, mainly focused on laser spectral narrowing, frequency 
chirp reduction, noise reduction and modulation bandwidth 
enhancement [37], [115]–[117]. This technique consists on the 
injection of light from an external source, the master laser, into 
the device under use, called slave laser. Under certain 
conditions the output light locks the injected light inheriting its 
frequency and phase [21]. If the locking achieved is stable, this 
injection improves the performance of the slave laser, providing 
the master light has enhanced characteristics. Then high 
performance master locked to a noisier slave yields to low noise 
output signal [116]. This scheme is shown in Fig 12. 

 

 

Fig 12. Optical Injection system. In this work a DM will be used as master and a VCSEL as 
slave laser. Picture adapted from [118] 
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As shown in the figure, in this thesis a DM as master laser and a 
VCSEL under GS as the slave laser are used, so we are injecting 
external light into a laser emitting an OFC. As the active area in 
VCSELs is much smaller than in edge-emitting LDs, the effect of 
the external photons going inside the cavity might be significant 
[118]. VCSELs have also been injected for decades to improve 
mainly their modulation bandwidth, chirp or low emitted power 
[119]–[122] in communication applications or some other fields 
[123]. They have also been modulated and injected to filter 
comb components [124]. As we have previously mentioned, a 
VCSEL emits two transversal polarization states and injection 
can occur in the main polarization state or the orthogonal one. 
These two injection possibilities are respectively called parallel 
and orthogonal optical injection. Both have been considered in 
previously published works [121], [125]–[127]. 

VCSEL under OIL Rate Equations 
The lasing condition for an injected laser is also described using 
the rate equations previously introduced. The VCSEL rate 
equations shown in (6)-(8) become now the following equations 
(13)-(15) if we include the injection locking effects into the 
VCSEL cavity [128]: 
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Where the carrier density equation does not change but there 
are new terms appearing in the photon density and the optical 
phase equations, due to the external light that is now coupled 
into the VCSEL cavity. In the previous expressions, I is the 
injected current, N and S are the density of carriers and photons, 
ϕ is the optical phase, G is the gain in the active area, No is the 
carrier density in transparency (gain equals the losses). τP and τN 
are the photon and carrier lifetime, ε is the nonlinear gain 
coefficient, β is the spontaneous emission coefficient in the 
lasing mode (part of the total spontaneous emission that is in 
the lasing mode), Γ is the confinement factor (part of the total 
energy that is in the active area) and α is the linewidth 
enhancement factor. New factors related to the injection are 
Sinj, that corresponds to the photon density of the injected signal 
and ϑ that is the phase difference between both optical fields. 
As mentioned before, Δω is the frequency detuning between 
master and slave and it is an important parameter to achieve 
the injection locking. More information in the VCSEL’s rate 
equations under OIL is found in [128]. 
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3. Methods 
In this chapter, we include an explanation of the measurement 
procedures considered to evaluate the main features of the 
different combs’ characterized in this Thesis. Here, we describe 
the metrics and figures of merit used in this work to evaluate 
the generated optical combs and compare their features. Along 
this research, four dimensions of the signals have been 
explored: optical spectra, temporal pulses, electrical spectra 
and energy consumption estimation. The values for the 
resulting combs are seen at a glance in Table I (page 132) where 
all of them have been collected. 

 

1- Optical Spectrum Measurement 
The main source of information along the present work has 
been the optical spectra of the different generated signals. It 
gives information of the span of the optical frequency comb, the 
frequency spacing, its shape and the number of teeth 
generated. To measure it, we use an Optical Spectrum Analyzer 
(OSA) with 0.02nm of wavelength resolution. The optical output 
of each experimental set-up is directly connected to this 
instrument to obtain the spectral image. From the optical 
spectrum trace we mainly extract the parameters plotted in Fig 
13, which is the measured optical spectra of the VCSEL-OFC and 
that we will analyse in the corresponding chapter: 
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Fig 13. Optical spectra, figures of merit. See text for more details 

 

Optical span: The width of the comb, measured in 
number of comb teeth or in frequency or wavelength. As we 
have previously expressed, in this work we define the span as 
the number of comb lines and/or the spectral width in the 
uppermost 20dB of the spectra. This is the main parameter in 
which we focus, and our efforts are centred on increasing the 
comb span up to or even above 1THz. We use as reference the 
20dB span as the comb teeth in this range are useful for THz 
photonic generation [12]. Other applications as optical 
communications have more restrictive span definitions 
(typically 3-10dB). These metrics are also presented in the table 
in page 132 but along the work we will mainly focus on the 20dB 
span as main feature of the different combs. 

Another parameter that we extract from the optical 
span is the expansion factor, in the expansion systems (see 
section: VCSEL-based OFC expansion) to check how the comb is 
expanded due to the addition of these stages. In this work we 
have defined the expansion factor as the coefficient between 
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the comb teeth in each comb compared to the comb teeth in 
the VCSEL-OFC (the VCSEL output under GS). 

Flatness: Different comb lines might have different 
power levels. The term flatness is the amplitude deviation in 
power of the optical teeth in the range of wavelengths 
considered. The flatness factor is defined in this work as the 
ratio of the 3dB to the 20dB span. The closer this value is to 1, 
the closer the comb is to exhibit a flat-top shape. This parameter 
is especially relevant in WDM applications because different 
user’s information will be placed in different wavelengths. 

Dynamic range (DR): The inclusion of new elements 
along the optical path implies some loses in the dynamic range, 
which has been measured in this work as the difference 
between the peak power in the highest comb tooth and the 
noise level, in dB. The bigger the DR is, the lower the optical 
noise floor in the system will be. Then, DR reductions might limit 
some applications. For instance, in THz generation the noise is 
translated to the THz synthesize signal lowering its quality and 
in spectroscopy the optical noise is translated to the RF 
frequency comb. 

Spacing between comb teeth and tunability: The 
distance between comb lines is related to the repetition 
frequency of the temporal pulses. Some approaches for comb 
generation does not allow it to be tuned. However, we are using 
VCSELs under GS so we can continuously tune this spacing with 
the LD RF modulation frequency (fRF), which is limited by the 
laser source modulation bandwidth. In this work, the spacing 
between comb teeth will be the frequency in which the 
broadest comb is obtained, 5.2-5.4GHz in case of the VCSEL 
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used. This parameter varies in different applications and, for 
example, WDM have standards that fixes this parameter to 
values higher than 10GHz and tunability is not needed, while 
other applications like spectroscopy require more flexible 
systems with lower spacing as the trade-off measurement time 
vs. system resolution will depend on this. 

Central wavelength tunability: We are working with 
long-wavelength VCSELs emitting around 1539nm. This central 
wavelength can be tuned with the bias and temperature of the 
laser in a small range (±1nm approximately). However, we will 
not focus in this parameter and we will select the temperature 
and bias that provides the widest comb. 

Optical Linewidth: In this work, the optical linewidth 
has also been measured. It was included at the end of the 
experimental work so it is only available for the last set of 
experiments regarding Optical Injection Locking (see Chapter 
14, Fig 48). For this purpose we have used the delayed self-
heterodyne interferometric technique [129] and we have 
obtained the electrical spectra of it, where the optical linewidths 
are half of the 3dB bandwidth of the plotted lines. The optical 
linewidth is related to the optical noise in the laser source and 
to the phase correlation among comb lines, which is important 
in applications like dual comb spectroscopy (DCS), where it 
limits the maximum interferometer length. An example of this 
linewidth measurement is shown with a real measurement in 
Fig 14.  
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Fig 14. Optical linewidth. See text for more details 

 

2- Temporal Pulses measurement 
The autocorrelation is a technique commonly used to measure 
short optical pulses in the ps or fs ranges. Along this work we 
use the autocorrelation to extract the temporal information of 
the correspondent combs, using an Autocorrelator, model 
PulseCheck from A.P.E GmbH, with a maximum scan range of 
150ps. The entrance of this device is directly the optical signal 
that has previously travelled through an Erbium Doped Fiber 
Amplifier (EDFA) and a Polarization Controller (PC). The EDFA is 
important because the power sensibility of this device is around 
10dBm. From the autocorrelation trace we obtain its 
autocorrelation duration with the full width half maximum 
(FWHM) of the measured trace.  

On the other hand, the autocorrelation method is based in 
Second Harmonic Generation [130] and does not give 
information of the real pulse shape of the pulses but gives an 
accurate result of the pulse duration only if the shape of its 
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temporal profile is known. An example of an autocorrelation 
trace is shown in Fig 15 where we observe the autocorrelation 
FWHM that is obtained from this temporal measurement. The 
plotted trace is the measured autocorrelation trace 
correspondent to the VCSEL-OFC and, in this case, it presents 
pedestals at half height. Pedestals are typically present in pulses 
generated under GS regime because the laser is forced to work 
under a large signal modulation regime and complex 
phenomena occur inside its cavity generating asymmetric pulses 
with trailing sub-oscillations [131]. 

Pulse duration: From the autocorrelation full width at 
half the maximum (FWHM) we can compute the real pulse 
FWHM duration only if we infer it assuming a certain temporal 
profile. Ideal symmetric pulses, described with Gaussian profiles 
or sech² shapes are typical of pulsed sources such as mode-
locked devices. For example, for a pulse with sech2 temporal 
shape, there exist an autocorrelation-pulse FWHM relation of 
τACT_FWHM/τpulse_FWHM = 1.543 [132]. Unfortunately, this is not the 
case when dealing with GS pulses. Their asymmetric and 
complex temporal profiles prevent us from extracting the pulse 
duration only with the information of the autocorrelation [100]. 
In Fig 15. We observe a measured autocorrelation trace, already 
processed to extract the FWHM. 

In our case, we had access to the autocorrelation and the optical 
spectra. Using these two sets of information, time-retrieval 
procedures such as the Time Information Via Intensity (TIVI) 
algorithm or Gerchberg–Saxton algorithm helped to find phase 
information compliant with the measurements to estimate the 
actual temporal width of the pulses. An example of the results 
of these procedure is shown in Fig 16. Since this is not the 
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primary objective of this Thesis, this pulse analysis was based on 
tools available in the group from the work described in [65]. 

 

Fig 15. Temporal autocorrelation pulses, figures of merit. See text for more details 

 

 

Fig 16. Example of a pulse temporal shape retrieved using TIVI algoritm (left). Figure 
extracted from [65] 
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As we mentioned and as Fig 16 shows, the temporal trace of GS 
pulses is asymmetric and exhibits several subpulses and 
structures. This is the reason why the evaluation of its FWHM 
only gives limited information, since the energy associated to 
the sub-structures may be left unquantified. To answer this 
problem, we also consider other metrics to evaluate the 
duration of the optical pulses, or more specifically, how their 
energy is concentrated in time. Those metrics are the equivalent 
pulse width τe and the room mean square pulse width, τrms 
defined below [133]: 

  1  e
max

I t dt
I
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     (16) 

where t is the time variable and I(t) is the optical intensity. These 
metrics give an estimation of the pulse width regardless of the 
shape and permit the comparison of pulses with different and 
complex structures. 

Time Bandwidth Product (TBP): No matter the metric 
considered to evaluate the pulse duration of the temporal trace 
associated to an optical comb, the evaluation of the quality of 
the pulses it contains is incomplete unless the spectral 
information is also taken into account. Following the 
uncertainty principle [134]: 

 
22 2· 0.5,   rms rms rmswhere        (17) 
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where ωrms is the root mean square spectral width of the signal, 
in our case, the comb under study. Hence, regardless of the 
shape of the pulse or the profile of its optical spectra, the 
product defined in (17), called the Time Bandwidth Product rms 
(TBPrms) has a minimum of 0.5. The closer this metric is to this 
minimum, the less dispersed or phase separated the spectral 
components are, the less dispersed or chirped the pulses are 
[133]. When the inequality in (17) becomes an equality, the 
signal exhibits its maximum temporal-spectral quality and is 
referred to as Time-Bandwidth Limited, TBL. Linear pulse 
compression techniques, such as the use of dispersion 
compensating optical fibers (DCF) or optical gratings, can reduce 
the TBP of an optical pulsed signal to its ideal TBL limit of 0.5 
[97]. When the FWHM or the equivalent time metrics are used 
to evaluate the pulse duration and the spectral width of an 
optical pulsed signal, the TBP has a minimum that depends on 
the temporal shape of the pulses and is only useful when 
comparing those with the same profile. 

 

3- Electrical Spectrum measurement 
The electrical beat tone signal at fRF generated when the optical 
comb under study is detected using a high speed photodiode 
allows us to evaluate the noise in the system and the phase 
coherence between comb teeth. This phase correlation 
between comb lines is crucial in many applications as is related 
to the noise in the system. In this work, the whole comb is 
directly detected in a 50GHz photodetector, then the signal is 
amplified with a low noise RF amplifier and the resulting 
electrical spectra is measured with an Electrical Spectrum 
Analyzer (ESA) up to 25GHz. Using this experimental approach, 
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we have obtained up to three measurements from the RF 
spectra: the spectra from 0 to 6GHz, the phase noise and the 
electronic linewidth at fRF. 

Electrical Spectra 0-6GHz: The Electrical spectra in the 
range 0-6GHz gives important qualitative information for this 
work. A clear peak at the RF modulation frequency, which 
corresponds to the distance between comb teeth, should 
appear and the rest of the spectrum is close to the noise level. 
This noise level varies with the noise coming from the set-up. 
Then, we compare this noise level to the reference noise floor, 
which is the CW RF signal used for modulation directly 
connected to the ESA. The difference between the reference 
and the output of the system will be the noise included by the 
set-up. This is shown in the following picture: 

 

 

Fig 17. Electrical spectra 0-6GHz, figures of merit. See text for more details 
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Phase Noise (PN): The PN of the electrical spectra at 
the modulation frequency (fRF) increases when the phase 
correlation between the teeth in the comb is reduced and/or 
the noise is increased in the system. This happens because the 
electrical signal at this frequency is composed by the 
recombination of all the comb teeth. Therefore, the phase 
correlation among comb teeth is related to the degradation of 
the PN along the system. 

The PN at fRF is compared for both, the comb under test and the 
lowest possible limit which is called Reference in the graphs. To 
measure the PN of the OFC under evaluation is detected in a 
photodiode and subsequently amplified with an RF amplifier. 
The amplified RF signal is connected to the ESA already set to 
measure the PN at fRF and then the decay around this carrier is 
plotted. It is important, at this point, to observe the carrier 
power as different PN traces can only be compared with similar 
power levels. Then, the Reference PN at fRF is obtained by 
directly connecting the CW generation equipment used for the 
RF modulation (model Anritsu MG3695A) to the ESA. 
Attenuation will be included in between the equipment to 
adjust the carrier power to the OFC obtained level. Lastly, the 
Displayed Average Noise Level (DANL) is also obtained, which is 
the noise level of the ESA equipment. This is the lowest level 
that the ESA is able to measure with this carrier power level. As 
an example, an actual PN measurement of the VCSEL-OFC is 
plotted in Fig 18. A zoom in the range 100-1000Hz will be 
included when considered, as the decay might be relevant in this 
area and it is not properly visualized in the main plot. 
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Fig 18. Electrical Phase Noise at fRF. See text for more details 

 

With this representation, we can compare the Reference and 
the OFC. The difference between the associated PN traces is 
related to the degradation of the signal along the set-up, due to 
the electrical to optical conversion in the laser (the OFC 
generation), the optical to electrical detection in the photodiode 
and the other components in the set-up. In some cases, we will 
also compare two or more OFC traces in the same plot to see 
the difference in the noise among them. 

RF Linewidth at 3dB: In this work, the 3dB RF linewidth 
of the signal at fRF after the detection of the whole comb in a 
photodiode is also measured and compared to the reference 
one (the CW generation equipment used for the RF modulation, 
model Anritsu MG3695A). This parameter has been recently 
included in our set of experiments so it is only included in the 
comparison of the expansion techniques, in Chapter 12 (Fig 41). 
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Fig 19. RF Linewidth at fRF. See text for more details 

 

4- Energy consumption estimation 
One of the motivations to use VCSEL devices for the generation 
of optical frequency combs was their energy efficient behavior, 
and how its inclusion can affect the performance of the overall 
system. This is why we have made an estimation of the energy 
consumption in Watts of the schemes under study by 
calculating the electrical power needed by the active elements 
that are included in each implemented set-up. This is an 
important parameter when working in fields like green optical 
communications [13] or incorporating such schemes in actual 
systems. For this purpose, the experimental supply powers set 
in the equipment and the datasheets of the components have 
been used. The power in the EDFA has been computed with the 
laser current set in the device for each set-up and assuming a 
typical 980nm pump LD operating at a voltage of 1.7V [33]. 
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4. Methodology 
The research described in this Thesis covers an experimental 
study to evaluate the use of VCSELs as laser sources for optical 
frequency comb (OFC) generation, and the improvement of the 
resulting combs using expansion and optimization techniques.  

Building OFC systems with off-the Shelf components 
implementing systems easy to take Out of the Lab is the focus 
of this research. In this line, previous work on OFC with different 
LDs was done, but VCSELs came up as a technology that would 
increase the advantages of LD-OFCs: the energy efficiency is 
enormously improved compared to other LDs because VCSELs 
work with less than 20mA of bias and a threshold current 
around 2mA (see Appendix 1 for detailed characterization of the 
sources) due to their small sizes. Together with the fact that 
they emits vertically, this facilitates their fabrication process, 
offers compactness and a high potential for integration.  

The initial plan covered a study of the VCSEL source for OFC 
generation under GS. After the first VCSEL arrived (VCSEL#1), an 
RF board was designed and built to match the bias and RF 
modulation to the VCSEL unit. The first experiment with the 
VCSEL was promising: a comb of 100GHz was achieved with only 
14dBm or RF power and 9mA of bias current. The supply 
parameters were optimized and the first VCSEL-OFC was 
obtained, shown in Fig 74. Deeper evaluation on the VCSEL 
technology under GS was performed, including PI curves, 
wavelength variations, modulation responses (S11 and S21 
parameters), chirp, RIN, etc. All these results are shown in the 
different appendixes of this Thesis. At that moment, this VCSEL-
based comb demonstrated to be the most energy-efficient OFC 
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with a single-device [27]. This led us to believe that this 
approach was a promising substitutes for other more complex 
OFC systems. We also used this initial comb to generate sub-THz 
radiation, synthesizing an 88.2GHz signal [57]. After this, a 
second VSCEL was acquired and a detailed evaluation for OFC 
generation under GS was repeated for this new unit, including 
an automatization of the measurement procedure, to observe 
the repeatability of the results. The behaviour of this second 
sample (VCSEL#2) is slightly better than the first one as its RF 
coupling is more efficient due to the RF board provided, in this 
case, by the manufacturer. Then, the work continued using this 
second sample, VCSEL#2, whose behaviour under GS is detailed 
in the first section of the body in this Thesis: in “VCSEL Diodes 
under Gain Switching”, where the VCSEL is tested and compared 
to a DM, the previous LD technology that was mainly used in our 
group for OFC. During this study, the optimum operation point 
of the VCSEL#2 for OFC generation under GS was obtained after, 
providing a 135GHz broad comb in the 20dB span (Fig 74). 

However, the span was still limited and secondly our efforts 
were focused on the expansion of this outcome to increase the 
optical span achieved: even when VCSELs provide broad combs 
compared to other laser technologies, producing broader 
combs will increase the possibilities of the system in the fields 
in which spans below 300GHz are not enough. At the same time, 
compactness, integrability and energy efficiency are permanent 
factors taken into account in the systems that we implement. 
For this purpose, three different nonlinear stages for comb 
expansion were added after the VCSEL-OFC, used here as seed 
comb. This set-ups expansion experiments have been included 
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in a second section of this Thesis, called “VCSEL-based OFC 
expansion”. 

The main technique, extensively used for both comb generation 
and/or expansion is the use of one or several EO Modulations, 
either intensity (IM) or phase (PM) ones. Using two of these 
devices (PMs), our best results were obtained. Secondly, we 
used HNLFs for this same purpose, and, in a third approach, 
dispersion compensation fibres (DCFs) were tested in a specific 
nonlinear optical loop mirror (NOLM) configuration together 
with a Semiconductor Optical Amplifier (SOA). With these three 
different expansion techniques, expansion factors around 3 
were obtained and they were compared. Lastly, the two first 
techniques (EO elements and HNLF fibre) were cascaded in a 
successful attempt to reach the THz range. All these schemes 
are deeply analysed following the four characterizations 
described in Methods and the main results are summarized in 
Table I (page 132). It collects all the relevant parameters, as each 
approach has different potentials and drawbacks compared to 
the others. 

Once our understanding of VCSEL-based combs became deeper, 
our experimental results pointed out that the effect of the 
residual-suppressed orthogonally polarized mode of the VCSEL 
was significant for the OFC generation. Then, we decided to 
focus our attention on it and devoted our efforts to study the 
polarization components that form the VCSEL-OFC. After 
observing the polarization dynamics of the VCSEL-OFC, a second 
work line came out as important for OFC optimization: Optical 
Injection Locking led us to modify the relation among both 
polarization components and we evaluated how this affected 
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the resulting comb. This is presented in the third and last section 
of the body: “VCSEL-based OFC optimization”. 

Regarding this document and the upcoming information, the 
format of each chapter attempts to be straightforward and 
simple, following a similar structure for an easier reading: the 
experimental set-up is explained and shown together with the 
obtained optical spectra. The temporal autocorrelation trace 
and the electrical spectra will be subsequently presented. Most 
of this work has already been either published or submitted to 
different journals or congresses. This is remarked at the end of 
the chapter in a specific paragraph under the title “Related 
publication” with a link to the correspondent article or abstract. 
All this published or submitted work is fully available in section 
“Publications and related work”. The main goals that have 
driven the research presented in this doctoral Thesis are 
collected in this table, together with the chapter and initial page 
in the document covering the issue: 

Objective Chapter Page 
VCSELs under GS for OFC generation   

DM-OFC Characterization 5 85 
VCSEL-OFC Characterization 6 90 

DM vs. VCSEL comparison 7 97 
VCSEL-OFC expansion   

Using EO Modulators 8 103 
Direct vs. indirect generation vs. expansion with 

Modulators 8.I 104 

Using HNLF 9 112 
Using NOLM 10 117 

1THz broad OFC 11 122 
Comparison of expansion techniques 12 125 

VCSEL-OFC Optimization   
Polarization Dynamics in VCSEL-OFC 13 139 

Optical Injection Locking in VCSEL-OFC 14 145 
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VCSEL Diodes under 
Gain Switching for 
OFC generation 
Along this section we focus on the evaluation of Vertical-Cavity Surface-
Emitting Lasers (VCSEL) as laser source for Optical Frequency Comb 
(OFC) generation. For this, we present a detailed research on two 
different LD technologies: Discrete Mode (DM) Lasers in Chapter 5 and 
VCSELs in Chapter 6. DM technology offers good performance under 
GS among other edge emitting LDs and that is why we use it as 
reference for comparison. VCSEL technology was used for the first time 
for OFC generation when these experiments were launched and it is 
demonstrated that VCSELs under GS provide the most energy efficient 
single-device OFC with a one-device implementation. This section is 
closed with a comparative study of both laser technologies and the 
generated OFCs detailed in Chapter 7.  
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5.  Discrete Mode Laser OFCs: 
DM-OFC 

DM laser diodes are state of the technology edge emitting lasers 
that have been proven to be efficient sources for optical 
frequency comb generation [66]. In DM lasers, single 
wavelength emission is achieved with the inclusion of index 
perturbations distributed along the FP cavity enhancing one 
mode and suppressing the others [67]. We have selected this 
device as a reference, as it presents great characteristics with 
respect to other single wavelength edge emitting lasers. DM 
lasers exhibit a higher side mode suppression ratio (SMSR), a 
narrower optical linewidth and they can work at higher 
modulation rates [63]. DMs have previously been used as the 
optimum LD source for our OFC systems because they show 
great performance for OFC generation when working under GS 
regime in the few GHz modulation range [4], [12]. That is why, 
in this work, we use them as a reference to see whether our OFC 
systems are improved with VCSELs. In this chapter we 
characterize the DM-OFC, which is the broadest comb obtained 
with this DM sample under GS operation. The resulting DM-OFC 
and its set-up are shown in Fig 20. 

Prior to the achievement of this comb, a detailed 
characterization was performed. The static and dynamic 
characterization of the DM laser source are shown in Appendix 
1. This appendix shows the DM in a 7-pin butterfly package, 
adapted for the RF modulation with an SMA connector. The PI 
curve of the device at 25°C shows that the threshold current of 
this device is 12mA and the slope efficiency is 0.12 mA/mW, the 
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wavelength variation with the temperature and bias current are 
0.1nm/°C and 0.04nm/mA respectively. 

 
Fig 20. Top: Set-up used for the DM-OFC and measurement equipment. Bottom: DM 

output under Gain Switching obtained at 25 ºC, 61mA, 8.3GHz, 28dBm. The DM-OFC has 
14 teeth in the 20dB span which corresponds to 117GHz. The 20dB span is marked with 

a dashed black line. See text for more details. 

 

To obtain the DM-OFC shown in Fig 20, the laser is biased at 
61mA and temperature stabilized at 25ºC with the use of a Laser 
Driver Controller. In order to enter the GS regime, very high 
modulation power is needed so we amplify the 8.3GHz RF signal 
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with an amplifier and then 28dBm are entered into the DM 
device. In Fig 20, we show the broadest comb achieved with the 
DM in terms of its 20dB optical span, which is 117GHz and 
corresponds to 14 teeth. Besides, the comb obtained presents a 
flatness of 0.57 in the 3-20dB ratio and a dynamic range of 55dB. 
More information in the optical span of this comb varying the 
RF frequency is shown in Appendix 2. The connections with the 
equipment used for the measurements are also plotted in Fig 
20. As was described in Chapter 3, and Optical Spectrum 
Analyzer (OSA), an Electrical Spectrum Analyzer (ESA) and an 
Autocorrelator are used for the temporal and spectral 
characterizations. Before the autocorrelator an EDFA is needed 
to increase the optical power to values above 10dBm. Before 
the ESA, we detect the optical signal and amplify the resulting 
electrical signal using a Photodiode (PD) and a Transimpedance 
Amplifier (TIA). 

The optical autocorrelation trace of this DM-OFC is shown in Fig 
21. We see in the figure that the trace is not clean probably due 
to the limited amount of power entering the autocorrelator. 
This autocorrelation pulse has a temporal FWHM duration of 
46.5ps, so assuming a profile sech², our pulse is 22.8ps FWHM 
long. As we have explained, the pulses generated with GS are 
chirped and we checked this computing the ideal pulse FWHM 
related to the optical spectra that is 9.2ps, much lower value 
than the measured one. The TBPrms is 9.2, far from the 
fundamental limit (0.5). It is noteworthy that the shape of the 
GS pulses obtained using the DM device is less complex and 
closer to an ideal sech2 shape than the shape obtained using 
other LD technologies, such as DFB lasers [65]. However, they 
are particularly chirped as their large TBPrms suggests. 
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Fig 21. DM-OFC: Temporal autocorrelation pulse 

 

Lastly, we show the phase noise of the electrical signal detected 
in Fig 22. The DM-OFC PN is shown in the red trace (called GS-
OFCG), the Reference CW source is the green line and the DANL 
is the blue curve. Comparing the traces we observe that the 
phase noise of both the Reference and the DM-OFC have similar 
levels in most of the range. From 5KHz, the DM-OFC slightly 
increases its noise level compared to the Reference and is up to 
7dB higher when it reaches 10KHz frequency offset. This 
similarity between both curves indicates a high phase 
correlation between the different frequencies that forms the 
DM-OFC as the noise is not degraded along the system. 
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Fig 22. DM-OFC: Phase Noise of the electrical detected signal 

 

As a conclusion DM LDs have nice features for OFC generation 
as they enter into the GS regime at frequencies close to 10GHz 
obtaining quite flat combs around 100GHz broad in the 20dB 
span. We also observe the autocorrelation pulses even when 
the output is chirped and we extract from the PN measurement 
that the teeth in the comb are highly phase correlated. For all 
this, DM LDs have already been used for OFC obtaining 
attractive results like the ones already referenced ([12], [66]). 
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6. Vertical-Cavity Surface-Emitting 
Laser OFCs: VCSEL-OFC 

Vertical Cavity Surface Emitting Lasers (VCSELs) are Laser Diodes 
(LDs) that offer some important features due to their ability to 
emit the light vertically, perpendicular to their semiconductor 
layers [28], [135]. VCSELs are cost effective devices, small in size 
and easy to integrate with high modulation bandwidth and they 
had not previously been used for OFC generation. Then, they 
potentially offered broad range of tunability for the Gain 
Switching (GS) operation, cost efficiency and energy efficiency. 
VCSELs evaluation for OFCs generation is developed in this 
chapter. Here we present, the broadest comb obtained using 
VCSEL technology under GS, which we call VCSEL-OFC. As 
mentioned, we show the optical spectrum, the temporal optical 
signal and the phase noise of the electrical detected signal. This 
result is the seed comb, whose expansion and optimization is 
detailed in the upcoming chapters of this document.  

In order to obtain this optimum comb, shown in Fig 23, an 
extensive study with two VCSEL samples (VCSEL#1 and VCSEL#2) 
was previously done, covering their static and dynamic 
characterization and also their GS behaviour, which are shown 
in Appendix 1, Appendix 3 and in this chapter. The study has 
been performed in two different VCSEL devices to check the 
consistency between samples, as it was their first time working 
under GS for comb generation. The characterization showed 
that both samples have similar parameters and the main 
difference between units is the board for the signal coupling: 
VCSEL#1 has a board that was designed at the beginning of our 
research studies (Fig 57) while VCSEL#2 was provided already 
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connected to a board made by the manufacturer of the device 
(Fig 58). In any case, we checked that, provided that the actual 
RF injected power is the same for both samples, the difference 
was not significant regarding the comb generation. Then, as the 
S11 and S21 parameters show a better RF performance in 
VCSEL#2 with a flat response (see Fig 68 to Fig 71), we continued 
our research using this second sample. 

 

 

Fig 23. Top: Set-up used for the VCSEL-OFC. Bottom: VCSEL output under Gain Switching 
obtained at 20 ºC, 11.4mA, 5.2GHz, 16dBm. The VCSEL-OFC has 27 teeth in the 20dB 

span which corresponds to 135GHz. See text for more details. 

 

This VCSEL#2 has a threshold current of 2.2mA and a slope 
efficiency of 0.1mW/mA and a modulation bandwidth around 
7GHz, as we expected from the datasheets. The behavior of 
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VCSEL#1 in the GS regime and its chirp characterization is shown 
in Appendix 3 and the GS behavior of VCSEL#2 corresponds to 
the VCSEL-OFC presented up in this chapter. 

To induce the GS regime that provides the OFC in Fig 23, 
VCSEL#2 is operated maintaining the bias current at 11.4mA 
(Ibias/Ith = 5.2) and the temperature stabilized at 20ºC. When 
the RF power entering the VCSEL is 15dBm (Irf/Ibias = 2.2) at 
5.2GHz, we obtain the previously shown comb, which is the 
broadest and the one that will be used as seed comb in the 
following chapters, in order to expand it and optimize it. We see 
that in this set-up (compared to the DM-OFC set-up in Fig 20) 
the RF amplifier is not needed, because VCSELs needs much 
lower RF power to enter the nonlinear modulation regime 
(15dBm vs. 28dBm). The VCSEL-OFC has a 20dB span of 135GHz 
which corresponds to 27 teeth. Besides, the comb in this case 
presents a flatness of 0.77 for the 3-20dB ratio which is a high 
value for a directly generated comb by GS, compared for 
instance, to the DM-OFC. 

The temporal autocorrelation profile of the VCSEL-OFC is 
presented in Fig 24, measured in the autocorrelator as explained 
in Chapter 3. These autocorrelation trace corresponds to a pulse 
FWHM of 14.4ps and a TBPrms of 3. Besides, the VCSEL-OFC 
autocorrelation trace shows a pedestal at half height as it 
typically occur in pulses generated with GS due to the complex 
phenomena inside the VCSEL cavity under this large nonlinear 
modulation regime [131]: 
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Fig 24. VCSEL-OFC autocorrelation trace. Assuming sech2 profile, the pulse width is 
14.4ps 

Lastly, the phase noise of the electrical detected signal is shown 
in the following picture. Similarly to the result in the previous 
chapter, we see that the phase noise of both the Reference (CW 
source and green line) and the detected signal (VCSEL-OFC and 
red line, called GS-OFCG in the figure) have the same behaviour 
at low frequencies. On the other hand, for higher frequency 
offsets, above 5KHz, the noise floor is slightly higher up to 7dB. 
As we already observed in the previous chapter with the DM-
OFC, both the Reference and the comb curves are very similar 
which means high phase correlation between modes in the 
comb created with GS. This means that the stability of the RF 
source is inherited by the comb lines, which is one of the 
advantages of using GS for the OFC generation. 
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Fig 25. VCSEL-OFC: Phase Noise of the electrical detected signal 

 

To conclude this chapter, it has been checked that VCSELs 
provide broad optical combs, up to 135GHz with a distance of 
5.2GHz between comb teeth. Compared to other LDs, the most 
remarkable feature is the low energy need, of only 11.4mA bias 
and 16dBm RF input power. They are also smaller in size and 
easier to be integrated. All this, together with the fact that the 
comb is also broader, makes VCSELs a relevant LD source to be 
used in the implementation of COTS versatile and 
straightforward OFCs systems with high energy and cost 
efficiency. 

Main disadvantages are found in the power emitted, which is 
not high but can be solved using amplification and also in the 
distance between comb lines, which is limited by the 
modulation bandwidth of the VCSEL. This bandwidth does not 
reach the 10GHz with optimum performance, so 5.2GHz is the 
selected frequency for the RF modulation.  
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On the other hand, the use of GS modulation allows the comb 
generation with no need of extra components and tunable 
distance between comb lines, independently of the LD used. It 
also inherits the phase noise of the reference signal, as the 
whole comb is generated inside the laser cavity. 

As conclusion, these VCSEL-based OFCs generated with GS are 
versatile systems up to 135GHz broad with low energy and cost 
needs and high phase correlation between teeth. Some 
applications of OFCs need broader combs above 300GHz, so our 
efforts continue trying to increase the optical span of these 
VCSEL-based OFCs. 

 

Related publication: Paper A 

This VCSEL-OFC can be directly applied to high-quality and 
energy-efficient sub-Terahertz generation up to 120GHz. We 
published about this issue in Electronics Letters in July 2013. In 
that work, we show a photonic system to generate an 88.2GHz 
tone generated by Difference Frequency Generation of two 
comb teeth that were selected from the VCSEL-OFC. This tone 
has excellent long-term stability and a linewidth lower than the 
measurement instrumentation capabilities.  

Abstract: In this work we present a simple and energy-efficient 
photonic system to generate continuously tunable, low phase 
noise, sub-THz waves based on COTS components. The optical 
scheme is based on the use of a commercial Vertical Cavity 
Surface Emitting Laser (VCSEL) under gain switching (GS) 
modulation that provides a very flat optical frequency comb 
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generator (OFCG) with 23 modes in a 20 dB bandwidth. The laser 
only needs 15 dBm Continuous Wave (CW) Radiofrequency (RF) 
input power and 9 mA of bias current to provide this OFCG. Two 
Optical Injection Locking (OIL) stages filter and amplify the two 
desired modes that are detected in a photodiode to produce the 
desired sub-THz signal at the frequency difference of these two 
selected modes. As an example, in this work we demonstrated 
the generation of a very stable 88.2 GHz tone with lower 
linewidth than 10 Hz using a reference of 4.2 GHz to generate 
the OFCG. 

For more information in this work see Paper A [57]. 
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7. OFCs comparison of laser 
technologies 

In this section, the combs explored in the two previous chapters 
are compared to see the differences between the technologies 
related to the optical frequency combs generated. In Table I 
(page 132), we find a compendium of all the main features in 
combs for each of the OFCs presented along this document. The 
two first columns of the table correspond to the DM-OFC and 
the VCSEL-OFC presented in this section. However, these 
parameters are repeated here and analysed in the following 
paragraphs.  

The bias current for the optimum GS response is much higher in 
DMs, 61mA, than in VCSELs, 11.4mA. In both cases the devices 
are stabilized at 20°C. Also the RF power needed to enter this GS 
regime is much higher for DMs, 28dBm vs 15dBm in the VCSEL. 
This is the expected result taking into account the PI curves in 
the appendixes and it is one of the main advantages of using 
VCSELs for OFC generation: its energy efficiency is much higher 
due to its smaller size so we can achieve comparable combs with 
much lower power. On the other hand, the disadvantage of it is 
the optical power emitted, that is lower too.  

The optimum RF frequency depends on the cavity of the laser 
and the RF coupling in the mounting board in which the laser is 
soldered. Concerning the laser technology, the modulation 
bandwidth depends on the relaxation frequency and the 
damping parameter [136]. Comparing the optical span, we 
observe that the results are close to each other in terms of 20dB 
span even when the optimum frequency in the VCSEL-OFC is 
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lower, 5.2GHz, than the one in the DM-OFC, 8.3GHz. The 20dB 
span is 135GHz/27 teeth in case of the VCSEL-OFC and 
117GHz/14teeth for the DM-OFC. This means higher 
nonlinearities with the GS modulation in the VCSEL, causing 
higher number of teeth that compensates for the shorter 
distance between them. Moreover, we are obtaining similar 
bandwidth but a significantly higher number of teeth with much 
less RF power. This makes VCSELs a really interesting technology 
to take into account when building efficient OFCs as we are 
focusing on a broad optical span trying to reduce the energy 
consumption. The flatness is also significantly improved with the 
use of the VCSEL source, with a flatness factor of 0.77, in respect 
to the DM one, of 0.57. Lastly, the DR is similar in both samples 
but slightly higher (thus, better) in the DM source of 55dB 
compared to 50dB in the VCSEL-OFC. This difference is 
associated to the lower power emitted by the VCSEL unit. 

Regarding the phase noise measurement we cannot really 
appreciate any difference between sources. The coherence 
between teeth is more related to the GS regime itself than the 
source selected, because we observe the same tendency using 
both LD sources. Then, GS has been proved to be a nice 
technique to obtain seed combs with high phase correlation 
between teeth that will also improve the quality in a potential 
subsequent comb expansion outcome.  

The pulse quality is also improved for the VCSEL-OFC with 
respect to the DM-OFC. Even when this is not a main aspect in 
our focus it is important to see the differences. The pulse 
FWHMs obtained with the autocorrelation measurement are 
14.4ps and 22.8ps for the VCSEL and DM combs respectively. 
The difference becomes higher if we compare the TBPrms, with 
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factors 3 for the VCSEL-OFC and 9.2 in the DM-OFC. This means 
that the DM pulses are more dispersed or chirped. Therefore, 
the pulse quality is significantly improved when working with 
VCSELs. However, the DM pulses are closer to an ideal shape, 
without significant pedestals or substructures. 

Lastly, the energy consumption is estimated by computing the 
power needs for both the CW and RF supplies. Naturally, the 
VCSEL consumption is enormously lower of 0.05W compared to 
the 0.84W needed to make the DM enter the optimum GS 
regime.  

As conclusion, VCSEL-based OFCs generated with GS are 
interesting systems to be used as they provide broad span with 
significantly lower energy consumption and higher pulse quality 
compared to other LD technologies like DMs. Besides, the phase 
coherence among comb teeth is high in both cases, due to the 
GS modulation used for the generation. The maximum achieved 
span is 135GHz, which is remarkable but still limits the use in 
some applications that need broader spans. Therefore, it will be 
interesting to use the VCSEL-OFC as seed comb to be expanded 
afterwards if the quality and low energy consumption are kept. 
The next section of this report addresses this issue by adding 
different nonlinear expansion stages. 
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VCSEL-based OFC 
expansion 
Previously, the interest of VCSELs for OFC generation was covered as 
they offer broad and highly coherent combs with a few mW of power 
supply. However, many applications need broader combs. . This why 
we focused our efforts in the increase of the optical span of VCSEL-OFCs 
while maintaining high coherence between comb teeth and high 
energy efficiency. This study is detailed in this section, VCSEL-based 
OFC expansion, implementing different comb expansion schemes 
based on different nonlinear elements like Electro-optical (EO) Phase 
Modulators (PM) in Chapter 8, High Nonlinear Fibers (HNLF) in 
Chapter 9 and Nonlinear Optical Loop Mirrors (NOLM) in Chapter 10. 
They exploit different nonlinear optic effects to accomplish the 
increment of the initial VCSEL-OFC span. All of them offer expansion 
ratios close to 3 times. Then, we combine the set-ups based on PMs 
and HNLF to obtain our record comb in terms of its 20dB optical span, 
which is increased up to 1THz broad, in Chapter 11. Finally, and as a 
summary, all these implementations are compared and their 
parameters are collected in Chapter 12.  
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8. Expansion with EO Modulators: 
EO-OFC 

Apart from direct comb generation, like GS regime, where the 
comb is generated inside the laser cavity, there exist techniques 
in which the comb is created after the light has been emitted 
from the laser source working in CW operation, using external 
devices. As mentioned in page 42, we refer to these schemes as 
indirect comb generation techniques. The most common 
indirect technique for comb generation is based on the use of 
Electro Optical (EO) modulators. However, we mainly use them 
in this work to expand an incoming signal which is already a 
comb, the VCSEL-OFC, with two EO Phase Modulators (PMs). 

In a first step of this work, three different approaches are 
compared: direct comb generation (VCSEL under GS and no 
modulators) already shown in Chapter 6; indirect comb 
generation (VCSEL continuously emitting and two PMs for the 
generation); and lastly comb expansion (VCSEL under GS and 
two PMs for the expansion), also called combined comb in the 
published article that covers this study [20]. In a second step of 
this work, two different but more powerful modulators are 
included to enhance the comb expansion. The main advantages 
of these devices are the lower Vpi and the higher modulation 
power capabilities, increasing the optical span up to 3 times the 
initial seed comb. Only for this last approach, in the second part 
of this chapter, detailed information on the system is presented. 
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I. Direct generation, indirect generation and 
comb expansion with EO modulators 

The first approach for comb expansion with EO elements is 
based in the use of two phase modulators (3dB bandwidth up to 
10GHz, Vpi=3V typ) from Thorlabs. The set-up implemented is 
shown in Fig 26:  

 

Fig 26. Set-up used for the EO-OFC. It consists of two subsystems. Left: VCSEL-OFC based 
on a VCSEL source under Gain Switching. Right: EO stage based on two optical Phase 
Modulators. The EO-OFC connects both subsystems in cascade linking them with the 

same RF modulating signal. See text for more details. 

 

In this experiment, three different approaches for comb 
generation are compared: direct generation, indirect generation 
and combined generation. The latter is also referred as comb 
expansion because the modulators expand the incoming VCSEL-
OFC generated in the direct generation. This experiment is 
performed with the first VCSEL sample, VCSEL#1 and also with 
the DM laser, whose results are shown in Appendix 4.  
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In Fig 26 the set-up developed for the present work is shown. It 
consists of two different optical subsystems. The first one is the 
direct Gain Switched VCSEL-OFC. When the GS regime is 
induced, the injected RF power into the laser is 15dBm at 5.2GHz 
and the bias current is 11.4mA to offer the best OFC 
performance. The second subsystem is the EO stage composed 
of two Electro-Optic phase modulators (PMs).  

 

Fig 27. a) Combined set-up in which the VCSEL generates a comb which is expanded in 
the modulators. It has 53 teeth which corresponds to 272GHz.b) VCSEL-OFC, direct 

generation with the VCSEL output under Gain Switching. c) Indirect technique where the 
VCSEL emits in CW and the comb is generated in the PMs. It has 38 teeth in the 20dB 

span which corresponds to 193GHz. See text for more details 

 

The use of two PMs and no Intensity Modulator (IM) was chosen 
after evaluating different configurations: while fewer 
components imply lower expansion, the use of a third 
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modulating element did not increase the optical span and made 
the set-up more complex and difficult to adjust in the RF part. 
On the other hand, the use of an IM did not enhance the flatness 
significantly in out experiment but implied some losses along 
the optical path. An RF power of 28dBm is needed for each 
external modulator to work under optimum conditions (wider 
span of the resulting comb). Hence, a high power RF amplifier is 
included. Phase matching between this modulating signals and 
the optical signal entering the modulators is critical, so a phase 
shifter is needed before their RF inputs and requires fine tuning 
to optimize the resulting comb. The simultaneous operation of 
the two subsystems described before permits the experimental 
evaluation of the Combined-OFCG technique using VCSELs. The 
same RF source signal is split to induce the GS regime in the 
VCSEL with 15dBm and to modulate each modulator with 
28dBm, bounding the subsystems together. 

In Fig 27 the three resulting combs are compared. The output of 
the VCSEL in the direct approach has a 20dB span of 106GHz (21 
teeth), and with the indirect technique the 20dB span rises up 
to 193GHz (38 teeth). Finally, the combined approach generates 
the broadest comb with a 20 dB span of 272GHz (53 teeth). 

As a conclusion, the generation of optical combs based on VCSEL 
diode lasers offers better results when the GS and the EO stages 
are combined: the advantages of both techniques add up to 
offer a broader comb. Only the energy efficiency decreases with 
respect to the GS generation. Also, the advantages of the 
inclusion of GS to enhance the comb both in the overall number 
of modes but also in the increase of the phase coherence 
between comb lines [20].  
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II. Comb expansion enhancement: EO-OFC 
In a second approach to this comb expansion based on EO 
elements the previously combined configuration is 
implemented but the modulators are replaced by two more 
powerful PMs: ultra-Low-Vpi and 10Gb/s phase modulators 
from the company EOSpace with enhanced RF coupling, we 
aimed to increase the comb span compared to the previously 
presented in this chapter. This comb, called EO-OFC, is our best 
result with EO elements and here we present detailed 
information on it. The set-up is shown in Fig 28: the output of 
the laser under GS, the VCSEL-OFC in Fig 23 (20 ºC, 11.4mA, 
5.4GHz, 15dBm) enters two PMs with Vpi <3.3V placed in 
cascade configuration. The RF signals driving them (5.4GHz) are 
first amplified up to 35dBm and then matched using Phase 
Shifters (PS) so the expansion is optimized. Finally, the output 
signal is amplified in the EDFA to increase the signal level to 
12.5dBm. It is important to notice that this EDFA is not 
necessary in the set-up to expand the comb but to increase the 
signal to a similar power level compared to the subsequent 
optical combs. 

With this technique, that combines GS and high performance EO 
modulators, the comb is expanded a factor 2.96 which means 
80 teeth in the 20dB span, so 427GHz broad taking into account 
that the RF signal is set at 5.3GHz. This comb is clearly very flat, 
with a flatness factor of 0.87 and a dynamic range of 28.8dB.  
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Fig 28. Top: Set-up used for the EO-OFC: The VCSEL-OFC is broadened with two phase 
modulators in cascade. The RF signal is amplified and matched with the use of one 

amplifier and two phase shifters. Bottom: The EO-OFC (yellow trace), has 80 teeth in the 
20dB span which corresponds to 427GHz. The VCSEL supply parameters are 20 ºC, 

11.4mA, 5.4GHz, 15dBm. The RF injected into the modulators is 35dBm and the EDFA 
has an output power of 12.5dBm. See text for more details. 

 

The temporal autocorrelation of this EO-OFC is shown in Fig 29 
and is also compared to the VCSEL-OFC profile. The pulse FWHM 
durations are 14.4ps for the VCSEL-OFC (already shown in Fig 
24) and 11.4ps for this EO-OFC. Even when the pulse is shorter 
in the EO-OFC system it is important to realize that this does not 
necessarily mean lower dispersion of the different frequencies 
that conforms the pulses. On the contrary, the TBPrms are 3 and 
7.2 for the VCSEL-OFC and EO-OFC, respectively. This implies 
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that the EO-OFC scheme broadens the comb but also increases 
the dispersion in the pulse, induced by the EO modulators. As 
mentioned, all these parameters are collected in Table I (page 
132). 

 

Fig 29. EO-OFC: Temporal autocorrelation pulses. Assuming sech2 profile the pulse width 
is 14.4ps for the VCSEL-OFC (blue trace) and 11.4ps for the EO-OFC (yellow trace). This 

second pulse is shorter but as the optical spectra is broader this result is related to 
higher dispersion as we see with the TBP parameter. See text for more details. 

 

Lastly, in Fig 30 we show the phase noise of the electrical 
detected signal at the modulation frequency (5.4GHz in this 
scheme) and compare it to the reference (CW source) and to the 
VCSEL-OFC PN. In the figure, we observe that all these signals 
have the same decay up to 300KHz but from that frequency the 
level is a little higher than the reference one. The carrier power 
when taking this measurement was low and then we observe 
the traces plotted very close to the DANL, and the curves are 
noisier than in other measurements of the PN. The EO-OFC is 
the highest one but the difference among the systems is only 
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about 2dB. This is consistent with the previous result in which 
we concluded that the dispersion is increased with the inclusion 
of the PMs in the set-up, and this dispersion is also related to 
less phase coherence among the teeth in the comb. 

 

 

Fig 30. EO-OFC: Phase Noise of the electrical detected signals. EO-OFC (yellow trace), 
VCSEL-OFC (blue trace), Reference (black trace) and DANL (black dotted trace). The 

Reference is the CW source signal used for modulation directly detected and the DANL is 
the equipment noise level. See text for more details. 

 

More information on this result is found in Chapter 12, where 
we see all the combs presented in this section and compare 
their main features. 
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Related publication: Paper B 

The comparison of the three techniques (direct, indirect and 
combined) for VCSEL-based OFCs generation shown in the first 
section of this Chapter was addressed in an article published in 
the Photonic Technology Letters in September 2014. With this 
work we checked that the generation of optical combs based on 
VCSEL diode lasers offers better results when the GS and the EO 
techniques are cascaded because the advantages of both 
techniques add up to offer a 150% wider comb than the sole 
VCSEL under GS. Besides, the GS modulation links the RF 
modulating source along the whole set-up presenting higher 
teeth coherence and stability than the purely indirect approach. 
At the same time, it is energy efficient thanks to the selection of 
a VCSEL diode laser that only needs a modulation of 15dBm to 
generate the comb. 

Abstract: In this work we explore the performance of Optical 
Frequency Comb Generator (OFCG) sources based on Vertical-
Cavity Surface-Emitting Lasers (VCSELs) diodes. Direct Gain 
Switching (GS) technique, indirect Electro-Optical (EO) 
technique and the combination of both have been 
experimentally evaluated. We have observed that this later 
combination gives birth to an enhanced OFCG that offers a 
tunable improved comb in terms of frequency span, flatness and 
coherence with respect to the sole EO approach, as it partly 
inherits the high efficiency qualities of the GS-OFCG while 
offering a wider span. 

To see the full information visit Paper B [20].  
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9. Expansion with nonlinear fiber: 
HNLF-OFC 

Apart from EO elements there are some other nonlinear 
components that can be used for comb expansion like those 
related to third order susceptibility (χ(3)). This includes optical 
fibers (especially Highly Nonlinear Fibers) and, recently, 
microresonator devices [17]. These elements are monolithic 
external resonant cavities that generate wide optical combs at 
a fixed frequency spacing (tens to hundreds of GHz) and have a 
strong dependence on the optical input power. The method 
described in this chapter to expand the VCSEL-OFC consists on 
the use of a Highly Nonlinear Fiber (HNLF). These schemes 
mainly exploit the enhanced Self Modulation Effect (SPM) [99] 
exhibited by HNLF fibers and have been commonly used for 
comb expansion and broadband signal generation [18], [88], 
[101]. To control the peak power of our pulses and compensate 
their initial dispersion, we condition the optical signal including 
a Dispersion Compensation Fiber (DCF) and an EDFA. With the 
DCF we linearly compress the pulse from the VCSEL-OFC as they 
are chirped because of the GS regime [136].  

In our implementation, the DCF fiber has a dispersion of -
1318ps/nm, a length of 1100m and reduces the optical pulse 
duration (Full Width Half Maximum, FWHM) thus reducing the 
dispersion and getting closer to the ideal pulse. Then the EDFA 
increases the optical power up to 22dBm (mean power) before 
entering into the HNLF with 200m long and a nonlinear 
coefficient of γ=11 (W∙km)-1. The broadest comb is obtained 
with a VCSEL at 20ºC and with bias current of 13mA, while the 
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modulation remains at 15dBm at 5.2GHz. This expansion 
scheme is shown in Fig 31. 

 

Fig 31.Top: Set-up used for the HNLF-OFC: In the picture we see the VCSEL which is first 
compressed with a DCF, secondly amplified with an EDFA and then broadened with a 

HNLF. Bottom: The HNLF-OFC (pink trace), has 83 teeth in the 20dB span which 
corresponds to 431GHz. See text for more details. 

 

The OFC obtained with this scheme has a 20dB optical span of 
431GHz which corresponds to 83teeth in the comb and an 
expansion factor of 3.07 times the VCSEL-OFC. However, the 
result is not flat: the flatness factor is only 0.12 in this case. The 
dynamic range is 25.3dB, so the noise floor is close to the useful 
optical span. 
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Fig 32. Temporal autocorrelation pulses with and without DCF, for different DCF lengths. 
The shorter pulse is obtained for a DCF of 1100m long 

 

In Fig 32 we observe why an 1100m long DCF is used as it is the 
length that most decreases the pulse FWHM, so with 1100m of 
DCF the pulses are the closest to their TBP limit. The 
autocorrelation of the pulses correspondent to the VCSEL-OFC 
in Fig 23 (GS-OFCG), the combined-OFC in Fig 27 (combined-
OFCG), and the VCSEL-OFC together with different DCF lengths 
(200m, 1100m, 1200m and 1300m). Other fiber lengths were 
also evaluated and the shortest pulse was obtained with an 
1100m long DCF (upper right trace). 

On the other hand, we have measured the temporal 
autocorrelation traces of the pulses out of the DCF and the 
HNLF. They are shown in Fig 33, where they are compared to the 
trace of the VCSEL-OFC already seen in previous sections. 
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Fig 33. HNLF-OFC: Temporal autocorrelation pulses. Assuming sech2 profile the pulse 
width FWHM are 14.4ps for the VCSEL-OFC (blue trace) and 7.59ps for the HNLF-OFC 

(pink trace). This second pulse is shorter and present pedestals around 0.25 and not at 
half height like the VCSEL-OFC. The pulse at the output of the DCF is also shown where 

we observe that it is the shortest and has no pedestals. See text for more details. 

 

The autocorrelation trace at the output of the DCF is also shown 
and we can see that the pulse is remarkably compressed along 
it. We observe how the pulse is compressed also in the HNLF 
related to the one in the VCSEL’s output and also its shape is 
closer to an ideal sech2. The pedestals at half height are not 
present but we see some pedestals around the 0.25 area. The 
pulses after the HNLF are shorter with a FWHM of 7.59ps, but a 
little higher than the ones at the output of the DCF, of 6.07ps. 
Even with this shorter pulse, the TBPrms is 10.22, which is 
significantly higher than the VCSEL-OFC’s, 3. This means that the 
final pulses are highly dispersed. 

The PN of the electrical detected signal at 5.2GHz is shown in Fig 
34. We see that both curves, the VCSEL-OFC one (blue trace) and 
the HNLF-OFC (pink trace) follow the same decay. They are 
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almost the same and a little higher than the reference (black 
trace). However, if we zoom in (see figure inset) the HNLF-OFC 
is slightly higher, with less than 2dB difference. We can expect 
that the phase correlation among the teeth in the comb is 
similar in the VCSEL-OFC and the HNLF-OFC. 

 

Fig 34. HNLF-OFC: Phase Noise of the electrical detected signals. HNLF-OFC (pink trace), 
VCSEL-OFC (blue trace), Reference (black trace) and DANL (black dotted trace). The 

Reference is the CW source signal used for modulation directly detected and the DANL is 
the equipment noise level. See text for more details. 

 

As conclusion, the HNLF-OFC system allows us to broaden the 
optical seed comb (VCSEL-OFC) around 3 times in an easy way, 
by adjusting the fiber lengths and the EDFA as the only active 
element. The phase coherence in the teeth is close to the initial 
one and the main parameter which is worsened is the flatness. 
In the following chapters we will address other expansion 
techniques and they will all be compared at the end of this 
section.  
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10. Expansion with NOLM: 
NOLM-OFC 

Nonlinear Optical Loop Mirrors (NOLM) are optical loops based 
on fiber Sagnac interferometers to induce Self-Phase 
Modulation (SPM). Inside the loop, the optical signals travelling 
clockwise and counter clockwise suffer the nonlinear effects 
differently and both signals interfere with different phases 
[107]. NOLMs are commonly used for pulse compression and 
reshaping, comb filtering, and switching or multiplexing optical 
signals in communication [100], [104]–[106]. In this section, we 
propose this technique to expand the comb, focusing therefore 
on the optical spectral broadening achieved as it was previously 
done in [87], [111].  

Several set-ups have been tested for this work and our final loop 
includes a Semiconductor Optical Amplifier (SOA) as the main 
nonlinear element inserted into the loop [100]. These systems 
are also called Nonlinear Amplifier Loop Mirror (NALM) [109]. 
SOAs devices are interesting here due to their strong nonlinear 
operation, low power consumption, and small size [112]–[114]. 
In this chapter we show the system implemented and the 
spectral and temporal information of the comb achieved. 
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Fig 35. Top:Set-up used for the NOLM-OFC: The VCSEL-OFC is first compressed and then 
amplified with a DCF and an EDFA. The NOLM “door” is a 50/50 coupler and it has inside 

a SOA another DCF and two polarization controllers. Bottom: The NOLM-OFC (green 
trace), has 86 teeth in the 20dB span which corresponds to 447GHz. See text for more 

details 

 

In Fig 35 we see the set-up used for this comb expansion based 
on a NOLM. Before the 50/50 coupler, that is the entrance and 
exit of this loop, the light signal is conformed using a DCF and an 
EDFA. The DCF is 600m long and it compresses the light pulse 
right before the EDFA so the peak power at the EDFA output is 
optimized. The output power of the EDFA in this set-up is 32dBm 
and higher powers cannot be applied because of operation 
limits for the SOA. Another DCF fiber with the same 
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characteristics is placed inside the loop, along with the SOA 
(QPhotonics QSOA-1550), and the best result has been obtained 
when this DCF has a length of 500m and the SOA is biased with 
396mA. The set-up also includes two polarization controllers to 
match the clockwise and counter clockwise pulses making them 
interact in the way that we obtain the highest pulse 
compression and therefore, the comb broadening is optimized. 
In order to optimize the NOLM-OFC, the bias current of the 
VCSEL has been changed to 13mA and the RF frequency is 
5.2GHz. 

The output comb has a 20dB span of 447GHz which corresponds 
to 86 teeth and an expansion factor of 3.18. We can see that the 
noise floor has been increased to -50dBm so the dynamic range 
at this point is 37 dB and the flatness has been worsened too, 
presenting a flatness factor of 0.28. 

 

Fig 36. NOLM-OFC: Temporal autocorrelation pulses. Assuming sech2 profile the pulse 
width is 14.4ps for the VCSEL-OFC (blue trace) and 14.8ps for the NOLM-OFC (green 
trace). Both pulses are very similar with small hips at half height. See text for more 

details. 
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On the other hand, we have measured the temporal 
autocorrelation trace of the pulses in the NOLM-OFC. This trace 
is shown in Fig 36 and compared to the trace of the VCSEL-OFC, 
already seen in previous sections. We observe that both traces 
are really similar, both in pulse duration and in shape. The 
FWHM is 14.8ps for this NOLM-OFC and 14.4ps for the VCSEL-
OFC. Both autocorrelation pulses show small hips at half height 
which corresponds to pedestals in the pulse, typical shapes 
coming from GS pulses and NOLMs [131]. The TBPrms associated 
to this comb and pulse duration is 8.8, which is significantly 
higher than the VCSEL-OFC’s, 3. 

 

 

Fig 37. NOLM-OFC: Phase Noise of the electrical detected signals. NOLM-OFC (green 
trace), VCSEL-OFC (blue trace), Reference (black trace) and DANL (black dotted trace). 
The Reference is the CW source signal used for modulation directly detected and the 

DANL is the equipment noise level. In the inset we observe a zoom in the 100Hz to 1KHz 
range. See text for more details. 
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The PN of the electrical detected signal at 5.2GHz is shown in Fig 
37. We see that the NOLM-OFC (green trace) curve is higher 
than the VCSEL-OFC one (blue trace) along the whole frequency 
range and follows a similar decay. However, the NOLM-OFC 
become constant at -112dBc while the VCSEL-OFC stabilizes at -
120dBc both from 400KHz. They are both slightly higher than 
the Reference (black trace). However, if we zoom in (see figure 
inset) the NOLM-OFC is about 2-4dB higher than the VCSEL-OFC 
and the Reference, which decrease similarly up to 300KHz. The 
phase correlation among the teeth in the comb is, therefore, 
slightly worsened with the inclusion of this expansion system. 
We believe this is related to the use of an active device inside 
the loop, such as the SOA, that adds Amplified Spontaneous 
Emission (ASE) noise around the beat note. 

To conclude, the NOLM-OFC system allows us to broaden the 
optical seed comb (VCSEL-OFC) around 3 times up to almost 
450GHz with a very robust system. The components used are 
cheap and commercially available and the comb expansion is 
done by SPM insider a nonlinear Sagnac interferometric 
structure like a NOLM. The phase coherence in the teeth is 
slightly worsened and also the flatness. In the following chapters 
we will address other expansion techniques and they will all be 
compared at the end of this section. 
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11. Expansion combining 
techniques: EO&HNLF-OFC 

In this chapter we present our latest results on the expansion of 
VCSEL-based OFCs using commercially available components. 
The result is a versatile, and compact comb architecture, that 
offers cost and energy efficiency. Up to now, the optical 
frequency span was the main limiting factor when comparing 
VCSELs with other laser technologies for OFCs, but here we 
present a breakthrough in this limit: we have obtained the 
broadest VCSEL-based optical comb, of 1THz (20dB) span, which 
is a record value to our knowledge. This comb has 193teeth in 
the 20dB span which corresponds to 9.1nm in wavelength. The 
distance between comb teeth is 5GHz and the overall power 
consumption of the components in the set-up is lower than 
10W. However, with this configuration, the flatness of the comb 
and its dynamic range still leave room for improvement. 

In our implementation, we have combined two of the previously 
presented expansion techniques: the EO-OFC and the HNLF-OFC 
in cascade configuration. We call EO&HNLF-OFC the resulting 
comb. The optical source starts with a VCSEL set at 20ºC and 
11.4mA of bias current. The VCSEL’s output is the VCSEL-OFC 
previously presented when the laser is operating in GS regime 
using a 16dBm tone at 5.4GHz (blue trace in Fig 38c), and has 27 
teeth in the 20dB span that corresponds to 135GHz. This VCSEL-
OFC enters the first expansion system with two PMs, obtaining 
the EO-OFC (yellow trace in Fig 38b), expanding the comb up to 
80 teeth in the 20dB span that corresponds to 427GHz. This is 
the EO-OFC system described in this document in Chapter 8. 
Finally, the second expansion system is based on a HNLF like the 
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one described in Chapter 9. As we did in that chapter, before the 
HNLF we include a DCF to compensate the dispersion and an 
EDFA in order to increase the peak power of the pulse and 
enhance the nonlinear effects in the HNLF. In Fig 38 the 
complete set-up is shown, which is similar to the ones described 
to expand combs with different laser technologies in [18], [101]. 

 

 

 
Fig 38. Top: Set-up used for the EO&HNLF-OFC: The VCSEL-OFC is the output of the 

VCSEL under GS regime. A first expansion stage called EO-OFC is formed by two PMs in 
cascade configuration. Then, the second expansion stage called HNLF-OFC is formed by a 

DCF, an EDFA and a HNLF and provides the 1THz broad comb called EO&HNLF-OFC 
Bottom: Optical Frequency Combs along the set-up: a) EO&HNLF-OFC (red trace) 

obtained at the output of the set-up, with 1THz (193 teeth) of 20dB span. b) EO-OFC 
(yellow trace) obtained at the output of the first expansion stage based on PMs, with 

427GHz (80 teeth) in the 2dB span. c) VCSEL-OFC (blue trace) obtained at the output of 
the VCSEL under GS regime, with 135GHz (27 teeth) in the span. The VCSEL supply 

parameters are 20 ºC, 11.4mA, 5.4GHz, 16dBm. See text for more details. 
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Future work will be developed to analyze the coherence 
between the teeth in the comb and obtain the other parameters 
that we have presented for the previous combs. This is 
important in order to fully characterize the signal for this 
remarkable 1THz span comb as it opens a large amount of 
possibilities in many applications like THz generation or 
spectroscopy. Then, our efforts continue in order to improve the 
quality (mainly flatness and dynamic range) of this 1THz broad 
comb with the goal on improving the quality and energy 
efficiency of VCSEL-based OFCs, to make them a versatile and 
low energy and cost effective alternative for many fields of 
application. 

 

Related publication: Congress B  

The analysis of this EO&HNLF-OFCs of 1THz in the 20dB span was 
presented in the Congress CLEO USA in June 2016. In this oral 
talk the OFCs obtained with the expansion techniques 
previously presented were shown as well as the 1THz broad 
comb generated by cascading the EO stage and the HNLF one. 

Abstract: In this work we show, to our knowledge, the broadest 
VCSEL-based optical comb with 1THz span (20 dB), 193 teeth, 
obtained by cascading two expansion stages, one with Electro-
Optic Modulators and the second based on High Nonlinear 
Fibers. 

To see the full information visit Congress B [137].  
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12. OFCs comparison of 
expansion techniques 

In this section we have previously detailed the experimental 
study that have been performed regarding the expansion of a 
seed OFC generated in a VCSEL working under GS modulation. 
In former chapters we have shown separately the approaches 
that we have implemented separately using different nonlinear 
expansion techniques. These systems increase the comb span 
around a factor 3 compared to the sole VCSEL under GS regime. 
However, these schemes have diverse advantages and 
disadvantages and this might determine their likely or 
questionable use in certain applications. In this section, 
different figures of merit of each scheme are compared, 
analyzing their potentials and weaknesses. All the parameters 
are mentioned in each paragraph and, besides, they are all 
included in Table I (pag 132). In Fig 39, the previously shown 
optical combs with the same ranges of wavelengths are plotted 
for an easy visual span comparison: 

Comb expansion factor: The expansion factor are 3.00, 
3.07 and 3.18 for the EO-OFC (the narrowest), the HNLF-OFC 
and the NOLM-OFC (the broadest) respectively. Doubtlessly, the 
EO&HNLF-OFC is a combination of techniques that allows us to 
increment significantly these results, going to the remarkable 
value of 1THz broad comb. This implies an expansion up to 7.15 
times the VCSEL-OFC. 

Flatness: The flatness in the VCSEL-OFC is 0.77 which is 
quite good but is even improved with the EO-OFC set-up with a 
flatness factor of 0.87. This EO-OFC provides clearly much flatter 
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combs in comparison to the other methodologies. On the other 
side, NOLM-OFC has a flatness factor of 0.28 and HNLF-OFC 
presents quite low flatness, with a factor of 0.12. The combined 
technique produces an EO&HNLF-OFC whose flatness is only 
0.07 with several points in the spectrum that intersect the 20dB 
line. 

  

Fig 39. VCSEL-based OFCs comparison. a)NOLM-OFC (green trace) with 86 teeth/447GHz. 
b)HNLF-OFC (pink trace) with 83 teeth/431GHz. c) EO-OFC (yellow trace) with 80 

teeth/427GHz. d) EO&HNLF-OFC (orange trace) with 193teeth/1THz. e) VCSEL-OFC (blue 
line) with 27 teeth/135GHz. All these OFCs are presented with the same optical 

wavelength ranges for an easier comparison. The 20dB span is marked with a dotted 
black line. 
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Optical dynamic range (DR): In these set-ups the DR is 
reduced from 50dB in the VCSEL-OFC to 25.3, 28.8, 37 and only 
18dB for the HNLF-OFC, EO-OFC, NOLM-OFC and EO&HNLF-OFC 
respectively. NOLM-OFC is therefore, the most resistant scheme 
to the noise while the EO&HNLF-OFC worsen the DR 
substantially, to lower values than the considered span. 

Spacing tunability: All these expansion techniques 
allow tuning of the spacing between comb teeth. For this 
purpose we first need to shift the RF frequency that modulates 
the VCSEL to its new value. After this, some adjustments of the 
set-up are needed depending on the scheme used for the comb 
expansion. For the HNLF-OFC, no extra adjustment is needed. 
This is the most direct set-up to change the distance between 
comb teeth. The NOLM-OFC needs some equalization of the 
Polarization Controllers (PC) in order to maintain the optical 
span as high as possible. The most complicated set-up to change 
the comb spacing is the EO-OFC: it needs optical adjustment of 
the polarization in the PC placed before the first PM but also 
some RF readjustment in both Phase Shifters. The same 
procedure occurs when adjusting the EO&HNLF-OFC. 

Pulse quality: The different wavelengths that form the 
pulse are emitted with slightly different phases and then, the 
pulses does not have their ideal (and time limited) duration, 
which is called chirp. These chirped pulses of the VCSEL-OFC 
have 14.4ps at Full Width Half Maximum (FWHM). Neither are 
they transform limited after the expansion stage. If the actual 
pulse durations are compared, the scheme with the shortest 
pulse at the output is the HNLF-OFC with 7.59ps. The FWHM of 
the pulses is longer with the NOLM-OFC and the EO-OFC, with 
values of 14.8ps and 11.39ps respectively. However, if we focus 
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on the TBPrms, then the HNLF offers the highest value. This 
means that the generated pulses are more dispersed and far 
from their TBL. All the configurations behave in a similar way 
and significantly increase the dispersion of the optical pulses 
compared to the VCSEL-OFC. However, they can be further 
compressed to their TBP limit using subsequent linear 
compression techniques. 

Electrical spectra: In Fig 40 we show the RF signal after 
detecting the combs in the range from 0 to 6GHz. As expected it 
presents a clear peak which corresponds to the RF frequency 
used for modulation of the VCSEL and also the modulators when 
included, at 5.4GHz in the EO-OFC and 5.2GHz in the other set-
ups. We see that the noise level in the spectra varies 
significantly among the different set-ups, with a significantly 
higher level in the NOLM-OFC. 

 
Fig 40. Comparison of the RF Spectra of the electrical detected signal in 0-6GHz 
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Electrical linewidth: In Fig 41, we see that all the set-
ups present a linewidth of 1Hz. This implies that every set-up 
provide a comb with high coherence between teeth, inherited 
from the VCSEL-OFC due to the GS modulation, as we are 
measuring in the limits of the equipment and the obtained 
values coincide with the reference used. 

 

Fig 41. RF Linewidth of the electrical detected signals: VCSEL-OFC (blue line), HNLF-OFC 
(pink line), LOOP-OFC (green line), EO-OFC (yellow line) and Reference (black line). 

These measurements are limited by the equipment capabilities; all of them are lower 
than 1Hz. See text for more details. 

 

Installation and start sequence: Another important 
fact to select the expansion scheme is the complexity when 
installing the set-up and the need of readjustments after 
operation. HNLF-OFC is the simplest scheme and the only 
parameter to be adjusted during turn-on is the output power in 
the EDFA. NOLM-OFC needs some other adjustments besides 
the EDFA output power:  the polarization needs to be adjusted 
with the PCs inside the loop. Lastly, EO-OFC is the most complex 
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expansion stage to be installed as both, optical and electrical 
components, need to be tuned: the optical polarization at the 
entrance of the PM is optimized with the PC but also the RF 
phase shifters need a careful fine-tuning during installation and 
switching-on. As this EO stage is present in the EO&HNLF-OFC 
this system will be the most complex regarding the installation 
and start sequence.  

Component count and cost: HNLF-OFC is the set-up 
that needs lower number of components in the expansion stage: 
two fibers (one DCF and one HNLF) and the EDFA. NOLM-OFC is 
the one with larger (optical) component count as it includes, 
apart from all these components, another DCF, the coupler, one 
SOA and two PCs. However, the costliest stage is EO as the 
electro-optical modulators are very specific and expensive 
components. Therefore, the EO-OFC and the EO&HNLF-OFC are 
the costliest set-ups, this second one slightly costlier. 

Energy consumption: The NOLM-OFC consumes much 
more power than the other set-ups. This is mainly due to the 
high output power needed at the output of the EDFA (32dBm) 
to achieve maximum expansion in the loop as this component 
consumes 7.47W by itself and the SOA needs 0.65W in this 
configuration. The EO-OFC consumes 1.13W in the EDFA and 
1.26W in the two PMs, so this set-up has lower energy needs 
compared to the previous one. The HNLF-OFC, in which the 
EDFA is the only active component, has the lowest energy 
needs, with 1.99W. Finally, the EO&HNLF-OFC consumes 3.35W, 
mainly due to the EO stage and also the EDFA included before 
the HNLF. 
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To conclude with this comparison, each comb expansion 
technique has its strengths and weaknesses depending on the 
parameters that we focus on. For instance, the EO-OFC is the 
one that provides the flattest but the most complex and 
costliest scheme. On the other hand, the HNLF-OFC is the 
simplest, most energy efficient and cheapest comb but it 
depends on the laser source and the GS regime and the flatness 
is low. NOLM-OFC is a balanced option, with high noise 
resistance and the broadest comb but highly dependent on the 
laser source, low flatness and much higher energy consumption. 
A combination of two of them, obtaining the EO&HNLF-OFC 
provides a comb 1THz broad with is a significant achievement 
but, the flatness and the dynamic range show the need of some 
room for improvement.  

These differences will make each of these set-ups more or less 
likely to be used depending on each specific application, as the 
appropriate selection of the expansion technique will maximize 
the performance of the whole system that includes an OFC 
generation sub-system. In the following Table I we see a 
compilation of most of the previously analysed figures of merit 
that characterize the OFCs: 
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Related publication: Paper C 

The analysis of the VCSEL-based OFCs detailed in this section 
and compared in this chapter is fully addressed in an article 
accepted for publication in the Journal of Lightwave Technology 
in July 2016.  

Abstract: In this work we detail our experimental study on the 
expansion of Vertical-Cavity Surface-Emitting Laser (VCSEL) 
Optical Frequency Combs (OFCs) with different nonlinear 
techniques. For this purpose, we modulate a VCSEL device 
under Gain Switching (GS) regime to obtain an initial seed comb 
record in terms of energy efficiency and mode coherence. This 
seed OFC will be improved adding a nonlinear stage to expand 
this primary signal. The nonlinear techniques here presented 
are High Nonlinear Fibers (HNLF), Nonlinear Optical Loop 
Mirrors (NOLM) and Electro optical (EO) Phase Modulators 
(PM). In this work, we show the different extended OFCs that 
these techniques offer and we present a detailed comparison of 
their characteristics, evaluating the advantages and 
disadvantages of each technique. We have observed that the 
obtained OFCs maintain the high coherence offered by the seed 
VCSEL-OFC. Nevertheless, the optical span, flatness, frequency 
tunability, dynamic range, energy and cost efficiency or 
compactness of each expanded OFC significantly vary, 
depending on the expansion technique used. Our careful 
evaluation will serve as a reference to evaluate the suitability of 
each expansion technique depending on the needs or the 
application. 

To see the full information visit Paper C.  
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VCSEL-based OFC 
optimization 
During our VCSEL-OFC experimental study, the residual orthogonally 
polarized mode gained significant interest and a deeper study on its 
effect into the total comb generation was important to analyze for a 
posterior comb optimization. For this, in Chapter 13 the VCSEL 
technology and, more specifically, the polarization dynamics in VCSEL-
based OFCs are studied together to its effect into to the GS behavior 
and the obtained comb. On the other hand, Optical Injection Locking 
(OIL) in Laser Diodes (LDs) has commonly been used to improve the 
performance of the emitted light, mainly focused on laser spectral 
narrowing, frequency chirp and noise reduction and modulation 
bandwidth enhancement. In this document, experiments regarding OIL 
in VCSELs are presented in Chapter 14 to evaluate how the optical and 
electrical spectra of the outcoming VCSEL-based OFCs change with this 
technique. It is shown that playing with parallel and orthogonal 
injection (varying the injected states of polarization) varies the 
resulting comb. 
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13. Polarization dynamics in 
VCSEL-based OFCs. 

VCSELs are typically considered to be single-longitudinal-mode 
devices. However, their emission actually consists of two 
linearly polarized modes with orthogonal polarizations that, due 
to the birrefringence in the material, emit at different 
wavelengths [28], [79], as shown in Fig 42. Manufacturers have 
developed effective techniques to minimize this duality with 
polarization pinning processes and current devices exhibit a side 
mode suppression ratio above 30dB [80], what makes this 
device purely monomode for many applications. However, we 
have observed that this suppressed mode plays an important 
role in VCSEL-based OFCs.  

 
Fig 42. CW emission spectra for P, Px and Py. The dominant main mode in P at 1537.95 
nm is more than 40dB above the residual orthogonal mode shown at 1538.20 nm. The 

birefringence of this VCSEL is 31.21GHz. Both outputs of the polarization splitter 
selecting Px (red line) and Py (green line) respectively are presented in the figure inset. 
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The hypothesis was that the hip that is always present in the 
upper wavelengths in VCSEL-OFCs is generated by the 
orthogonally polarized mode, typically ignored. Besides that, we 
wanted to verify if this orthogonally polarized signal generated 
another comb and which was the link between the parallel/main 
comb and this orthogonal/residual one. For this purpose, we 
deepen into the VCSEL technology to study the polarization 
dynamics of VCSELs and how they shaped the overall comb. The 
total OFC and the sub-combs obtained by splitting both 
polarization modes are shown in Fig 43. 

To separate the polarization components that form the total 
comb, VCSEL-OFC or P-OFCG, a polarization controller (PC) and 
a polarization splitter (PS) are included at the output of the 
VCSEL. The PC allowed to align the fast axis of the PS with the 
main or parallel polarization component to obtain the main 
comb, Px-OFCG and subsequently, the PC was tuned to align the 
PS fast axis to the orthogonal or residual polarization to 
measure the orthogonal comb, Py-OFCG. 

In Fig 43 we analyze the optical combs generated in the best 
operation point in terms of optical span and flatness (T = 20°C, 
IBIAS = 11.4mA, fRF = 5.2GHz, PRF = 16dBm). The total output of 
the VCSEL, P-OFCG that we show in Fig 43a (upper trace) is the 
normally called VCSEL-OFC along this work. The 20dB span is 
measured in the comb with only the main polarization mode, 
the Px-OFCG shown in Fig 43b (middle line) with also 27 modes 
and 135GHz. Finally, we see the orthogonal comb, Py-OFCG in 
Fig 43c (lower line) which is slightly narrower with 26 lines that 
imply 130GHz in the 20dB span. We observe that the flatness of 
this comb is significantly worse than the one exhibited by the 
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total output and Px, and that it has a different shape, shifted in 
frequency. 

 

 
Fig 43. a) The upper line corresponds to the total output of the VCSEL, P-OFCG, with 

both polarization modes included. This is the VCSEL-OFC already presented in Fig 23. b) 
The middle line is the comb Px-OFCG, generated only with the parallel polarization 

signal. c) The lower line is the comb Py-OFCG which has the orthogonal polarization. The 
combs P-OFCG and Px-OFCG have 27 lines in the 20dB span which corresponds to 

135GHz bandwidth. The comb Py-OFCG has one mode less, 26 in total, so the bandwidth 
in this case is 130GHz. See text for more details 
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Fig 44. Phase noise (PN) for the combs: P-OFCG (blue line), Px-OFCG (red line) and Py-
OFCG (green line). We also plot the PN of reference in the CW source (black line) and the 

minimum level in the espectrum analyzer used, the DANL (black dashed line). In the 
inset we plot the RF spectra for these three combs from DC to 5.5GHz. See text for more 

details. 

 

We have also measured the PN of the electrically detected 
signal for each of the combs, in Fig 44. Analyzing these PN curves 
we see that both the total and main comb have similar noise so 
the coherence between the modes in the comb remains after 
splitting the polarization components. These lines are very close 
to the reference one as we were expecting taking into account 
our previous results with the VCSEL-OFC. This result is not 
observed in the orthogonal comb which has higher noise values. 
However, this is probably due to the higher amplification 
needed in the EDFA to equalize the carrier powers of the three 
signals. This orthogonal mode has lower power from 
manufacturing so we are equalizing the powers including more 
amplification and therefore, injecting more noise in the system. 
In the inset picture we observe the electrical spectra of the 
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signals from DC to 6GHz. The total comb and the main comb are 
very similar, with much lower noise than the Py-OFCG. This 
confirms that the noise is mainly due to higher amplification, as 
it is not present in the P-OFCG where the orthogonal comb is 
included. 

 

Related publications: Paper D and Congress A 

This work was fully addressed in an article published in the 
Journal of Lightwave Technology in September 2015. 
Additionally it was presented in a poster session in the Congress 
CLEO Europe 2015. In this article we analyze the evolution of the 
total comb and each orthogonally polarized sub-comb scanning 
the supply parameters used to bias and modulate the VCSEL. 
There we see that the best result occurs under the same 
conditions and we study the coherence of the teeth in each 
comb and between sub-combs. We conclude that all the comb 
teeth are phase correlated due to the GS regime but not 
completely locked. Therefore VCSELs under GS regime are dual-
polarization comb sources that can find applications if we are 
capable to equalize the optical powers of both polarization 
modes. 

Abstract: In this work we carry out an experimental study on the 
polarization properties of a Vertical-Cavity Surface-Emitting 
Laser (VCSEL) working under Gain Switching (GS) regime and the 
characteristics of the resulting optical frequency comb signal. 
We have observed that each of the two polarization modes 
presented in the VCSEL Continuous Wave (CW) emission 
spectrum generate a separate Optical Frequency Comb (OFC) 
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whose modes are phase correlated thanks to the GS regime. We 
study how these combs associated to the main and orthogonal 
polarization modes respectively vary depending on the input 
parameters to the VCSEL (bias current and radiofrequency 
power and frequency). The correlation between both OFCs in 
the best operation point as defined by the OFC characteristics is 
also evaluated. Therefore, this work demonstrates that two 
orthogonally polarized combs are generated that exhibit a high 
correlation between each other that combine to produce a 
wider overall optical comb. Hence, we can predict the feasibility 
of dual-polarization VCSEL-based Optical Frequency Comb 
Generators (OFCGs) in the few GHz repetition frequency rates, 
with highly correlated modes and continuously tunable distance 
between them, in a compact and energy and cost efficient 
system that can find application in ultrafast laser dynamics 
studies and or in polarization-division multiplexing optical 
communications. 

To see the full information visit Paper D and Congress A [138].  
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14. Optical Injection Locking for 
comb optimization: OIL-OFC 

In this chapter we present our latest results regarding our on-
going study of VCSEL-based OFCs. We have evaluated the 
dynamic behaviour of the two orthogonal modes of polarization 
present in the VCSEL-OFC with and without optical injection. To 
our knowledge, this is one of the first works on injected VCSELs 
working under GS focusing on the resulting comb. 

This is a research line that came up after the polarization study 
explained in Chapter 13 because we wanted to determine how 
the injection affects the VCSEL-OFC and, more specifically, how 
the injection affects the two sub-combs with orthogonal 
polarizations that were presented in Fig 43. In that chapter we 
showed that the VCSEL-OFC is formed by two orthogonally 
polarized combs, which are strong phase related due to the GS 
modulation and we suggested that dual-polarization coherent 
combs could be obtained balancing the power of these 
orthogonal components with OIL. These results were published 
and are available in Paper D. For this, the VCSEL is placed as 
slave laser in the OIL configuration and the master laser is the 
DM laser in Chapter 5, so its light is coupled into the VCSEL cavity 
using a circulator. The set-up used in this configuration is shown 
in Fig 45: 
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Fig 45. Experimental set-up. The comb is generated inside the VCSEL (25ºC, 27mA, 
5.2GHz, 19dBm) which is at the same time optically injected by the DM laser (19.5ºC, 

38mA) through a circulator. The injection ratio is -6.6dB. The optical output is first 
power divided and then one arm is split in two orthogonally polarized sub-combs with a 

polarization splitter. See text for more details. 

 

The master path starts with the DM laser emitting in Continuous 
Wave (CW). Then, the signal is attenuated with a Variable 
Optical Attenuator (VOA) and a 50/50 Optical Coupler (OC) to 
adjust the appropriate injected power to the slave which will be 
monitored with the powermeter placed in one of the OC 
outputs. The second OC output is connected to the port 1 in the 
circulator, and the incoming signal will exit the circulator 
through the port 2 connected to the slave optical path. This 
slave path is formed by the VCSEL and a polarization controller 
(PC1) to adjust the polarization of the ingoing master light to the 
light being generated inside the cavity of the VCSEL. This 
polarization adjustment needs to be carefully done as it is 
critical for the locking of both signals. The master light coming 
from the circulator enters the VCSEL and the output signal goes 
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through the second input in the circulator to the output path. 
This output path finally arrives to the measurement equipment. 
In order to check the polarization components of the output 
comb we have included a second 50/50 coupler to divide the 
optical output and one of their output branches will be 
polarization split with a second controller (PC2) and a 
Polarization Splitter (PS).  

The VCSEL used along this experiment as slave is the same 
device used previously in this document. However, it has been 
recently deteriorated after years of work so it needs more 
supply current (in bias and in RF) to achieve an equivalent 
emission. At the same time, the optical spectrum has been red 
shifted. However, a comb with the same behaviour and optical 
span is obtained, now with the following conditions: the device 
is temperature stabilized at 25°C with a bias current of 27mA 
and an input RF signal to produce the GS regime of 19dBm at 
5.2GHz. The ratio RF-bias current is the same for the initial 
VCSEL-OFC and the degraded one. The master DM laser will be 
set at 19°C to fall in the VCSEL-OFC wavelengths and the current 
will be set around 38mA with some small tuning to achieve the 
injection.  

In Fig 46 we show several significant optical spectra traces. Fig 
46a) (blue trace) presents the VCSEL-OFC which is the VCSEL 
output when there is no external light injected. This comb is 
similar to the VCSEL-OFC presented in Fig 23 but red-shifted as 
mentioned in the previous paragraph. It has 25 teeth in the 20dB 
span which corresponds to 130GHz. The second and green trace 
in this plot corresponds to the master signal and therefore the 
injected light. The master DM source is emitting at 1541.63nm 
to coincide in the VCSEL-OFC teeth that produces the best 
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optical injection. The injection ratio is -6.6dB and this is 
controlled measuring the power in the master path and 
adjusting the VOA. 

We know from previous works that this VCSEL-OFC is formed by 
two sub-combs with orthogonal polarizations, one main comb 
with parallel polarization (called PX- OFCG inFig 43) and the 
residual one with orthogonal polarization and much lower 
power (PY-OFCG in Fig 43). The total comb and both combs’ 
polarization components are shown in Fig 46b). The orthogonal 
sub-comb is observed in the small hip in the upper wavelengths 
in the VCSEL-OFC and one of our purposes with the OIL 
experiment is to power up this residual part with OIL.  

 

Fig 46. a) VCSEL-OFC (blue trace) with 25 teeth in the 20dB span which corresponds to 
130GHz. DM output (green trace), master light being injected into the VCSEL at 

1541.63nm. b) P-OFC, Px-OFC and Py-OFC shown in Fig 43, which are the total and split 
combs when no OIL occurs. c) OIL-OFC (red trace) output signal with OIL adjusting the 
polarization to equalize both sub-combs. The resulting comb has 27teeth in the 20dB 
span, which corresponds to 140GHz. OILX-OFC (beige trace) and OILY-OFC (dark blue 

trace) which are the parallel and orthogonal polarization components of the OIL-OFC. 
This means that with the injection both sub-combs maintain their orthogonal states of 
polarization. d) OIL-OFCs adjusting the master polarization to maximize either the PX-
OFC (OIL-OFC-maxX or black trace) or the PY-OFC (OIL-OFC-maxY or brown trace). See 

text for details. 
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The red trace in Fig 46c) is the optical output when an optimum 
injection is achieved. This OIL-OFC is slightly broader than the 
previous one, with 27 teeth in the 20dB span which corresponds 
to 140GHz. It is more symmetric and flatter than the VCSEL-OFC 
as the polarization of the injected master light has been 
carefully tuned in PC1 in order to equalize the optical power 
levels of the parallel and orthogonally polarized sub-combs. It is 
important to remark that the VCSEL-OFC has instabilities due to 
temperature variations that imply small shifts in wavelength 
and the same happens in the master laser due to the resolution 
in the temperature controllers. At the same time, the detuning 
is narrow so sometimes the injection might not be stable 
enough and might be lost. 

At this point, the polarization components of the OIL-OFC are 
checked in order to discriminate whether the injection produces 
a whole comb with only one state of polarization or both 
polarization components remain orthogonal. For this purpose, 
we include the second controller PC2 and the PS after the 
circulator. Looking at the output, we observe two orthogonally 
polarized sub-combs and how one mainly include the lower 
wavelengths, which we call OILX-OFC (Fig 46c, beige trace) and 
the second one, called OILY-OFC (Fig 46c, dark blue trace) 
corresponds to the upper part of the total comb, the 
orthogonally polarized one. These OILX-OFC and OILY-OFC are, 
consequently, the correspondent combs to the PX-OFCG and PY-
OFCG in Fig 43. This means that including the OIL we balance the 
power of both sub-combs increasing the presence of the 
orthogonal state of polarization but the output maintains both 
orthogonal states of polarization. Therefore, an orthogonally-
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polarized dual-polarization VCSEL-based OFC is obtained 
equalizing both sub-combs with the OIL technique. 

Going deeper in our understanding of the resulting OIL-OFC, we 
aimed to test the possible changes in the resulting comb caused 
by variations in the injected state of polarization. In order to do 
so, we altered the polarization in the injected light to achieve 
polarization switching by injecting close to the suppressed 
orthogonal linear polarization state of the VSCEL [125]. For this 
purpose we play with PC1 and we observe the output comb. In 
Fig 46d), we see that we can obtain an injected comb 
maximizing either the parallel sub-comb, called OIL-OFC-maxX 
(Fig 46d, black trace) or the orthogonal one, called OIL-OFC-
maxY (Fig 46d, brown trace). The first one is obtained when the 
polarization in the injected light coincides with the parallel 
polarization and the second when it matches the polarization of 
the orthogonal mode in the VCSEL, enhancing this residual 
mode which turns to be the main one, achieving a polarization 
switching. These two traces are extreme examples and the OIL-
OFC in Fig 46b) will be halfway, obtaining a balance among both 
states of polarization. 

It is important to distinguish the combs in these two latter 
subfigures: the signals might seem similar but the difference is 
significant. In Fig 46c) we show the two components that form 
the OIL-OFC in Fig 46b). On the other hand, Fig 46d) shows the 
resulting comb after PC1 is adjusted to enhance only one linear 
state of polarization, and then, suppressing the other one. This 
implies that we can play with the injected polarization in VCSELs 
to balance both states of polarization, or to maintain only one 
(cancelling the other one as a consequence). This polarization 
effect find applications in ultrafast laser dynamics studies [139] 
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or in polarization-division multiplexing optical communication 
[140]. 

 

 

Fig 47. OIL-OFC: Temporal autocorrelation pulses. VCSEL-OFC (blue trace) with 18.3ps 
FWHM; OIL-OFC (red trace) with 11.8ps FWHM. The OIL technique reduces the width of 

the ACT traces and changes its shape. See text for more details. 

 

We have also obtained the autocorrelation traces of the 
temporal pulses generated with and without the OIL scheme. In 
Fig 47 we observe the autocorrelation trace of the VCSEL-OFC 
(blue trace) and the OIL-OFC (red trace). The correspondent 
pulse durations assuming sech² profile are 18.3ps and 11.8ps. 
Therefore with the OIL we have achieved the compression of the 
optical pulse. On the other hand we can also observe in the 
traces that the upper and lower parts of the pulses are quite 
similar but they have differences in between, in the 20%-60% 
area, where the VCSEL-OFC is broader. Lastly, the OIL-OFC 
presents a pedestal in the 15% area.  
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Apart from the optical spectra and the temporal autocorrelation 
we introduce here a measurement not presented in previous 
results but introduced in Chapter 3: the optical linewidth 
measured with the delayed self-heterodyne interferometric 
technique [129]. This measure is related to the optical noise in 
the laser source and the optical elements along the path and 
lower linewidth will imply higher spatial and spectral coherence 
in the OFC. The optical linewidth is supposed to be reduced with 
the OIL inclusion down to the master source linewidth [141], as 
DMs present lower linewidths than VCSELs. 

After the self-heterodyning interferometer the optical signal is 
detected and the resulting electrical spectra is shown in Fig 48. 
The optical linewidths are half the 3dB bandwidth of the plotted 
lines [129]. In the image, we see the VCSEL’s linewidth when it 
is working in CW emission, which is 1MHz and the VCSEL-OFC 
linewidth that increases to 4MHz due to the GS regime. After 
the injection the linewidth obtained is broader, the OIL-OFC has 
a linewidth of 8MHz. This made us realize that the reason for 
this is that the DM linewidth was as high as 7MHz, much broader 
than what we had found in previous characterizations and what 
was expected from these devices [142]. We believe this sample 
is degraded after years of work. However, the results are 
consistent with the expected performance of OIL and, in fact, 
the linewidth for the OIL-OFC turns to be close to the master 
linewidth. Future work will be developed in this line with new 
samples to check if the optical linewidth becomes, then, 
narrower. 
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Fig 48. OIL-OFC optical linewidth measurement. The traces are the electrical spectra 
after self-heterodyning and the optical linewidths are half the 3dB bandwidth shown in 

these traces. VCSEL in CW (grey trace) which has an optical linewidth of 1MHz, DM in 
CW (green trace) with 7MHz, VCSEL-OFC (blue trace) with 4MHz, and OIL-OFC (red trace) 

with 8MHz of optical linewidth. See text for details. 

 

In this section, we have shown our latest results in VCSEL-based 
OFCs in which we have included optical injection to observe the 
variations in the output comb depending on the injected light. 
First, we have injected light into the VCSEL cavity to balance the 
two orthogonal states of polarizations inherent to VCSELs so we 
have equalized the power in both sub-combs obtaining a dual-
polarization OFC. Besides, we can also tune the injected 
polarization to cancel one of these sub-combs maintaining the 
other one in similar power levels obtaining a VCSEL-based comb 
with only one state of polarization and similar optical span. 

Our efforts continue in first place to implement the OIL with a 
master source with lower linewidth and observe if the output 
inherits this lower noise [141], which is something that we could 
not test in this experiment as the DM is degraded. Secondly, our 
future work also includes deeper understanding in the OIL 
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technique for VCSEL-based OFCs and the scheme here 
implemented to check the effects in the noise and the phase 
coherence among comb teeth. Last but not least, our goal 
continues in order to achieve VCSEL-to-VCSEL injection to 
enhance the capabilities of integration and reduce even more 
the cost and energy consumption of the OFC generation system. 

 

Related publication: Paper E (under revision) and 
Congress C 

The analysis of our optically injected VCSEL-based OFCs detailed 
in this chapter is fully addressed in an article submitted to Optics 
Letters in June 2016 and also presented in an invited talk in the 
VCSEL’s day in Darmstadt, June 2016. In this work we present a 
study of the polarization dynamics of an optically injected OFC 
based on the VCSEL-OFC. This OFC has two sub-combs 
associated to the orthogonally polarized modes present in 
VCSELs and they are phase correlated but not locked (see 
Chapter 13). In order to lock them, optical injection locking has 
been done with an external edge-emitting laser with small 
linewidth as master laser. Carefully adjusting the polarization of 
this master we obtain an OFC where the two sub-combs with 
orthogonal polarizations have comparable optical powers. The 
resulting overall OFC is a dual-polarization comb that maintains 
the strong phase coherence among its teeth and shows an 
enhanced optical span with improved flatness. 

Abstract: The present experimental work studies the dynamics 
of dual-polarization optical frequency combs (OFCs) based on 
Gain Switched (GS) Vertical-Cavity Surface-Emitting Laser 
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(VCSEL) diodes under optical injection locking (OIL). This study 
has given two main results. First, we have obtained an overall 
comb formed by two orthogonally polarized sub-combs with 
comparable span and power. The overall comb shows enhanced 
optical span and flatness, and high coherence between its 
modes. The second result is that we have been able to control 
the polarization state of the overall comb by tuning the 
polarization state of the injected light. This produces an overall 
comb with single polarization, parallel or orthogonal. These are 
novel findings that open the way to develop efficient and 
compact OFC based on GS-VCSEL sources with a versatile 
polarization dynamics. 

To see the full information visit Paper E and Congress C. 
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15. Conclusions 
In this document, the research line that started in January 2013 
has been described, related to my work with VCSELs for comb 
generation. This work is part of one of the main research topics 
in our group focused on broad comb generation and expansion 
based on COTS components, to implement easily available but 
still powerful systems that serve as breakthrough in the access 
to OFCs, typically complex and difficult to implement out of the 
laboratory. Focusing on different applications like spectroscopy 
or THz generation this work aims to generate frequency combs 
and optimize the optical spectra created in terms of span, 
flatness and energy consumption. 

Along this research, we have seen VCSELs under GS as a great 
opportunity to maintain the quality of our COTS-based OFCs 
enhancing the system in terms of energy consumption, cost and 
integrability. Because of their small size, we have increment the 
optical 20dB span produced compared to other LD technologies, 
with record energy efficiency [27] as they need lower bias and 
RF powers: VCSELs under GS provide 135GHz with only 11.4mA 
bias and 16dBm RF power. This is higher than our reference LD, 
DMs shown in this document generate 117GHz with 61mA of 
bias and 28dBm of RF modulation. Besides, using GS for the 
generation implies high phase correlation among the teeth in 
the comb and also in the orthogonally-polarized residual comb. 
This 135GHz comb from the VCSEL under GS, has subsequently 
been used as a seed comb to be expanded. 

The main drawback when using this VCSEL technology is found 
in the modulation bandwidth that goes up to 7GHz because this 
limits the spacing between comb teeth. Some applications like 
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WDM require distances of 25-100GHz. However, some work has 
already been done by some other groups, trying to raise this 
bandwidth by playing with the birefringence splitting of the 
VCSEL’s materials obtaining values above 250GHz of this 
birefringence splitting [86] or by using optical feedback [143]. 

In a second section of this research, we have included some 
nonlinear expansion stages after the VCSEL-OFC trying to 
broaden the comb span. Naturally, the component count, the 
energy needs and the integrability of the resulting system are 
diminished, while the optical span is significantly increased. 
Hence, a compromise appears here. To improve this balance, we 
have used commercial components and three different 
approaches based on EO PMs, HNLF and NOLM respectively. All 
of them increase the optical span about 3 times but other 
features vary differently, as we have evaluated in the 
corresponding comparison chapter. Such comparison has 
offered interesting conclusions, useful for those implementing a 
specially designed expansion system. It will help to design and 
adjust the strengths of the expansion stage to the needs of the 
specific field of application. To finish this section, we have 
shown a VCSEL-based comb with 1THz span which is a 
substantial increment compared to previous results, looking 
beyond the sub-THz range. At the same time, it is costlier and 
has larger energy needs. Our efforts continue in order to 
improve this current limitation and/or increase the quality of 
the obtained combs. 

A third block of this Thesis started with deepening in the VCSEL-
OFC, to study their polarization dynamics and how the parallel 
and orthogonal states of polarization interact in the resulting 
comb under GS. We have demonstrated that each component 
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generates a comb, and they are both phase correlated. 
However, the comb corresponding to the residual orthogonal 
mode has much lower power and our interest in equalizing both 
components increased. For this, we have inject some external 
light inside the cavity, using a technique called optical injection 
locking, OIL. We have seen that we can either neglect one of this 
states of polarization or equalize both of them producing a dual-
polarization VCSEL-based OFC. In order to achieve these 
different results, we play with the state of polarization of the 
injected light, which comes from a DM master laser source. 
VCSELs under OIL has been implemented for the first time, to 
our knowledge, with the purpose of analysing the optical 
spectra. 

Several lines of work open at this point and most of the aspects 
covered in this Thesis claim for deeper study in order to expand 
and optimize VCSEL-based OFCs. The next step would be to 
directly apply them to each specific application, trying to adjust 
the system regarding the needed performance and main figures 
of merit. 

To conclude, VCSELs under GS have been demonstrated as 
optimum sources to generate efficient combs when the distance 
between comb lines is in the few GHz range. The resulting 
systems are straight-forward, compact and cost effective if we 
put the VCSEL low size and energy consumption together with 
the GS technique, which provides high phase coherence and 
tunability without component count increment. Besides, 
subsequent comb expansion and optimization has been proved 
obtaining up to 1THz broad combs. 
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16. Future work 
The work and experiments here presented are part of an 
ongoing work that has a projection into the upcoming future. 
Our efforts will go further in the expansion and optimization of 
OFCs systems focusing on improving the energy and cost 
consumption and their usability out of the laboratory. Several 
lines of future research become important at this point and 
remain open questions. 

 

The work here developed is purely experimental. This is the 
moment to start evaluating a different approach to deepen in 
our knowledge of VCSEL-based OFCs: include simulations that 
contrast this experimental work against theory. This work will 
be based on numerical analysis using mathematical models that 
allow us to simulate the generation of OFCs, their expansion and 
their behaviour under optical injection to help us understand 
what we have observed in the laboratory. With this, we will 
increase our knowledge on OFC generation and expansion by 
matching the experimental results to the developed models. 
These studies will help us evaluate the optimum working 
conditions to generate high quality VCSEL-OFC and implement 
new experimental designs. Also, we might be able to advance in 
the state of the art and incorporate new effects in the theory. 
Initial work has already been done on VCSEL-OFCs evolution 
with the GS parameters as we can see in Appendix 5 and in the 
following picture: 
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Fig 49. Numerical study that has been done and is continuing in the following months. 
See Appendix 5 for more details 

 

Of special interest is the inclusion of GS in a Fabry-Perot (FP) LD, 
which has not previously been tested in our group and is also in 
the scope of the future work. Its behaviour under this nonlinear 
regime can be studied as it is a multimode source and GS might 
lock different small combs each one associated to the different 
emitting modes. If in this multimode source, GS also phase locks 
the modes, then a broad spectrum will be generated and this 
might find important advantages in THz synthesis. Some related 
works on this aspect are found in publications like [144], [145]. 
Other techniques here mentioned like self-seeding are also 
interesting to be studied in the frame of this work for both 
VCSELs and other LD technologies. 
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Regarding the OFC expansion in Chapter 11, the EO&HNLF-OFC 
result calls for further research. We will adjust the fibre 
components, complete the measurement characterization, and 
analyse the coherence between the teeth in the comb. We 
continue working emphasizing in the flatness and the dynamic 
range of this 1THz broad comb. We also aim to go further into 
the reduction of the energy consumption of the set-up. These 
features that should be improved are remarked in the following 
picture: 

 

Fig 50. EO&HNLF-OFC in Fig 38 and its characteristics to be improved in future 

 

Even when this is not in the scope of this research , it would be 
really interesting to check that, after the EO&HNLF-OFC set-up, 
it is possible to include a system like the one in [57] to generate 
the 1THz electric signal.  

 

Our efforts continue, and our future work is also oriented to 
attain a deeper understanding in the OIL technique for VCSEL-
based OFCs and the scheme here implemented to check the 
effects in the noise and the phase coherence among comb 
teeth. Last but not least, our ultimate objective is to achieve 
VCSEL-to-VCSEL stable injection.  
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This work will also be contrasted with theoretical simulations to 
optimize the experimental procedure. Deeper study in the 
power injection ratio, frequency detuning and stability maps is 
planned to be done in both the theoretical simulations and the 
experimental work. 
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Abstract In this work we detail our experimental study on the 

expansion of Vertical-Cavity Surface-Emitting Laser (VCSEL) 
Optical Frequency Combs (OFCs) with different non-linear 
techniques. For this purpose, we modulate a VCSEL device under 
Gain Switching (GS) regime to obtain an initial seed comb record 
in terms of energy efficiency and mode coherence. This seed OFC 
will be improved adding a non-linear stage to expand this primary 
signal. The non-linear techniques here presented are High Non 
Linear Fibers (HNLF), Non Linear Optical Loop Mirrors 
(NOLM) and Electro optical (EO) Phase Modulators (PM). In this 
work, we show the different extended OFCs that these techniques 
offer and we present a detailed comparison of their characteristics, 
evaluating the advantages and disadvantages of each technique. 
We have observed that the obtained OFCs maintain the high 
coherence offered by the seed VCSEL-OFC. Nevertheless, the 
optical span, flatness, frequency tunability, dynamic range, energy 
and cost efficiency or compactness of each expanded OFC 
significantly vary, depending on the expansion technique used. 
Our careful evaluation will serve as a reference to evaluate the 
suitability of each expansion technique depending on the needs or 
the application. 
 

Index Terms  Gain Switching, Laser Diodes, Optical 
Frequency Comb, Vertical-Cavity Surface-Emitting Laser, 
Energy Efficiency, Non Linear Optical Loop Mirror, Highly Non 
Linear Fiber, Electro-Optical Components, Phase Modulator 

I. INTRODUCTION 
ptical Frequency Combs (OFC) are very attractive and 

versatile systems that have recently found application in a 
large variety of disciplines like THz generation, spectroscopy, 
optical communications, metrology or microwave photonics 
[1] [6]. Femtosecond mode-locking lasers or fiber lasers are 
typical bench-top schemes used to generate high quality wide 
span optical combs [7]. However, compact systems would be 
desirable to reduce the complexity, the cost and the energy 
consumption. An OFC source with these characteristics would 
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widen even further the range of applications and would surely 
help to bring technologies such as THz generation, dual-comb 
spectroscopy [4] or optical processing [8] out of the laboratory. 
In this sense, the implementation of OFC in a single device 
using Mode-Locking Laser Diodes (MLLD) is one of the 
possibilities. MLLD have been extensively studied during the 
last decades [9]. However, they require specially designed 
structures that still today do not offer repeatability in the 
manufacturing processes. Another approach is the use of 
microresonators [10]. These promising devices are able to 
generate extremely wide OFCs with high repetition 
frequencies, but are still very new and the excitation of their 
resonant cavity requires high power and set-ups with several 
stages. 

A straightforward alternative arises here, Gain Switching 
(GS). Some recent works have recovered this well-known 
technique to implement multi-GHz OFC for various 
applications [11] [3]. GS is based on the deep modulation of the 
gain medium of a semiconductor laser to induce a pulsed 
regime of operation. Although the resulting OFCs achieve 
much less optical span than MLLDs or microresonators, GS 
OFCs offer wide frequency tunability range, high correlation 
between optical modes, compactness and low-cost, as they can 
be implemented using any commercial semiconductor laser 
diode (LD) technology. 

One of the LD technologies most appealing for this comb 
generation are Vertical-Cavity Surface-Emitting Lasers 
(VCSELs) [12] [14]. High quality OFCs with record optical 
span and cost and energy efficiency [10] have been reported 
using such laser technology and Gain Switching (GS) 
modulation. However, further research efforts have to be taken 
in the study of combs based on VCSELs under GS (VCSEL-
OFCs), especially on the improvement of their optical span 
while maintaining the mode coherence and the low power 
consumption of the system. Such combs will find application in 
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fields like THz generation or green optical communications 
[15], [17]. 

In this work, we present new results on our study of VCSEL-
based GS-OFCs focused on the expansion of the optical span 
they can offer. We implement and compare different comb 
expansion schemes based on non-linear elements: Highly Non 
Linear Optical Fibers (HNLF), Non-linear Optical Loop 
Mirrors (NOLM) and Electro-optical (EO) Phase Modulators 
(PM). All these components exploit non-linear optic effects to 
accomplish the improvement of the initial VCSEL-OFC. HNLF 
are optical fibers that exhibit a high nonlinear refractive index 
and help generate new frequencies mainly due to Self Phase 
Modulation (SPM) and Four Wave Mixing (FWM) when the 
optical power is high enough [18]. On the other hand NOLMs 
are optical loops based on fiber Sagnac interferometers. Inside 
the loop, the optical signals travelling clockwise and counter 
clockwise suffer differently the nonlinear effects and both 
signals interfere with different phases [19]. HNLF and NOLM 
are often used as building blocks of larger comb generation 
schemes known as parametric mixers. Parametric mixers have 
demonstrated ultra-wide optical combs (above 10THz) [20]. 
They are based on the concatenation of numerous nonlinear 
optical stages to optimize the generation of new frequencies 
from an initial dual optical source. Finally, the use of EO 
modulators in cascade configuration is one of the most 
commonly used technique for comb generation and/or 
expansion [21], [6], especially for high repetition rates above 
the modulation bandwidth of the laser source under use. Optical 
combs that cover above 3THz have been reported with EO 
modulators. Based on these approaches, we have designed three 
different schemes to increase the span of an initial VCSEL-OFC 
while maintaining the coherence between the comb lines. In 
order to undergo a fair comparison, all of them offer expansion 
ratios close to 3 times. 

In section II, we present each of these expansion techniques 
and the OFCs experimentally obtained with them. Then, in 
section III, we present a detailed comparison and the features of 
the different resulting combs showing the main advantages and 
disadvantages of each expansion scheme. 

II. EXPERIMENTAL STUDY ON OPTICAL FREQUENCY COMB 
EXPANSION 

In Fig. 1 we can see the initial comb to be expanded using 
several techniques. This seed comb is the Vertical-Cavity 
Surface-Emitting Laser (VCSEL) output spectrum under Gain 
Switching regime. This laser diode is a state of the technology 
fiber coupled 1550nm manufactured by VCSEL (VERTILAS 
VL-1550-8G-P2-H4) that is stabilized at 20ºC and biased at 
Ibias/Ith = 1.04. The VCSEL is modulated at 5.2 GHz with a 16 
dBm RF signal (modulation depth of IRF/Ibias = 2.5). Under these 
conditions we generate the broadest Optical Frequency Comb 
(OFC) [10] with 27 teeth in the 20dB span, which corresponds 
to 135GHz total bandwidth. An optical isolator is placed at the 
output of the VCSEL to avoid any optical feedback. We have 
given more details in this VCSEL device and its Continuous 
Wave (CW) and GS operation [15].  

In the following sections we study and compare different 

expansion techniques taking several measurements of the 
resulting OFCs: the optical spectra, the RF beating of the OFC 
and the temporal autocorrelation traces (ACT). It is worth 
mentioning that an Erbium Dopped Fiber Amplifier (EDFA) is 
introduced for some RF beating measurements in order to 
equalize the received electrical power. Regarding the AC 
traces, as they exhibit a complex structure, typical of the GS 
technique, they have been analysed using time retrieval 
algorithms and root-mean square time-bandwidth metrics[22]. 

 
Fig. 1 Top: Setup used for the VCSEL-OFC and the resulting seed comb. 
Bottom: VCSEL output under Gain Switching obtained at 20 ºC,  
Ibias/Ith = 1.04, 5GHz, 16dBm. The VCSEL-OFC has 27 teeth in the 20dB 
span which corresponds to 135GHz. See text for more details. 
 

In the following sections A, B and C, we present the three 
different schemes to expand this VCSEL-OFC. In order to offer 
a fair comparison among the techniques under study, we have 
considered implementations that offer similar output optical 
20dB spans. Each expansion stage is formed by all the optical 
elements found after the output of the initial VCSEL-OFC. For 
the HNLF and the NOLM configurations, basic initial 
simulations based on rate equations and nonlinear Schrodinger 
equation (NLSE) [22] were carried out. This gave an estimation 
of the linear compression and amplification needs, as well as 
the configuration of the nonlinear elements to achieve an 
expansion ratio close to 3. Then, further experimental 
adjustments led to the final implementations presented here. 

A. Comb expansion with non-linear fiber: HNLF-OFC 
The first method described in this work to expand the 

VCSEL-OFC consists in the use of a Highly Non-Linear Fiber 
(HNLF). This scheme mainly exploits the enhanced Self Phase 
Modulation Effect (SPM) [23] exhibited by HNLF fibers and 
has been commonly used for comb expansion and broadband 
signal generation [6], [24], [25]. The expansion scheme is 
formed by two sub-stages. Prior to the nonlinear expansion 
itself, we find the first sub-stage where we condition the optical 
signal including a Dispersion Compensating Fiber (DCF) and 
an EDFA. With the DCF we linearly compress the pulses from 
the VCSEL-OFC as they are chirped because of the GS regime 
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[26]. This DCF fiber has a dispersion of  
-1318ps/nm, and a length of 1100m. Then the EDFA increases 
the optical power up to 22dBm (mean power) before the HNLF 
which is an optimum trade-off output power vs. noise floor. 
This sub-stage experimentally reduces the optical pulse 
duration (Full Width Half Maximum, FWHM) from 14.4ps to 
6.07ps but does not influence the optical spectra. Finally, the 
HNLF is a 200m patch with a non-  = 11 

)-1. The broadest comb has been obtained with the 
VCSEL biased at Ibias/Ith = 1.2, while the rest of the parameters 
are the values previously mentioned. This expansion scheme is 
shown in Fig. 2. 
 

 

 
Fig. 2 Top: Setup used for the HNLF-OFC and the resulting comb. In the picture 
we can see the VCSEL which is first compressed with a DCF, secondly 
amplified with an EDFA and then broadened with a HNLF. The HNLF-OFC 
(pink trace), has 83 teeth in the 20dB span which corresponds to 431GHz. See 
text for more details. 
 

This technique expands the VCSEL-OFC from 27 to 83 
teeth, which corresponds to an expansion factor of 3.07 and 
431GHz (20dB span). The resulting HNLF-OFC is not flat, 
especially in the area between 1538.5nm and 1539.5nm with a 
flatness factor is 0.12 (more details in Section III). The optical 
noise level has now increased to -45dBm having a dynamic 
range of 25.3dB. We believe that this degradation is likely to be 
related to the amplified spontaneous emission noise (ASE) of 
the EDFA amplifier. We experimentally found that any further 
increase in the optical gain of the EDFA would cause a dramatic 
growth of the noise floor without any further expansion of the 
OFC. However, this is a simple way to obtain broad combs with 
moderate energy consumption. 

B. Comb expansion with NOLM: NOLM-OFC 
Non-linear Optical Loop Mirrors (NOLM) are commonly used 
for pulse compression and reshaping, comb filtering, switching 
or multiplexing optical signals [22], [27], [28]. In this section, 
we propose this technique to expand the comb, therefore 
focusing on the spectral broadening achieved. These systems 
are basically nonlinear fiber Sagnac interferometers based on 

SPM [19]. Several set-ups have been tested for this work and 
our final loop includes a Semiconductor Optical Amplifier 
(SOA) as non-linear element inserted into the loop [22]. These 
systems are also called Non-linear Amplifier Loop Mirrors 
(NALM) [29]. SOAs devices are interesting here due to their 
strong non-linear operation, low power consumption and small 
size [18], [30]. 

 
Fig. 3 Top: Setup used for the NOLM-OFC and the resulting comb. The 
VCSEL-OFC is first compressed and then amplified with a DCF and an EDFA. 

two polarization controllers. Bottom: The NOLM-OFC (green trace), has 86 
teeth in the 20dB span which corresponds to 447GHz. See text for more details 
 
The set-up used for this comb expansion based on a NOLM is 
depicted in Fig. 3. In order to maximize its performance, we 
included a sub-stage before the 50/50 coupler, at the entrance 
of the loop. At this sub-stage, the light signal is conformed 
using a DCF and an EDFA. The DCF is 600m long and it 
compresses the light pulse right before the EDFA (14.4ps to 
6.07ps FWHM) so the peak power at the EDFA output is 
optimized. The output power of the EDFA in this set-up is 
32dBm. Higher powers cannot be applied because of 
operational limits for the SOA. Another DCF fiber with the 
same characteristics is placed inside the loop with the SOA 
(QPhotonics QSOA-1550), and the best result has been 
obtained when this DCF has a length of 500m and the SOA is 
biased with 396mA. The set-up also includes two polarization 
controllers to match the clockwise and counter clockwise pulses 
making them interact in the way that we obtain the highest pulse 
compression and therefore, the comb broadening is optimized. 
In order to improve the NOLM-OFC, the bias current of the 
VCSEL has been changed to Ibias/Ith = 1.2 and the RF frequency 
is 5.2GHz. 

The output comb has a 20dB span of 447GHz which 
corresponds to 86 teeth and an expansion factor of 3.18. We can 
see that the noise floor has been increased to -45dBm so the 
dynamic range at this point is 32dB and the flatness has been 
worsened too, presenting a flatness factor of 0.28. However, a 
significant amount of power is needed from the EDFA to 
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achieve an expansion factor close to 3. 

C. Comb expansion with EO Modulators: EO-OFC 
Apart from direct comb generation, like GS regime, in which 

the comb is generated inside the laser cavity, there exist indirect 
techniques in which the comb is generated with the laser 
working in CW operation and using external non-linear 
elements, typically Electro Optical (EO) modulators. This is the 
most common technique for comb generation and expansion, 
and has been deeply studied in previous works, using different 
amount of both Intensity Modulators (IM) and Phase 
Modulators (PM) [6], [21], [25]. EO modulators allow comb 
generation with high and tunable teeth spacing independently 
of the laser source used. Several of these modulators can be 
cascaded to broaden the comb about two times per modulator. 
These schemes generate very flat and tunable combs but, at the 
same time, the set-up is relatively complex to adjust specially 
the RF part. This fact together with the high cost and the energy 
consumption of the modulators are the main drawbacks of this 
technique. 

 
Fig. 4 Top: set-up used for the EO-OFC and the resulting comb. The VCSEL-
OFC is broadened with two phase modulators in cascade. The RF signal is 
amplified and matched with the use of one amplifier and two phase shifters. 
Bottom: the EO-OFC (yellow trace), has 80 teeth in the 20dB span which 
corresponds to 427GHz. The VCSEL supply parameters are 20 ºC, 11.4mA, 
5.3GHz, 16dBm. The RF injected into the modulators is 35dBm and the EDFA 
has an output power of 12.5dBm. 
 

In one of our previous works [31], we have combined both 
the direct GS modulation to generate the comb and the indirect 
EO modulators (two PMs in cascade) to expand it afterwards 
obtaining a comb of 272GHz (53 teeth) in the 20dB span. Now 
we are using a similar set-up with modulators showing higher 
performance. They have ultra-low Vpi and wider modulation 
bandwidth. The output of the laser under GS (VCSEL-OFC in 
Fig. 1) enters two PMs with Vpi <3.3V placed in cascade 
configuration. The RF signals driving them are first amplified 
and after that, phase matched using Phase Shifters (PS) so the 
expansion is optimized. Finally, the output signal is amplified 
in the EDFA to increase the signal level to 12.5dBm. It is 

important to notice that this EDFA is not necessary in the set-
up to expand the comb like in the previous schemes, but to 
increase the signal to a similar power level compared to the 
previous optical combs. This set-up is shown in Fig. 4. EO 
schemes typically include intensity modulators (IM) to improve 
the flatness of the resulting comb. However, when the GS 
technique is used, the flatness is optimum and no extra 
modulator is needed, reducing the cost and size of the OFC. 

With this technique that combines GS and high performance 
EO modulators we have expanded the comb a factor 2.96 which 
means 80 teeth in the 20dB span, so 427GHz broad taking into 
account that the RF signal is set at 5.3GHz. This comb exhibits 
a high flatness factor of 0.87; and a dynamic range of 28.8dB. 
This value was measured after the levelling EDFA. Without it, 
the dynamic range slightly increases to 31dB. On the other 
hand, this set-up is the costliest of the ones presented here and 
requires more complicated adjustments (more details in Section 
III). 

III. OPTICAL FREQUENCY COMBS COMPARISON 
In the previous sections we have presented different 

configurations for comb expansion based on different non-
linear processing techniques. All of them allow us to increase 
the comb span about three times compared to the bandwidth 
obtained with the sole VCSEL under GS regime. However, 
each of these schemes has different potentials and weaknesses 
and this might determine their use in certain applications. In this 
section we are comparing different features of the resulting 
combs and each set-up, analyzing their advantages and 
disadvantage. The factors here analyzed are summarized in 
TABLE I. In Fig. 5 we can see a comparison of the different 
combs with the same ranges of wavelengths and optical powers. 

Comb expansion factor: Along this work we use the 20dB 
span to measure the broadness of the comb, as we have done in 
our previous works because it is the useful span in applications 
like photonic THz generation [3]. NOLM-OFC provides the 
broadest comb. In this work we have defined the expansion 
factor as the coefficient between the comb teeth in the output 
comb and the comb teeth in the VCSEL-OFC. This factor is, as 
we see in TABLE I 3.00, 3.07 and 3.18 for the EO-OFC (the 
narrowest), the HNLF-OFC and the NOLM-OFC (the broadest) 
respectively. 

Flatness: The flatness is an important parameter for many 
applications. In this work we have defined the flatness factor as 
the coefficient between the comb teeth in the 3dB and the 20dB 
spans. The flatness in VCSEL-OFC is 0.77 which is quite good 
but is even improved with the EO-OFC set-up with a flatness 
factor of 0.87. This EO-OFC provides much flatter combs in 
comparison to the other methodologies. On the other hand, 
NOLM-OFC has a flatness factor of 0.28 and HNLF-OFC 
presents the lowest flatness, with a factor of 0.12. 

Pulse quality: We have also evaluated the properties of the 
temporal pulses associated to each expansion configuration 
measuring their background-free autocorrelation traces (ACT). 
The resulting traces (Fig. 6) are complex and exhibit different 
shapes with pedestals. This is typical of the GS technique and 
such traces have to be analysed using time retrieval algorithms 
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[22] and evaluated using metrics such as the root mean square 
(rms) Time Bandwidth Product:  
TBPrms = rms· rms, where rms is the rms width of the optical 

rms is the rms pulse width. Regardless of the pulse 
shape or spectral structure, the fundamental limit of TBPrms is 
0.5 [32]. The use of the rms metric permits the comparison 
among pulses and spectra that do not exhibit the same profile. 
The results are shown in TABLE I and summarized in figure 6. 
The EO-OFC configuration is the one offering pulses with 
slightly better characteristics (TBPrms = 7.2). However, all the 
configurations behave in a similar way and significantly 
increase the dispersion of the initial optical pulses. These 
dispersed pulses could be further compressed to their TBPrms 
limit using linear compression techniques. 

 

 
Fig. 5 Optical Spectra comparison. a)NOLM-OFC (green trace) with 86 
teeth/447GHz. b)HNLF-OFC (pink trace) with 83 teeth/431GHz. c) EO-OFC 
(yellow trace) with 80 teeth/427GHz. d) VCSEL-OFC (blue line) with 27 
teeth/135GHz. All these OFCs are presented with the same optical power and 
wavelenght ranges for an easier comparison. The 20dB span is marked with a 
dotted black line. 

Frequency spacing tunability: All these expansion 
techniques admit the tuning of the spacing between comb teeth. 
For this purpose, we first need to adjust to its new value the RF 
frequency that modulates the VCSEL. After this, some 
adjustments of the set-up are needed depending on the scheme 
used for the comb expansion. For the HNLF-OFC, no extra 
adjustment is needed. This is the most direct set-up to change 
the distance between comb teeth. The NOLM-OFC needs some 
equalization of the optical paths inside the loop and therefore 
the Polarization Controllers (PC) in order to maintain the 
optical span as high as possible. The most complicated set-up 
to change the comb spacing is the EO-OFC: it needs optical 
adjustment of the polarization in the PC placed before the first 
PM but also RF readjustment in both Phase Shifters. Regarding 
the VCSEL-OFC, a change in the frequency spacing slightly 
affects the optical span and the flatness as long as it remains 
within the VCSEL electronic modulation bandwidth (more 
details in [33]). 

 
Fig. 6 Autocorrelation traces (ACTs). Solid: VCSEL-OFC ACT with TBPrms 
= 3. Slash: HNLF-OFC ACT with TBPrms = 10. Dot: NOLM-OFC ACT with 
TBPrms = 8.8. Slash/Dot: EO-OFC trace with TBPrms = 7.2 

 

 
Fig. 7 RF Linewidth for the different combs in Fig. 5: VCSEL-OFC (blue line), 
HNLF-OFC (pink line), NOLM-OFC (green line), EO-OFC (yellow line) and 
Reference: linewidth of the RF CW signal used to induce GS (black line). In 
the inset we plot a zoom obtained with the lower Resolution Bandwidth 
available in the ESA used. Resolution bandwidth and video bandwidth were set 
to 1Hz. These measurements are limited by the equipment capabilities. See text 
for more details. Side-peaks at 50Hz are spurious coming from the Reference. 

Optical dynamic range (DR): The inclusion of new elements 
along the path implies some losses in the DR, which has been 
measured in this work as the difference between the peak power 
in the highest comb tooth and the noise level. In our set-ups the 
DR is reduced from 50dB in the VCSEL-OFC to 25.3, 28.8 and 
32dB for the HNLF-OFC, EO-OFC and NOLM-OFC 
respectively. NOLM-OFC is therefore, the most resistant 
scheme to the noise. This is consistent with the nonlinear 
interferometric nature of the NOLM, that filters out low power 
signal components and hence, reduces noise [34]. 

Electrical linewidth: The electrical beat tone signal at fRF 
allows us to evaluate the phase coherence between comb teeth. 
In this work, we measure the 3dB linewidth of that signal at fRF 
after the detection of the whole comb in a fast photodiode and 
compare it to the linewidth of the reference, which is the RF 
source that modulates the VCSEL-OFC under GS. The 
measurements were performed using a resolution bandwidth of 
1Hz, the minimum offered by the ESA. In Fig. 7, we see that all 
the comb expansion schemes present an electrical beat tone 
with a linewidth equal to 1Hz, the resolution limit of the 
equipment. This implies that every set-up provides a comb with 
an extremely high coherence between teeth, inherited from the 
VCSEL-OFC due to GS modulation. 

Installation and start sequence: Another important aspect to 
consider when selecting the expansion scheme is the 
complexity when installing the set-up and the need of 
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readjustments after operation. HNLF-OFC is the simplest 
scheme and the only parameter to be adjusted during turn-on is 
the output power in the EDFA. NOLM-OFC needs some other 
adjustments besides the EDFA output power: the polarization 
needs to be adjusted with the PCs inside the loop. This optical 
path needs some fine-tuning also each time the set-up is ignited. 
Lastly, EO-OFC is the most complex set-up to be installed as 
both, optical and electrical components, need to be tuned: the 
optical polarization at the entrance of the PM is optimized with 
the PC but also the RF phase shifters need a careful fine-tuning 
during installation and switching-on. 

TABLE I 
OPTICAL FREQUENCY COMBS MAIN FEATURES 

 VCSEL-
OFC HNLF-OFC NOLM-OFC EO-OFC 

Optical span 
@20dB 

135GHz 
/27 teeth 

431 GHz 
/ 83 teeth 

447GHz 
/ 86 teeth 

427 GHz 
/ 80 teeth 

Optical span 
@10dB 

125GHz 
/24 teeth 

296GHz 
/57 teeth 

333GHz 
/64 teeth 

403GHz 
/76 teeth 

Optical span 
@3dB 

105GHz 
/21 teeth 

52GHz 
/10 teeth  

125GHz 
/24 teeth 

371GHz 
/70 teeth 

Optical span 
@20dB 

(nm) 
1.1 3.33 3.5 3.41 

Expansion 
factor 1 3.07 3.18 2.96 

TBPrms 3 10 8.8 7.2 

Flatness 
factor  0.77 0.12 0.28 0.87 

Dynamic 
range (dB) 50 25.3 37 28.8 

Linewidth 
RF (3dB) <1Hz <1Hz <1Hz <1Hz 

Energy 
consumption 

(W) 
- 1.99W 8.12W 2.39W 

 
Energy consumption: We have made an estimation of the 

energy consumption of each expansion technique by calculating 
the electrical power needed in the active elements that are 
included after the VCSEL-OFC. This is an important parameter 
when working in fields like green optical communications [17] 
or incorporating such schemes in actual systems. These 
elements are the EDFA in all the set-ups, the SOA in the 
NOLM-OFC and both PMs in the EO-OFC. The power in the 
EDFA has been computed with the laser current set in the 
device for each set-up and assuming a typical 980nm pump LD 
with a diode operating voltage of 1.7V [35]. The results are 
shown in TABLE I where we see that the NOLM-OFC 
consumes much more power than the other set-ups. This is 
mainly due to the high optical power needed at the output of the 
EDFA (32dBm) to achieve maximum expansion in the loop as 
this component consumes 7.47W by itself and the SOA needs 
0.65W in this configuration. The EO-OFC consumes 1.13W in 
the EDFA and 1.26W in the two PMs, so this set-up has lower 
energy needs compared to the previous one. Finally the HNLF-
OFC, in which the EDFA is the only active component, has the 

lowest energy needs, with 1.99W. 
Component count and cost: HNLF-OFC is the set-up that 

needs lower number of components in the expansion stage, two 
fibers (one DCF and one HNLF) and the EDFA. NOLM-OFC 
is the one with larger (optical) component count as it includes, 
apart from all these components, another DCF, the coupler, one 
SOA and two PCs. However, the costliest set-up is EO-OFC as 
the electro-optical modulators are very specific and expensive 
components. 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 
In this work, we have presented out latest results in Optical 

Frequency Combs (OFCs) based on Vertical-Cavity Surface-
Emitting Lasers (VCSELs) under Gain Switching (GS) regime. 
We have shown different expansion techniques that produce 
results of combs around 430GHz in the 20dB span, and them 
all maintain the high coherence offered by the seed VCSEL-
OFC. All our set-ups have been implemented with off the shelf 
components and Laser Diodes (LDs) which allow us to obtain 
effective, efficient in cost and energy, and compact OFC 
systems. The use of VCSELs enhanced these factors and 
provides even wider combs while GS modulation allows us to 
tune the comb easily with no need of extra components 
obtaining a system that can be tailored for different 
applications. For all this reasons we find our VCSEL-based 
OFCs of significance, and that is why we focus our efforts in 
improving their capabilities. 

Besides, in this work we have presented a thorough 
comparison of different expansion techniques applied to 
VCSEL-based OFCs showing that they stand out in different 
aspects. Therefore, we conclude that the expansion scheme 
needs to be tailored depending on each particular comb 
application if we want to optimize the result. For instance, the 
EO-OFC is the one that provides the flattest but the most 
complex and costliest scheme. On the other hand, the HNLF-
OFC is the simplest, most energy efficient and cheapest comb 
but it depends on the laser source and the GS regime and the 
flatness is low. NOLM-OFC is a balanced option, with a high 
noise rejection and the broadest comb but depends on the 
source, exhibits low flatness and has a higher energy 
consumption. These differences will make each of these set-ups 
more or less interesting depending on each specific application, 
so the appropriate selection of the expansion technique will 
maximize the performance of a system that includes an OFC 
generation stage in it. 

Our efforts continue in order to improve the broadness of the 
resulting combs and reach the 1THz 20dB span while 
maintaining the simplicity, compactness and energy 
consumption VCSEL-based combs offer. 
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In	this	work	we	present	a	study	of	the	polarization	
dynamics	of	an	optically	injected	Optical	Frequency	
Comb	(OFC)	based	on	a	Vertical-Cavity	Surface-Emitting	
Laser	(VCSEL).	The	comb	is	generated	with	a	VCSEL	
under	Gain	Switching	modulation.	This	OFC	has	two	sub-
combs	associated	to	the	orthogonally	polarized	modes	
present	in	VCSELs	and	they	are	phase	correlated	but	not	
locked.	In	order	to	lock	them,	optical	injection	locking	
has	been	done	with	an	external	edge-emitting	laser	with	
small	linewidth.	By	playing	with	the	master	laser	and	the	
polarization	we	obtain	a	dual-polarization	VCSEL-based	
optical	frequency	comb	powering	up	the	orthogonal	
comb	to	the	main	comb	level	and	maintaining	the	phase	
coherence	among	their	teeth.	

OCIS codes: (250.7260) Vertical cavity surface emitting lasers; (230.0250) 
Optoelectronics, (260.5430) Polarization, (140.3520) Lasers, injection-
locked 

http://dx.doi.org/10.1364/OL.99.xxxxx 

Optical	Injection	Locking	(OIL)	in	Laser	Diodes	(LDs)	has	been	
commonly	used	to	improve	the	performance	of	the	emitting	light,	
mainly	focused	on	laser	spectral	narrowing,	frequency	chirp	
reduction,	 noise	 reduction	 and	 modulation	 bandwidth	
enhancement	[1][4].	This	technique	consists	on	the	injection	of	
light	from	an	external	source,	the	master	laser,	into	the	device	
under	use,	called	slave	laser.	Under	certain	conditions	the	output	
light	locks	the	injected	light	inheriting	its	frequency	and	phase	[5].	
If	the	locking	achieved	is	stable,	this	injection	improves	the	
performance	of	the	slave	laser,	as	the	output	light	locks	the	master	
light	inheriting	its	frequency	and	phase.	Then	high	performance	
master	locked	to	a	noisier	slave	yields	to	low	noise	output	signal	
[2].		
In	our	case,	we	are	using	a	Vertical-Cavity	Surface-Emitting	
Laser	(VCSEL)	as	the	slave	laser.	Besides,	this	VCSEL	is	directly	
modulated	with	Gain	Switching	(GS)	to	generate	an	Optical	
Frequency	Comb	(OFC)	[6].	As	the	active	area	in	VCSELs	is	much	

smaller	than	in	edge-emitting	LDs,	the	effect	of	the	external	
photons	going	inside	the	cavity	might	be	significant	[7].	VCSELs	
have	also	been	injected	for	decades	to	improve	mainly	their	
modulation	bandwidth,	chirp	or	low	emitted	power	[8][11]	in	
communication	applications	or	some	other	fields	[12].	They	have	
also	been	modulated	and	injected	to	filter	comb	components	[13].	
However,	not	much	work	on	injected	VCSELs	working	under	GS	
has	been	done	focusing	on	the	resulting	comb,	to	our	knowledge,	
which	is	the	scope	of	this	work.	
For	the	last	years,	OFCs	have	found	a	large	variety	of	fields	of	
application	[14][19].	Besides,	OFCs	based	on	LDs	offer	suitable	
combs	for	some	of	them	with	more	competitive	cost.	Going	deeper,	
our	work	with	VCSELs	show	that	they	improve	this	competence	in	
terms	of	integrability	and	compactness,	low	cost,	low	energy		
consumption	and	the	possibility	of	mass	production	[20].	
In	this	work	we	present	new	results	on	our	on-going	study	of	
VCSEL-based	OFCs.	We	have	evaluated	the	dynamic	behaviour	of	
the	two	orthogonal	modes	of	polarization	present	in	a	VCSEL	
output	under	GS	for	OFC	with	and	without	injection.	We	want	to	
determine	how	the	injection	affects	the	comb	generated	with	the	
VCSEL,	called	VCSEL-OFC	and,	more	specifically,	how	the	injection	
affects	the	two	sub-combs	with	orthogonal	polarizations	that	form	
the	VCSEL-OFC.	The	analysis	of	the	polarization	dynamics	in	our	
VCSEL-OFC	without	injection	were	previously	detailed	in	our	
works	[21],	[22]	and	this	continues	one	of	the	future	work	there	
highlighted.	In	that	previous	work	we	showed	that	the	VCSEL-OFC	
is	formed	by	two	orthogonally	polarized	combs,	which	are	strong	
phase	related	due	to	the	GS	modulation	and	we	suggested	that	
dual-polarization	coherent	combs	could	be	obtained	balancing	the	
power	of	these	orthogonal	components	with	OIL.	That	is	proved	in	
this	work.	This	dual-polarization	OFC	will	find	applications	in	
ultrafast	laser	dynamics	studies	[23]	or	in	polarization-division	
multiplexing	optical	communication	[24].	
	
The	VCSEL	used	in	this	work	is	a	state	of	the	technology	device	
(VERTILAS	model	VL-1550-8G-P2-H4)	lasing	at	1.55um	already	
adapted	for	the	RF	modulation	in	the	laser	bandwidth	with	a	
specific	board	provided	with	the	laser.	However,	after	years	of	



work	this	device	is	deteriorated	so	it	needs	more	supply	current	
(in	bias	and	in	RF)	to	achieve	an	equivalent	emission.	At	the	same	
time	the	optical	spectrum	has	been	red	shifted.	However,	it	is	the	
same	sample	used	in	works	like	[6],	[21],	[25].	An	equivalent	comb,	
called	VCSEL-OFC,	is	obtained,	now	with	the	following	conditions:	
the	device	is	temperature	stabilized	at	25°C	with	a	bias	current	of	
27mA	and	an	input	RF	signal	to	produce	the	GS	regime	of	19dBm	
at	5GHz.		This	VCSEL-OFC	is	shown	in	Fig.	2a).	The	slave	VCSEL	will	
be	injected	using	a	Discrete	Mode	(DM)	laser	as	master	laser,	as	
they	are	LD	with	narrow	linewidth	emission	[26]	which	have	been	
used	previously	in	our	group	with	good	results	[16].	The	DM	laser	
will	be	set	at	19°C	to	fall	in	the	VCSEL-OFC	wavelengths	and	the	
current	will	be	set	around	38mA	with	some	small	tuning	to	
achieve	the	injection.	The	VCSEL	comb	under	injection	locking	will	
be	called	along	this	work	OIL-OFC	and	this	comb	is	shown	in	Fig.	
2b).	

	

	

Fig.	1.	Experimental	set-up.	The	comb	is	generated	inside	the	VCSEL	
(25ºC,	27mA,	5.2GHz,	19dBm)	which	is	at	the	same	time	optically	
injected	by	the	DM	laser	(19.5ºC,	38mA)	through	a	circulator.	The	
injection	ratio	is	-6.6dB.	The	optical	output	is	first	power	divided	and	
then	one	arm	is	split	in	two	orthogonally	polarized	sub-combs	with	a	
polarization	splitter.	See	text	for	more	details.		

In	Fig.	1	we	present	the	experimental	set-up	used	in	the	work	here	
described.	The	master	path	starts	with	the	DM	laser	emitting	in	
Continuous	 Wave	(CW).	Then,	the	signal	is	attenuated	with	a	
Variable	Optical	Attenuator	(VOA)	and	a	50/50	Optical	Coupler	
(OC)	to	adjust	the	appropriate	injected	power	to	the	slave	which	
will	be	monitored	with	the	powermeter	placed	in	one	of	the	OC	
outputs.	The	second	OC	output	will	enter	de	circulator	and	exit	in	
the	slave	optical	path.		

The	slave	path	is	formed	by	the	VCSEL	and	a	polarization	
controller	(PC1)	to	adjust	the	polarization	of	the	ingoing	master	
light	to	the	light	being	generated	inside	the	cavity	of	the	VCSEL.	
This	polarization	adjustment	needs	to	be	carefully	done	as	it	is	
critical	for	the	locking	of	both	signals.	The	master	light	coming	
from	the	circulator	enters	the	VCSEL	and	the	output	signal	goes	
through	the	second	input	in	the	circulator	to	the	output	path.	This	
output	path	goes	to	the	 measurement	equipment.	 We	 will	
measure	the	optical	spectra	in	an	optical	spectrum	analyzer	(OSA)	
with	0.002nm	resolution	and	the	electrical	spectra	after	the	
linewidth	set-up	in	an	electrical	spectrum	analyzer	(ESA)	using	an	
ultrafast	50GHz	photodetector.	The	temporal	trace	 will	be	
measured	in	an	autocorrelator	which	has	an	Erbium-Doped	Fiber	
Amplifier	(EDFA)	and	a	PC	in	its	entrance.	

In	order	to	check	the	polarization	components	of	the	output	
comb	we	have	included	a	second	50/50	coupler	to	divide	the	
optical	output	and	one	of	their	output	branches	will	be	polarization	
split	with	a	second	controller	(PC2)	and	a	Polarization	Splitter	(PS).	
With	this	set-up	we	obtain	the	traces	in	Fig.	2c).	

	
In	Fig.	2	we	show	the	already	mentioned	OFCs	and	some	other	
significant	optical	traces.	Fig.	2a)	(blue	trace)	presents	the	VCSEL-
OFC	which	is	the	VCSEL	output	when	there	are	no	external	light	
injected.	This	comb	has	25	teeth	in	the	20dB	span	which	
corresponds	to	130GHz.	We	know	from	previous	works,	that	this	
VCSEL-OFC	is	formed	by	two	 sub-combs	 with	orthogonal	
polarizations,	one	main	comb	with	parallel	polarization	(called	PX-	
OFCG	in	[21])	and	the	residual	one	with	orthogonal	polarization	
and	much	lower	power	(PY-OFCG	in	[21]).	This	sub-comb	is	
observed	in	the	small	hip	in	the	upper	wavelengths	in	the	VCSEL-
OFC	and	one	of	our	purposes	in	this	work	is	to	power	up	this	
residual	part	with	OIL.	

The	master	CW	light	is	traced	in	this	same	plot	(green	line).	The	
master	DM	source	is	emitting	at	1541.63nm	to	coincide	in	the	
VCSEL-OFC	teeth	that	produces	the	best	optical	injection.	The	
injection	ratio	is	-6.6dB	and	this	is	controlled	measuring	the	power	
in	the	master	path	and	adjusting	the	VOA.	

The	red	trace	in	Fig.	2b)	is	the	optical	output	when	the	injection	
is	achieved.	This	OIL-OFC	is	a	little	broader	than	the	previous	one,	
with	27	teeth	in	the	20dB	span	which	corresponds	to	140GHz.	It	is	
more	symmetric	and	flatter	than	the	VCSEL-OFC	as	the	
polarization	of	the	injected	master	light	has	been	carefully	tuned	in	
PC1	in	order	to	equalize	the	optical	power	levels	of	the	parallel	and	
orthogonally	polarized	sub-combs.	

As	we	have	mentioned	before,	VCSEL-OFC	is	composed	by	two	
combs	with	orthogonal	polarizations,	one	of	them	with	much	
lower	power	as	it	belongs	to	the	residual	linear	polarization	
present	in	VCSELs	[21].	At	this	point,	we	want	to	check	the	
polarization	components	of	the	OIL-OFC	to	discriminate	whether	
with	the	injection	both	polarizations	have	produced	a	whole	comb	
with	only	one	state	of	polarization	or	both	orthogonal	components	
remains	after	the	injection.	For	this	purpose	we	include	the	second	
controller	PC2	and	the	PS.	At	its	outputs	we	observe	two	
orthogonally	polarized	sub-combs	and	how	one	mainly	include	the	
lower	wavelengths,	which	we	call	OILX-OFC	(Fig.	2c,	beige	trace)	
and	the	second	one,	called	OILY-OFC	(Fig.	2c,	dark	blue	trace)	
corresponds	to	the	upper	part	of	the	total	comb,	the	orthogonally	
polarized	one.	These	OILX-OFC	and	OILY-OFC	are,	consequently,	the	
correspondent	combs	to	the	PX-OFCG	and	PY-OFCG	in	[21].	This	
means	that	including	the	OIL	we	balance	the	power	of	both	sub-
combs	increasing	the	effect	of	the	orthogonal	state	of	polarization	
but	the	output	maintains	both	orthogonal	polarizations.	Therefore,	
an	orthogonally-polarized	dual-polarization	VCSEL-based	OFC	is	
obtained	equalizing	both	sub-combs	with	the	OIL	technique.	

	
On	the	other	hand,	we	aim	to	test	the	possible	OIL-OFCs	that	are	
generated	by	varying	the	state	of	polarization	in	the	injected	light.	
We	want	to	alter	the	injected	state	of	polarization	to	achieve	
polarization	switching	by	injecting	close	to	the	suppressed	
orthogonal	linear	polarization	state	of	the	VSCEL	[27].	For	this	
purpose	we	play	with	PC1	and	we	observe	the	output	comb.	In	Fig.	
2d),	we	see	that	we	can	obtain	an	injected	comb	maximizing	either	
the	parallel	sub-comb,	called	OIL-OFC-maxX	(Fig.	2d,	black	trace)	
or	the	orthogonal	one,	called	OIL-OFC-maxY	(Fig.	2d,	brown	trace).	



The	first	one	is	obtained	when	the	polarization	in	the	injected	light	
coincides	with	the	parallel	polarization	and	the	second	when	it	
agrees	to	the	polarization	of	the	orthogonal	mode	in	the	VCSEL,	
enhancing	this	residual	mode	which	turns	to	be	the	main	one,	
achieving	this	polarization	switching.	These	two	traces	are	polar	
examples	and	the	OIL-OFC	in	Fig.	2b)	will	be	halfway,	obtaining	a	
balance	among	both	polarization	states.	

	

	

Fig.	2.	a)	VCSEL-OFC	(blue	trace),	output	of	the	VCSEL	with	GS.	This	is	a	
comb	with	25	teeth	in	the	20dB	span	which	corresponds	to	130GHz.	
DM	output	(green	trace)	which	is	the	master	light	being	injected	into	
the	VCSEL	at	1541.63nm.	b)	OIL-OFC	(red	trace)	output	signal	with	
optical	injection	locking	adjusting	the	polarization	to	equalize	both	sub-
combs.	The	resulting	comb	has	27teeth	in	the	20dB	span,	which	
corresponds	to	140GHz.	c)	OILX-OFC	(beige	trace)	and	OILY-OFC	(dark	
blue	trace)	 which	are	the	parallel	and	orthogonal	polarization	
components	of	the	OIL-OFC.	This	means	that	with	the	injection	both	
sub-combs	 maintain	their	orthogonal	polarizations.	d)	OIL-OFCs	
adjusting	the	master	polarization	to	maximize	either	the	PX-OFC	(OIL-
OFC-maxX	or	black	trace)	or	the	PY-OFC	(OIL-OFC-maxY	or	brown	
trace).	See	text	for	details.	

	
It	is	important	to	remark	the	difference	between	the	combs	in	
these	two	latter	subfigures:	In	Fig.	2c)	 we	show	the	two	
components	that	form	the	OIL-OFC	in	Fig.	2b).	On	the	other	hand,	
in	Fig.	2d),	we	adjust	the	polarization	to	enhance	only	one	linear	

state	of	polarization	so	suppressing	the	other	one.	This	implies	that	
we	can	play	with	the	injected	polarization	in	VCSELs	to	balance	
both	states	of	polarization,	or	to	maintain	one	of	them	cancelling	
the	other	one.		
	
Apart	from	the	optical	spectra	we	have	measured	the	optical	
linewidth	of	the	different	signals	previously	shown	so	deeper	
understanding	of	the	OIL-OFC	is	achieved.	At	first,	we	expected	the	
narrowing	of	the	optical	linewidth	of	the	signal	down	to	the	master	
source	linewidth	[28]	when	the	master	has	a	narrower	linewidth.	

For	this	purpose	we	have	used	the	delayed	self-heterodyne	
interferometric	technique	[29]	and	we	have	obtained	the	electrical	
spectra	shown	in	Fig.	3,	where	the	optical	linewidths	are	half	the	
3dB	bandwidth	of	the	plotted	lines.	In	the	image	we	see	the	

1MHz	and	the	VCSEL-OFC	linewidth	that	increases	to	4MHz	due	to	
the	GS	regime.	On	the	contrary	than	the	expected,	after	the	
injection	the	linewidth	obtained	is	broader,	the	OIL-OFC	has	a	
linewidth	of	8MHz.	The	reason	for	this	is	the	DM	linewidth	that	is	
7MHz	regarding	our	measurement.	This	is	much	broader	than	
expected	in	this	sample,	probably	because	it	is	degraded	after	
years	of	work	and	this	explains	the	linewidth	for	the	OIL-OFC	
which	turns	to	be	in	the	order	of	the	master	linewidth.	Future	
work	will	be	developed	in	this	issue,	observing	the	optical	
linewidth	after	injection	with	lasers	with	narrower	values.	

	

	

Fig.	3.	Electrical	spectra	after	self-herodyning.	The	linewidths	are	half	
the	3dB	bandwidth	shown	in	the	traces.	VCSEL	in	CW	(grey	trace)	
which	has	an	optical	linewidth	of	1MHz,	DM	in	CW	(green	trace)	with	
7MHz,	VCSEL-OFC	with	4MHz,	and	OIL-OFC	with	8MHz	of	optical	
Linewidth.	See	text	for	details.	

	
Lastly,	we	have	also	obtained	the	autocorrelation	traces	of	the	
temporal	pulses	generated	with	and	without	the	OIL	scheme.	The	
autocorrelator	traces	are	directly	measured	and	we	infer	the	pulse	
durations	computing	the	Full	 Width	Half	Maximum	(FWHM)	
assuming	that	they	follow	a	sech²	profile.	This	means	that	we	
assume	a	relation	between	the	autocorrelation	FWHM	and	the	
pulse	FWHM	of	1.543.	In	Fig.	4	we	observe	the	autocorrelation	
trace	of	the	VCSEL-OFC	(blue	trace)	and	the	OIL-OFC	(red	trace).	
The	correspondent	pulse	durations	assuming	sech²	profile	are	
11.77ps	and	7.59ps.	Therefore	with	the	OIL	we	have	achieved	a	
light	pulse	compression.	On	the	other	hand	we	can	also	observe	in	
the	traces	that	the	upper	and	lower	parts	of	the	pulses	are	quite	
similar	but	they	have	differences	in	between,	in	the	20%-60%	
area.	The	VCSEL-OFC	is	broader	in	this	region	than	the	OIL-OFC	
and	more	symmetric	at	the	same	time.	On	the	other	hand,	the	OIL-



OFC	presents	a	pedestal	in	the	right	part	of	it,	which	is	typically	
observed	in	pulses	generated	with	GS	modulation	[30].		
	

		

Fig.	4.	Autocorrelation	traces.	VCSEL-OFC	(blue	trace)	with	pulse	
FWHM	of	11.77ps,	and	OIL-OFC	(red	trace)	with	pulse	duration	of	
7.59ps.	We	are	measuring	the	autocorrelation	traces	and	obtaining	the	
pulse	durations	assuming	they	follow	a	sech²	profile.	See	text	for	
details.	

	
As	conclusion,	we	have	shown	our	latest	results	in	VCSEL-based	
OFCs	in	which	we	have	included	optical	injection	to	observe	the	
variations	in	the	output	comb.	We	have	checked	that	we	can	play	
with	the	injected	polarization	and	then	balance	the	two	orthogonal	
states	of	polarizations	inherent	to	VCSELs	to	to	equalize	the	power	
in	both	sub-combs	obtaining	a	dual-polarization	OFC..	Besides,	we	
can	also	tune	the	injected	polarization	to	cancel	one	of	these	sub-
combs	maintaining	the	other	one	in	similar	power	levels.	
	
Our	efforts	continue	in	first	place	to	implement	the	OIL	with	a	
master	source	with	lower	linewidth	and	observe	if	the	output	
inherits	this	lower	noise	[28].	Future	work	also	includes	deeper	
understanding	in	the	OIL	technique	for	VCSEL-based	OFCs	and	the	
scheme	here	implemented	to	check	the	effects	in	the	noise	and	the	
phase	coherence	among	comb	teeth.	Last	but	not	least,	we	would	
like	to	go	further	implementing	VCSEL-to-VCSEL	injection	to	
enhance	the	capabilities	of	integration	and	reduce	even	more	the	
cost	and	energy	consumption	of	the	OFC	generation	system.	
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Optical Frequency Comb Generators (OFCG) based on Cost of the Shelf (COTS) laser diodes (LDs) are 

interesting systems for many applications as they offer compactness and cost efficiency. However, the optical 
frequency span and the coherence of the modes is still a limiting factor when comparing to combs based on other 
laser technologies. Among LDs, Vertical-Cavity Surface-Emitting Lasers (VCSELs) under Gain Switching (GS) 
regime [1] produce record combs in terms of energy efficiency and mode coherence. GS is a well-known 
nonlinear technique to directly generate OFCGs from LDs.  
In this work we present new results on our on-going study of VCSEL-based GS-OFCGs. We have evaluated 

the dynamic behaviour of the two orthogonal modes of polarization present in a VCSEL output under GS for 
OFCG. We have observed that each mode generates a separate optical comb. The orthogonal mode, usually 
suppressed during fabrication, contributes to the total VCSEL-based OFCG obtaining a broader span. 
Fig. 1b) shows that the VCSEL-based OFCG total output, P (blue), with an optical frequency comb with a 

20dB span of 132GHz, is formed by two different combs: one associated to the main transversal mode, Py (red) 
and the other one to the orthogonal mode, Px (green). In order to evaluate the phase relation of these orthogonal 
polarized combs and how they combine to produce the total comb output, we compare the Phase Noise (PN) of 
the RF detected signal at fcomb N+1-fN = fRF = 5GHz, the frequency spacing of the lines of the combs, for 
the three cases of Fig 1 b (Fig. 1c). All the measurements show almost the same PN level. This means that the 
coherence of the optical modes associated to the combs for Py and Px are very similar and equal to the coherence 
of the total comb. These findings suggest that the modes in the overall comb share a stable phase relation 
independently of their state of polarization. Further work will be developed to understand if these observations 
are related to the fact that these two modes are degenerate states of the same spatial mode or this is a hint of a 
possible mutual injection locking mechanism between the Px and Py combs. 

(a) (b) 

 

(c) 

 
Fig. 1 a)	Experimental	set-up	with	a	VCSEL	test	device	provided	by	VERTILAS	GmbH.	b)	OFCGs	comparison:	total	
OFCG	(blue),	OFCG	generated	by	the	main	polarization	mode	Py	(red)	and	OFCG	generated	by	the	orthogonal	
polarization	mode	Px	(green).	c)	Phase	Noise	of	the	electrical	signal	detected	with	the	total	OFCG	(blue),	the	main	
polarization	comb	Py	(red)	and	the	orthogonal	polarization	comb	Px	(green).	The	Noise	Floor	of	the	electrical	
spectrum	analyzer	(black)	is	also	plotted.	The	inset	shows	the	detected	signal	from	DC	to	5.4GHz	where	no	other	
frequency	components	appear.	
	

These results point out that VCSELs with the orthogonal mode not suppressed, would be able to generate a 
broader dual-polarization comb with a similar amount of energy injected and offering a very good phase relation 
between its modes. The availability of two coherent combs with separate polarization find applications in 
ultrafast laser dynamics studies [2] or in polarization-division multiplexing optical communication [3]. Our 
efforts continue in order to determine how each mode influences the total comb and how both combs are 
correlated with each other. 
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Abstract: We show, to our knowledge, the broadest VCSEL-based optical comb with 1THz span 
(20 dB), 193 teeth, obtained by cascading two expansion stages, one with Electro-Optic 
Modulators and the second based on High Non-Linear Fibers. 
OCIS codes: 250.7260   Vertical cavity surface emitting lasers; 230.0250   Optoelectronics; 060.4370   Nonlinear optics, 
fibers; 

 
In this work, we present our latest results on VCSEL-based Optical Frequency Comb (OFC) generation and 
expansion using commercially available components. The result is a versatile, and compact comb architecture, that 
offers cost and energy efficiency. Our OFCs are based on Vertical-Cavity Surface-Emitting Lasers (VCSELs) under 
Gain Switching (GS) regime that provide record combs in energy efficiency and mode coherence compared to other 
laser diodes (LD) technologies [1][3]. Among others, these systems are useful in fields of application like 
spectroscopy, THz generation or green optical communications [4][8].  
Up to now, the optical frequency span was the main limiting factor when comparing VCSELs with other laser 

technologies for OFCs, but here we present a breakthrough in this limit: we have obtained the broadest VCSEL-
based optical comb, of 1THz (20dB) span, which is a record value to our knowledge. This comb has 193teeth in the 
20dB span which corresponds to 9.1nm in wavelength. The distance between comb teeth is 5GHz and the overall 
power consumption of the components in the set-up is lower than 10W. However, with this configuration, the 
flatness of the comb and its dynamic range still leave room for improvement. 
 

 
Fig. 1 Optical Frequency Combs along the set-up. a) EO&HNLF-OFC (red trace) obtained at the output of the set-up, with 1THz (193 teeth) of 
20dB span. b) EO-OFC (yellow trace) obtained at the output of the first expansion stage based on PMs, with 427GHz (80 teeth) in the 2dB span. 
c) VCSEL-OFC (blue trace) obtained at the output of the VCSEL under GS regime, with 135GHz (27 teeth) in the span. The VCSEL supply 

parameters are 20 ºC, 11.4mA, 5.4GHz, 16dBm. 

 
In Fig. 1a, we observe the reported 1THz comb, called EO&HNLF-OFC (red line) and its 20dB span (black dotted 
line). The dynamic range of this spectrum is lower than 20dB in the upper wavelengths so the 20dB line covers the 
span where the teeth are at least 0.5dB above the noise level (the OSA used has 0.002nm resolution). In order to 
obtain this spectrum we have implemented a set-up that combines two different expansion techniques as explained 
in the following paragraph. 



The optical source starts with a VCSEL set at 20ºC and 11.4mA of bias current. The VCSEL is operating in GS 
regime using a 16dBm tone at 5.4GHz. The obtained comb, called VCSEL-OFC (blue trace in Fig. 1c), has 27 teeth 
in the 20dB span that corresponds to 135GHz (previously presented in [1], [2], [9]). This VCSEL-OFC enters the 
first expansion stage, with two Electro Optical (EO) Phase Modulators (PM). Cascading several EO modulators is 
one of the most common techniques for comb generation and expansion [10]. The obtained comb EO-OFC (yellow 
trace in Fig. 1b), has 80 teeth in the 20dB span that corresponds to 427GHz. Finally, the second expansion stage is 
based on Highly Non-Linear Fiber (HNLF). Before this element, we include a Dispersion Compensating Fiber 
(DCF) to compensate the dispersion and an Erbium Dopped Fiber Amplifier (EDFA) in order to increase the peak 
power of the pulse and enhance the non-linear effects in the HNLF. In Fig. 2 the complete set-up is shown, which is 
similar to the ones described to expand combs with different laser technologies in [10], [11]. 

 

 
Fig. 2 Set-up used for the EO&HNLF-OFC. VCSEL-OFC (blue trace) is the output of the VCSEL under GS regime. A first expansion stage 
called EO-OFC is formed by two PMs and provides an output comb of 427GHz in the 20dB span (yellow trace). Then, the second expansion 

stage called HNLF-OFC is formed by a DCF, an EDFA and a HNLF and provides an output comb called EO&HNLF-OFC (red trace), which is 
the 1THz broad optical frequency comb. See text for more details. 

 
This is a remarkable result and our efforts continue in order to improve the flatness and the dynamic range of this 

1THz broad comb. We will also continue analyzing the coherence between the teeth in the comb and other features 
that characterizes a comb spectra and a comb system. At the end we focus on the improvement of the quality and 
energy efficiency of these VCSEL-based OFCs. 
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Vertical-Cavity Surface-Emitting Laser (VCSEL) Optical Frequency Combs (OFC) generated using a 

large signal modulation technique called Gain Switching (GS) are interesting systems for many 
applications: they produce record combs in terms of energy efficiency and mode coherence and offer 
compactness, integrability and cost efficiency [1]. In this work we present new results on our on-going 
study of VCSEL-based GS-OFCs. Firstly, we have evaluated the dynamic behaviour of the two orthogonal 
modes of polarization present in a VCSEL output under GS. We have observed that each mode generates a 
separate optical comb and the orthogonal mode, usually suppressed during fabrication, contributes to the 
total VCSEL-OFC [2]. Secondly, we have included Optical Injection Locking (OIL) to modify and adjust 
both polarization contributions. We have observed that the control of the polarization of the injected light 
clearly influences the overall optical comb and the sub-combs it is formed of. We have been able to balance 
and equalize the power associated to those sub-combs obtaining an enhanced dual-polarization OFC. 
Besides, we have also tuned the injected polarization to cancel one of these sub-combs maintaining the other 
one in similar power levels inducing a polarization switching along all the modes of the overall comb. This 
means that we can control the polarization state of the final comb as we prefer, which is quite a remarkable 
result. 

 
Fig. 1 (left)	Experimental	set-up.	The	comb	is	generated	inside	the	VCSEL	(25ºC,	27mA,	5.2GHz,	19dBm)	
which	is	at	the	same	time	optically	injected	by	the	DM	laser	(19.5ºC,	38mA)	through	a	circulator.	The	injection	
ratio	is	-6.6dB.	The	optical	output	is	first	power	divided	and	then	one	arm	is	split	in	two	orthogonally	polarized	
sub-combs	with	a	polarization	splitter.	(right) a)	VCSEL-OFC	(blue	trace)	with	25	teeth	in	the	20dB	span	which	
corresponds	to	130GHz.	DM	output	(green	trace),	master	light	being	injected	into	the	VCSEL	at	1541.63nm.	b)	
VCSEL-OFC	(blue	trace)	and	its	polarization	components:	Px-OFC	(purple	trace)	and	Py-OFC	(green	trace).	c)	
OIL-OFC	(red	trace)	output	signal	with	OIL	adjusting	the	polarization	to	equalize	both	sub-combs.	The	
resulting	comb	has	27teeth	in	the	20dB	span,	which	corresponds	to	140GHz.	The	polarization	components	of	
the	OIL-OFC	are	OILX-OFC	(yellow	trace)	and	OILY-OFC	(dark	blue	trace).	This	means	that	with	the	injection	
both	sub-combs	maintain	their	orthogonal	states	of	polarization.	d)	OIL-OFCs	adjusting	the	master	
polarization	to	maximize	either	the	PX-OFC	(OIL-OFC-maxX	or	black	trace)	or	the	PY-OFC	(OIL-OFC-maxY	or	
brown	trace).	

 
The availability of two coherent combs with separate polarization find applications in ultrafast laser 

dynamics studies [3] or in polarization-division multiplexing optical communication [4]. Our efforts 
continue to implement the OIL using a VCSEL as master. Future work will also be oriented to a deeper 
understanding in the OIL technique for VCSEL-based OFCs facing these results with theory. 
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Dissemination 
The work described in this thesis is a product of our research since 
January 2013 in nonlinear optical techniques and components and their 
application to VCSEL-based optical frequency comb generation, 
expansion and optimization. Along this time, I have been in 
collaborations with other universities and we have published and 
submitted some manuscripts in which I am either author or co-author.  

This work line started at the end of 2012, when Prof. Dr.-Ing. Peter 
Meissner came to our group for an international collaboration. His 
expertise on VCSELs appeared in the appropriate moment and the 
group decided to embrace them as laser source to explore the 
possibilities of this technology for comb and terahertz generation. 

After the first VCSEL arrived, thanks to our collaboration with Vertilas, 
the results rapidly materialized: we increased the optical span with 
much lower energy consumption [27] and generate THz signals around 
100GHz [57]. Since then, the work regarding VCSELs has evolved as 
explained along this dissertation yielding several publications and 
related work in international journals most of them in the first quartile 
(Journal of Lightwave Technology, Optics Letters, Electronics Letters), 
and important international Congresses like The Conference on Lasers 
and Electro-Optics, CLEO. The acceptance of our work in the CLEO 
conference has given me the opportunity attend this event in both the 
European conference (2015) and the US conference (2016) chapters. In 
2015, I presented a poster while two oral talks were given in 2016. Also, 
an invited talk during the VCSEL’s day organized by the Technische 
Universität Darmstadt was given in June 2016 regarding our latest 
results. 

Apart from the published work, this research has given special 
attention to international collaborations. In 2013, two months were I 
working in the Technische Universität Darmstadt, in Darmstadt, 
Germany. There, I had the opportunity to deepen into our knowledge 
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of the chirp and RIN measurement of VCSELs. By that time, I also 
attended to the 23rd International travelling Summer School on 
Microwaves and Lightwaves (ITSS2013) that took place in Warsaw. Two 
years after, in 2015, I had the opportunity of both attending and 
organizing this same Summer School, as Prof. Pablo Acedo hosted in 
our university the 25th edition of this ITSS. 

It was in Chalmers University of Technology (Göteborg, Sweden) where 
my second international pre-doctoral visit took place during my master 
research. I was there for three weeks in June 2014 performing 
experiments on the characterization of temporal pulses generated with 
VCSEL-OFC using a fast optical scope and also on other nonlinear 
techniques for comb expansion. This visit was funded by the COST 
Action MP1204 Tera-Mir Radiation, so I presented the outcome of this 
visit in the STSM workshop of that year in Warsaw, in November 2014. 

This research line continues and, in a few weeks, we are expecting to 
host Dr. Ana Quirce, who is expert in VCSEL simulations and 
experiments regarding polarization switching of VCSELs under optical 
injection [125], [146]. Her work has been an important reference 
during our investigation on VCSEL polarization dynamics and now she 
will join our group for some months to collaborate joining our lines of 
work.  
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Appendix 1. Static and dynamic 
characterization of the laser diodes 

The static characterization is a set of measurements in which no 
modulation (RF power) is present in the laser cavity. Therefore, 
it is emitting constant power, what is also called continuous 
wave regime (CW). In the static characterization we include the 
optoelectronic Power to bias current (PI) curve at 25°C and the 
variation in the emitted wavelength with temperature and with 
bias current. The PI curve represents the relation between the 
bias current and the optical power. We only present the curve 
at 25°C as it is the only temperature in which we work for the 
OFC, since there is laser temperature stabilization. On the other 
hand, we will see how the wavelength of the lasers varies 
depending on the temperature in which we are working and the 
bias current that we are injecting. 

After the static characterization we show the dynamic 
performance of a laser that is the behaviour when a modulation 
signal is applied. In this chapter we show the dynamic linear 
regime, in which the laser is always working above the threshold 
current and under small signal conditions. For this purpose, a 
photodetector with transimpedance amplifier (model Discovery 
DSC-R402DC) is placed after the laser and the S21 and S11 
parameters are presented. The S21 parameter shows the 
relation between the amount of radiofrequency power at the 
output (after the photodiode) and the amount of power 
injected in the laser at this same frequency. It is a measurement 
of the transmitted power in the system. In contrast, the S11 is 
the amount of power reflected in the input port in respect to 
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the power injected in this same port. Then, this second S-
parameter shows the reflected power in the system. 

 

I. Discrete Mode (DM) 
The DM component used along this work is the model EP 1550-
DM-HAA from Eblana Photonics. It is a DM laser in a 7-pin 
Butterfly package and includes an SMA connector and an 
impedance matched radiofrequency line for injecting the RF 
signal. 

 

Fig 51. Picture of the DM source 
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Static performance 

1- PI curve at 25°C 

In the following picture we represent the PI curve of the DM 

source. The threshold current of this device is 12mA and the 

slope efficiency is 0.12 mA/mW. We will see later that our 

working bias current will be 61mA for the GS modulation. 

 

Fig 52. PI curve for the DM source at 25°C 

 

2- Wavelength variation with temperature  

In the following picture we can see the different wavelengths in 

which the DM laser emits depending on the working 

temperature that we establish. As we can see in the image 

below, the emitting wavelength changes 1nm (from 1542 to 

1543nm) with a variation of 10 degrees in the temperature, that 

is 0.1nm/°C, when keeping the bias current at 61mA.  
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Fig 53. Optical power vs emitting wavelength for different temperatures 

 

3- Wavelength variation with bias current 

The wavelength also changes with the variation of the bias 

current that we apply in the device. Now the variation is 

0.04nm/mA when maintaining the temperature fixed at 25°C.  

 

Fig 54. Optical power vs emitting wavelength for different temperatures 
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Dynamic performance 

1- S21 parameter 

In the following image we can observe the radiofrequency 

response of the DM laser and the Discovery photodetector. 

 

Fig 55. S21 parameter DM+Discovery 

2- S11 parameter 

The S11 parameter is presented in this picture: 

 

Fig 56. S11 parameter DM+Discovery  
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II. Vertical-Cavity Surface-Emitting Laser (VCSEL) 
The VCSEL sources used along this work are two samples of a 
prototype of the model VL-1550-8G-P2-H4 provided by 
VERTILAS. This component is provided in a package with 5 pins, 
similar to the TO one. For the first sample we designed a specific 
PCB for the temperature control and bias and RF injection. This 
PCB was fabricated in the radiofrequency group in this 
university. The design and fabrication of the PCB was not easy 
to do as we are working in high frequencies and we would like 
to have broad bandwidth in the GHz range. Designing and 
building the set-up was therefore a time consuming task. From 
now, we call this sample VCSEL#1. The group VCSEL and PCB is 
shown in the following picture: 

 

Fig 57. Picture of VCSEL#1 and its set-up 
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The second VCSEL, called VCSEL#2 in this document, is the same 
model than the previous one but this time it is provided with a 
PCB made by the supplier company, VERTILAS. In the following 
picture we can see a picture of this device and its set-up: 

 

Fig 58. Picture of VCSEL#2 and its set-up. 

 

Static performance VCSEL#1 
Following the same procedure as before, we show the static 
characteristics that are useful in order to modulate the VCSEL in 
the Gain Switching technique for the OFCG (GS-OFCG). Besides, 
with this device we include another static measurement that 
was taken only for VCSEL#1 source during my stay in Darmstadt: 
the RIN measurement. 
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1- PI curve at 25°C 

In the picture we see that the threshold current of this device is 

2.9mA and the slope efficiency is 0.1 mA/mW. We will see later 

that our working bias current will be 11.4mA for the GS-OFCG. 

 

Fig 59. PI curve for VCSEL#1 source at 25°C 

 

2- Wavelength variation with temperature  

In the following picture we see the different wavelengths in 

which the VCSEL emits depending on the working temperature 

that we establish. The emitting wavelength changes 2nm with a 

variation of 20 degrees in the temperature that is 0.1nm/° C, 

when keeping the bias current at 11.4mA.  
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Fig 60. Optical power vs emitting wavelength for different temperatures 

3- Wavelength variation with bias current 

In the following picture we see a variation of 0.25nm/mA in the 

wavelength, because of a change of 2nm varying the bias 

current 8mA. The temperature has been fixed at 25°C.  

 

Fig 61. Optical power vs emitting wavelength for different bias currents 
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4- RIN measurement 

We see in Fig 62 (left picture) that keeping the temperature and 

the bias current constant, the output optical power is 

theoretically supposed to be constant. However, the real case in 

Fig 62 (right) shows that there are power fluctuations due to an 

intensity variation called intensity noise [147]. This variation is 

caused by the spontaneous emission that is added to the 

stimulated emission in the wavelength and that is usually 

neglected when computing with the rate equations and it is 

called Relative Intensity Noise (RIN). The formula for the RIN will 

be the following: 

2

2

()
[1/ ]LIN

Pt
RIN Hz

Pof





 

These optical power variations also imply fluctuations in the 

electrical signal received in a photodetector when no 

modulation is applied generating a noise that is added to the 

total electrical noise and can be measured in an Electrical 

Spectrum Analyzer (ESA). It is usually measured with normalized 

bandwidth (dB/Hz). 

 

Fig 62. Ideal (left) and real (right) output power of a laser with fixed temperature and 
bias current [147] 
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Taking into account that we measure noise fluctuations, the RIN 
is not easy to obtain. We need to keep constant the 
temperature and bias current and have a low noise detector and 
an ESA with low noise floor. RIN in VCSELs is usually below -
125dB/Hz [148]. Typically the RIN spectrum is related with the 
frequency response of the device and therefore it presents a 
peak at the relaxation oscillation frequency of the laser. Then, 
we get the maximum intrinsic modulation frequency for the 
laser.  

This measurement was really important in our case for the 
following reason: the PCB specially designed for the VCSELs that 
we use is interfering in the S21 measurement and we cannot 
extract the resonant frequency with it. Then, with this RIN 
measurement we could observe the relaxation oscillation 
frequency and how it is increased with the increment in the bias 
current. 

As we see in the picture, the RIN decreases for higher bias 
currents. On the other hand, we observe a peak that 
corresponds with the relaxation oscillation frequency and how 
it moves towards higher frequencies with the increase in the 
bias current. This is the normal result for a RIN measurement. 
The selection of the equipment and the resolution and video 
bandwidths in the ESA is critical, as we are measuring a signal 
below -130dB/Hz. For this reason we have based our set-up in 
the one described in [149]. 
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Fig 63. RIN measurement for the VCSEL source for different bias currents 

 

The following graphics are obtained from the data in Fig 63. In 
them we observe the linear relations between some parameters 
that are typical in lasers and VCSELs [150], [151]. We check that 
the RIN level decreases linearly with the increase in the bias 
current because the mean power emitted is higher (see RIN 
formula). On the other hand, we show that the resonant 
frequency increases linearly with the square root of the increase 
in the bias current. 
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Fig 64. RIN level and resonant frequency variation in respect to the laser bias current 

This RIN measurement was taken during my stay in Darmstadt 

with their set-up and was only taken for this sample (neither for 

the DM source nor VCSEL #2). For more information about it see 

[147], [149]. 

 

Static performance VCSEL#2 

1- PI curve at 25°C 

 
Fig 65. PI curve for the VCSEL#2 source at 25°C 
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In the picture we see that the threshold current of this device is 

2.2mA and the slope efficiency is 0.1 mA/mW. We will see later 

that our working bias current will be 12mA for the GS-OFCG. 

 

2- Wavelength variation with temperature  

In the following picture we check that the emitting wavelength 

in VCSEL#2 varies 2nm in 20°C when keeping the bias current at 

12mA that corresponds to 0.1nm/°C. Then, we have obtained 

the same temperature variation in both VCSELs samples. 

 

Fig 66. Optical power vs emitting wavelength for different temperatures 

 

3- Wavelength variation with bias current 

In the following picture we see the wavelength variation with 

the bias current in this sample, VCSEL#2. There is a variation of 

3nm in 12.5mA, so 0.24nm/mA. 
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Fig 67. Optical power vs emitting wavelength for different bias currents 

 

 Dynamic performance VCSEL#1 

1- S21 parameter 

In the following image we can observe the radiofrequency 

response of VCSEL#1 and the Discovery photodetector. We see 

that the following S21 parameter is not the typical S21 curve for 

a laser (second order response with a peak at the resonant 

frequency). Then, we can guess that the PCB is hiding the real 

response of the laser and consequently our dynamic response is 

also determined by the PCB and not only by the laser. 
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Fig 68. S21 parameter VCSEL#1+Discovery 

 

2- S11 parameter 

The S11 parameter is presented in this picture: 

 

Fig 69. S11 parameter VCSEL#1+Discovery 
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work in a broad radiofrequency bandwidth. The design of it was 

done carefully. Anyway, this PCB allowed us to work with the 

VCSEL for one year so far and we have obtained with it very good 

results as we will see along this document. 

 

Dynamic performance VCSEL#2 

1- S21 parameter 

In the following image we observe the radiofrequency response 

of VCSEL#2 and the Discovery photodetector. We see that this 

curve corresponds to the typical S21 parameter of a laser. So we 

can conclude, than in this case the PCB is not masking the 

frequency response of the laser and we can clearly observe the 

differences between the shape of this curves and the one in Fig 

68. 

 

 

Fig 70. S21 parameter VCSEL#2+Discovery for different bias currents 
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2- S11 parameter 

The S11 parameter is presented in this picture. As we see the 

S11 parameter is lower in this source than the previous source 

(VCSEL#1), which will probably imply more power entering the 

laser.  

 

Fig 71. S11 parameter VCSEL#2+Discovery 
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III. Comparative: DM vs. VCSEL 
In this appendix we have checked that the threshold current is 
much lower in VCSELs than DMs. VCSELs have lower threshold 
current because of their smaller active region (smaller cavity) 
[135]. In our samples it changes from around 2.5mA (2.9 for 
VCSEL#1 and 2.2 for VCEL#2) to 12mA for the DM device.  

On the other hand, the slope efficiency is very similar, 
0.1mW/mA and 0.12mW/mA in our VCSELs and DMs 
respectively. This slope efficiency depends on material gain, the 
internal loses in the cavity (internal quantum efficiency and 
optical coupling efficiency) and the reflectivity in the mirrors 
(differential quantum efficiency) [136]. This is a critical point in 
VCSELs: their cavity is small and therefore they have small round 
trip gain so they need high reflectivity in the mirrors to increase 
the photon lifetime and increase the stimulated emission and 
the slope efficiency. Conversely, this increase in the reflectivity 
also causes less optical power to be emitted decreasing the 
slope efficiency. In conclusion, the reflectivity in the mirrors 
should be carefully selected and this will directly affect the slope 
efficiency. Anyway, the optical power emitted is much lower in 
VCSELs than in EELs. 

We have seen the wavelength variation with the temperature in 
each of the samples. Both type of sources change their emitting 
wavelength 0.1nm/°C. In general, the lasing wavelength 
depends on the optical length of the cavity (that is related to the 
refractive index and the length of the active region). Besides, in 
VCSELs it also depends on the mirrors response [148]. This value 
of wavelength change with temperature is exactly as expected 
taking into account several references [68], [152]. 
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Unlike what happened with the temperature, the wavelength 
variation with bias current is significantly different in each 
source: it is much higher in VCSELs than in EELs. This is mainly 
due to the size of the device. VCSEL’s cavity is much smaller than 
DM’s and therefore the same current variation implies higher 
carrier density variation inside the cavity and the same happens 
with the refractive index variation. As a consequence, the 
emitted wavelength will vary more in VCSELs than EELs [136]. 

As conclusion, we can guess that VCSELs will have a good 
response under GS regime as they present lower threshold 
current with similar efficiency which will imply a more efficient 
GS regime. On the other hand, this device is only a prototype 
laser while the DM is commercial and its packaging has better 
response which could imply better RF coupling.  
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Appendix 2. DM-OFC span and teeth 
variation with the RF Frequency 

In this appendix we show two figures that show the tendency of 
the DM-OFC with the variation in the modulation frequency. We 
see in Fig 72 that the number of comb teeth decreases 
continuously as we increase the modulation frequency. 
However, in Fig 73 the span does not follow the same decrease. 
This happens because we are decreasing the number of lines but 
increasing the RF frequency and therefore the distance between 
teeth: having less teeth we are able to obtain wider combs. We 
observe that the broadest comb is obtained at 8.3GHz which 
corresponds to the comb presented in Chapter 5. 

 

 

Fig 72. Number of teeth vs RF frequency 
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Fig 73. 20dB span vs RF frequency  
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Appendix 3. VCSEL#1-OFC 
characterization and chirp  

In Chapter 6, we have shown the VCSEL-OFC which is the best 
comb obtained with the second VCSEL sample. However, before 
selecting this comb to be the best we have done a detailed study 
of the VCSEL behaviour under GS in two VCSEL samples. In this 
appendix we characterize the best comb obtained for the other 
VCSEL sample, VCSEL#1-OFC. This sample was static and 
dynamically characterized in Appendix 1. Here we will also 
include the chirp characterization that was taken only for this 
VCSEL#1 during my stay in Technische Universität Darmstadt 
(TUD) during summer 2013. 

The set-up used for the VCSEL#1-OFC was shown in Fig 23. 
VCSEL#1 will be operated maintaining the bias current at 
11.4mA and the temperature stabilized at 25ºC. When the GS 
regime is induced with 15dBm entering the PCB at 5.2GHz, we 
obtain the broadest comb, which is presented in this image. 

 

 

Fig 74. VCSEL#1-OFC (25 ºC, 11.4mA, 5.2GHz, 15dBm) that has 21 teeth in the 20dB span 
which corresponds to 106GHz 
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In the image above we observe the resulting comb when 
optimizing the parameters in order to get the broadest 
spectrum. We also see a dashed line at -20dB of its maximum, 
to show the part of the comb that it inside the 20dB span. The 
VCSEL#1-OFC has 21 teeth in the 20dB optical span that 
corresponds to 106GHz broad.  

The autocorrelation profile that corresponds to this VCSEL#1-
OFC is shown in the following figure, where we see that it has a 
time duration of 67.6ps, Therefore, assuming a profile sech² our 
pulse has a duration of 41.7ps. This value is above the 
equipment resolution. 

 

 

Fig 75. VCSEL#1-OFC: Temporal autocorrelation pulse 
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The phase noise of the electrical detected signal is shown in the 
following picture. We see that the phase noise of both the RF 
source (CW source Agilent and green line) and the detected 
signal (VCSEL#1-OFC and red line) have the same behaviour 
along the whole curve. This means that the modes that appear 
in the GS comb are highly correlated and their remarkable 
stability is linked to the stability of the CW RF source considered. 

 

 

Fig 76. VCSEL#1-OFC: Phase Noise of the electrical detected signal 
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where M is an integer, c the speed of light, n the refractive index 
and L the length of the cavity: 

2
M cf

nL


   

 

Starting from the equation and doing some calculations with the 
travelling wave equation we reach to the formula of the 
frequency variation with time [136][153], that is: 

1( )
4

opt
opt

opt opt

Pc Rspv t kP
P t P



 

     
 

   

Where Popt is the optical power emitted, Rsp is the spontaneous 
emission rate, k is called the adiabatic chirp coefficient and βc is 
known as the linewidth enhancement factor. In the equation we 
see that the frequency variation has three different terms: the 
second one is due to the spontaneous emission and is usually 
neglectable as is significantly smaller than the other ones. The 
third term is called adiabatic chirp and is proportional to the 
mean power injected, so is also present when the laser is 
working in steady state conditions. The first term is called 
transient chirp and is related to the time variation of the 
logarithm of the optical power [136]. This factor is the most 
relevant when working in large signal conditions and is the main 
factor to be considered in our measurements since it increases 
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notably when entering the GS regime. Therefore, we call chirp 
the maximum variation of this frequency change [153]: 

max

1
4

opt
o

opt

PcChirp v
P t



 

     
 

 

The temporal pulses associated to GS are negatively chirped 
[70]. In the following image we see the set-up used for these 
measurements: 

 

Fig 77. Set-up for the chirp measurement 

 

With this set-up we extract and plot the following information, 
where we can see the Intensity Modulation of the signal (IM) 
the Frequency Modulation (FM) the addition and subtraction of 
them and the frequency variation in time. From this latter 
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parameter we compute the chirp. In the image we see these 
results for large signal modulation: 

 

Fig 78. Chirp results with VCSEL#1-OFC (25 ºC, 9mA, 5.2GHz, 15dBm) 

 

It is important to remark that these results were not taken with 
the same parameters than the comb presented previously (Fig 
74), even if it only changes the bias current from 11.4mA to 
9mA. This image corresponds to a chirp value of 31.63GHz. Now 
we are presenting the same results in linear regime (-2dBm RF 
power), where the chirp is much lower, 12.04GHz. 
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Fig 79. Chirp results with VCSEL#1 in linear regime (25 ºC, 9mA, 5.2GHz, -2dBm) 
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Fig 80. Chirp values for each RF power and RF frequency 

 

In the figure we see the variation of the chirp with RF frequency 
for different RF powers. We clearly perceive that the chirp 
decreases with the frequency in a similar way that the S21 
parameter does (see Fig 68). Therefore we conclude that the 
PCB is affecting the measurement and most of the power at high 
frequencies is not really reaching the laser.  

These same results are shown in the table. At -2dBm (blue trace) 
the laser is working under linear regime so the values of the 
chirp are much lower in comparison with the other powers. On 
the other hand we see how it increases with the injected power 
even if it is affected by the PCB. The highest value, of 120GHz (at 
2.2GHz with 15dBm RF power) is quite big in comparison with 
typical chirp values. 
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Table I. Different chirp values for each RF power and RF frequency 

Chirp (GHz) PRF=-2dBm PRF=5dBm PRF=10dBm PRF=15dBm 

fRF=1.2GHz 8.19 33.68 32.65 74.53 

fRF=2.2GHz 7.78 25.15 35.08 120 

fRF=3.2GHz 5.65 11.1 13.68 56.37 

fRF=4.2GHz 9.5 19.05 24.85 37.8 

fRF=5.2GHz 12.4 28.17 36.44 31.63 

fRF=6.2GHz 7.5 16.5 21.56 x 

fRF=7.2GHz 8.56 16.6 22 x 

fRF=8.2GHz 5.25 8.13 9.65 x 

fRF=9.2GHz 5.61 8.8 x x 

fRF=10.2GHz 4.65 7.6 x x 

 

In conclusion, we cannot ensure that these chirp values are the 
real ones for the VCSEL as the PCB might be interfering, but we 
can say that are the chirp correspondent to the group 
VCSEL#1+PCB. Besides, the chirp set-up used cannot measure 
higher chirp values than 50GHz with our working mode (see 
Advantest Q7607, whose response has a frequency of 150GHz), 
so the values above 50GHz might not be valid.  

This chirp measurement was taken during my stay in Darmstadt 
with their set-up and was only taken for this sample (neither for 
the DM source nor VCSEL #2).  
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Appendix 4. DM-OFC direct, 
indirect and combined combs  

The same experiment presented with the VCSEL in Chapter 8 
comparing the direct, indirect and combined techniques for 
comb generation was performed for the DM laser source. When 
the GS regime is induced, the working parameters of the DM are 
25 ºC, 61mA, 8.3GHz and 28dBm so the output of the DM is the 
DM-OFC in Fig 20. In the following figure we compare the 
combined comb with the sole direct and indirect techniques 
when using the DM source. Fig 81b (middle line) is the DM-OFC 
shown in Fig 20 with 15 teeth so 117GHz in the 20dB span. Fig 
81c (bottom line) is the indirect comb and Fig 81a (upper line) is 
the Combined-OFCG. They present 102GHz (13 teeth) and 
183GHz (23 teeth) respectively in the 20dB span. Surprisingly, 
the EO-FOCG in this case is narrower than the sole DM under 
GS. 

 
Fig 81. OFCG techniques comparison: GS-OFCG, EO-OFCG and combined-OFCG with the 
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The combined-OFCG offers a comb with an enhanced span that 
is 70% wider than the comb generated with the sole indirect EO-
OFCG and 50% wider than the GS-OFCG. Also, the optical power 
in each of the optical lines in the comb is similar in both the EO-
OFCG and the combined-OFCG. Scaling the EO scheme would 
permit the generation of a comb with the same width but the 
power of the optical lines would be significantly smaller and the 
set-up, more complex and more energy demanding.  
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Appendix 5. Numerical study of 
VCSELs under GS  

The interactions between light and matter in a laser can be 
modelled with the Rate Equations that were shown in Chapter 
2 (extracted from [37]). These rate equations have been 
implemented for VCSELs under GS to get an idea of the 
correspondence between the simulations and the experiments 
performed. The physical parameters used in these simulations 
are shown in the following table. Most of them are extracted 
from [70]. However, it is important to remark that most physical 
properties of the VCSELs that we use are not available and we 
do not know whether the values used are similar or relatively 
different to the real ones. Therefore, we are looking in the 
simulation for conclusions on the behaviour expected for a 
generic VCSEL device but not necessarily the exact values. For 
more information read [21], [58], [59], [65]. 

The evolution of the comb simulated with changes in the bias 
current, in the RF power and the RF frequency are presented 
because these are the parameters that define the Gain 
Switching working conditions of a given device. 
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Table II. VCSEL parameters 

Parameter Value Parameter Value 

Active Volume 
(cm3) 3.12 

Linewidth 
enhancement 

factor, α (-) 
5.9 

Confinement factor, 
Γ (-) 

0.02 Internal quantum 
efficiency (-) 

0.402 

Diferential gain, 
dG/dn (cm2) 1.6*10-16 Emitting 

wavelength, λ (nm) 1550 

Group velocity, 
vg (cm/s) 9.4*109 Refractive index in 

active region, n (-) 3.5 

Transparency carrier 
density, No (cm-3) 1.61*1018 

Threshold current 
(mA) 2.9 

Carrier Lifetime, 
τN (ns) 

1 Maximum output 
power (dBm) 

< 1 

Photon lifetime, 
τP (ps) 5.5 RF bandwidth 

(GHz) 10 

Nonlinear gain 
compression factor, ε 

(cm3) 
1*10-17 Beam Profile Circular 

Spontaneous emission 
coefficient, β (-) 1*10-5   

 

VCSEL-OFC evolution with the bias current 
In the following images we observe the evolution of the 
generated comb with variations in the bias current. This 
parameter has been varied normalized to the threshold current 
from 0.5 to 20 times ITH (the upper limit of this bias current in 
the simulations is slightly higher than the maximum value stated 
in the datasheet of our device). fRF has been set to 5GHz and IRF 
to 10ITH in this simulation. 
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Fig 82. Upper view of the Optical Frequency Comb evolution with the bias current. Ibias 
varies from 0.5Ith to 20Ith 

 

 

Fig 83. Optical span and number of modes vs. bias current 
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We see in Fig 83 the optical span in respect to the bias current 
(IBIAS /ITH) and the number of modes corresponding to this 
frequency span. We see that a maximum span of 135GHz is 
obtained when the bias current is around 9.5 times the 
threshold one. This corresponds to 27 modes inside the 20dB 
bandwidth. For lower and higher bias the result will be 
worsened. This would correspond to 19mA in our device. 
However, we will see that the optimized bias current for the 
best comb in VCSEL#1 will be 11.4mA. 

 

VCSEL-OFC evolution with the modulation current 
In the following images we observe the evolution of the 
generated comb with variations in the RF current. This 
parameter has been varied normalized to the threshold current 
from 0.5 to 20 times ITH. It is important to remark that in practice 
we cannot increase IRF so much as the VCSEL will be damaged. 
In this case, fRF is 5GHz and IBIAS is set to 9.5ITH (it was the best 
result in the previous simulation). 

We see in Fig 85 the optical span in respect to the RF current 
(IRF/ITH). As we can see the optical span increases constantly with 
the injected current so the higher the current the broader the 
comb. 
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Fig 84. Upper view of the Optical Frequency Comb evolution with the modulation 
current. This parameter is varied from 0.5Ith to 20Ith 

 

Fig 85. Optical span and number of modes vs. RF current 
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However, two limits need to be taken into account at this point: 
on one hand, the maximum power injected in order not to 
damage the device, on the other hand the double period (DP) 
behavior of the VCSEL. The increase in the RF power causes the 
appearance of comb lines separated fRF/2 and not only at fRF and 
rising the injected power even more we can see that other 
subharmonics come up too. We have already observe this 
characteristic in the VCSEL in [27]. Therefore in real experiments 
we select the maximum RF power injected taking into account 
the appearance of these subharmonics. 

 

VCSEL-OFC evolution with the modulation frequency 
In the following image we observe the evolution of the 
generated comb with variations in the working frequency. The 
widest span is for frequencies around 4GHz and we observe that 
the behaviour expected for the VCSEL under GS is to have 
narrower combs at lower and upper modulation frequencies. 
We have observed this behaviour in practice but the 
performance for our VCSELs is optimized around 5-6GHz and 
therefore that will be the modulation frequency used. 
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Fig 86. Optical span vs. RF frequency 

On the other hand, the number of modes decreases constantly 
with the RF frequency. This is not always affecting the optical 
span as there is a tradeoff between the number of modes and 
the RF frequency because: 

_ # RFOptical span modes f   

 
Fig 87. Number of modes vs. RF frequency 
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